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Introduction 
Civic engagement and public participation was a major focus during the Lower Minnesota  
River Watershed Approach occurring from 2013 through 2018. The MPCA worked with county and 
SWCD staff in the watershed, consultants, citizens, and other state agency staff to work on two projects 
to promote civic engagement collaboratively in the area. Projects were tailored to local partner interest 
and capacity.  

The Lower Minnesota Watershed Civic engagement projects were: 

· Lower Minnesota Watershed Wraps CE North: Page 3
· Lower Minnesota Watershed Wraps CE South: Page 244 

The following pages contain the summary, results, final reports and attachments of each of the two 
projects 



Lower Minnesota Watershed Wraps CE North
The purpose of this project was to identify community/landowner opportunities, obstacles, and opinions on land 
management and water quality in the rural portion Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Ultimately, this work 
helped identify land management options for the purposes of surface water quality restoration and protection 
within the western portion of the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Sibley County sponsored this project and 
subcontracted with other counties and SWCDs, University of Minnesota Department of Forestry staff, and 
Queenan Productions staff to develop project strategies based on their specialized expertise and knowledge of 
local community goals and interests. The findings from this project were used to inform the development of the 
watershed restoration and protection strategies (WRAPS) report. Preliminary meetings with local partners 
determined that basic level public participation (education, outreach, survey input) was appropriate for this 
project. Public participation focused on education and outreach events focused on BMPS and water quality 
issues specific to the watershed, a mail survey, interviews and other short surveys focused on BMP 
implementation. Contract participants also gathered, compiled and analyzed information from the interactions 
(surveys, interviews and outreach events). The project also encouraged team building of different LGUs so that 
strategies can be developed for WRAPS in the Sibley, Nicollet, Renville, McLeod, Rice, and LeSueur county 
areas of the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. 
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1. Grant project summary 

Project 
title: Lower Minnesota River Watershed North WRAPS  

Organization 
(Grantee): Sibley County  

Project start 
date: 10/10/2016 

Project end 
date: 6/30/2018 

Report submittal 
date: 7/31/2018 

Grantee contact 
name: Marilee Peterson  Title: Sibley County Auditor  

Address: 400 Court Ave  

City: Gaylord  State: MN Zip: 55334 

Phone 
number: 507-237-4070 Fax:  Email: MarileeP@co.sibley.mn.us 
Basin (Red, Minnesota, St. Croix, 
etc.) /Watershed & 8-digit HUC: Minnesota 07020012 County: Sibley 

Project type (check one): 
 Clean Water Partnership 
 Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)/Watershed Restoration or Protection Strategy (WRAPS) 

Development 
 319 Implementation 
 319 Demonstration, Education, Research 
 TMDL/WRAPS Implementation 

1.1 Grant funding 

Final grant 
amount: $135,000 

Final total project 
costs: $116,018.1 

Matching funds: Final 
cash: $0 Final in-kind: $0 Final Loan: $0 

MPCA project 
manager: Bryan Spindler 

1.2 List of Impairments within Lower Minnesota River Watershed  

  

Reach name Reach Description River AUID 
Affected 

designated 
use 

Pollutant or stressor TMDLStart/End 
Date 

Buffalo Creek Unnamed cr to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
578 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2014/2018 

Buffalo Creek Unnamed cr to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
578 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Chaska Creek Headwaters to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
512 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

County Ditch 
10 CD 3 to Raven Str 07020012-

628 
Aquatic 

recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

High Island 
Creek 

Bakers Lk to 
Unnamed cr 

07020012-
654 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

mailto:MarileeP@co.sibley.mn.us


High Island 
Creek JD 15 to Bakers Lk 07020012-

653 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

High Island 
Creek 

Unnamed cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
589 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2014/2018 

High Island 
Creek 

Unnamed cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
589 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

High Island 
Ditch 2 

Unnamed cr to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
588 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Judicial Ditch 
1A 

CD 40A to S Br Rush 
R 

07020012-
509 

Limited 
Resource 

Value 
Escherichia coli 2014/2018 

Judicial Ditch 
22 

Unnamed cr to 
Silver Cr 

07020012-
629 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Bevens Cr to Sand 
Cr 

07020012-
501 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Bevens Cr to Sand 
Cr 

07020012-
501 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

Bevens Cr to Sand 
Cr 

07020012-
501 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River Carver Cr to RM 22 07020012-

506 
Aquatic 

consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River Carver Cr to RM 22 07020012-

506 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Cherry Cr to Le 
Sueur Cr 

07020012-
507 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Cherry Cr to Le 
Sueur Cr 

07020012-
507 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

Cherry Cr to Le 
Sueur Cr 

07020012-
507 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

High Island Cr to 
Bevens Cr 

07020012-
502 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

High Island Cr to 
Bevens Cr 

07020012-
502 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

Le Sueur Cr to Rush 
R 

07020012-
504 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

RM 22 to Mississippi 
R 

07020012-
505 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

RM 22 to Mississippi 
R 

07020012-
505 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Rush R to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
503 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Minnesota 
River 

Rush R to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
503 

Aquatic 
consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Minnesota 
River 

Rush R to High 
Island Cr 

07020012-
503 Aquatic life Turbidity 2008/2014 

Minnesota 
River Sand Cr to Carver Cr 07020012-

532 
Aquatic 

consumption PCB in fish tissue 1998/2025 

Ninemile 
Creek 

Headwaters to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
518 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2024/2028 

Porter Creek Headwaters to Sand 
Cr 

07020012-
540 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Raven Stream E Br Raven Str to 
Sand Cr 

07020012-
716 Aquatic Life Chloride 2009/2015 

Raven 
Stream, East 
Branch 

Headwaters (Lk 
Pepin 40-0028-00) 
to Raven Str 

07020012-
543 Aquatic Life Chloride 2009/2015 

Raven 
Stream, West 
Branch 

Headwaters 
(Rennenberg Lk 40-
0088-00) to E Br 
Raven Str 

07020012-
715 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Riley Creek Riley Lk to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
511 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Rush River M Br Rush R to S Br 
Rush R 

07020012-
548 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 



Rush River S Br Rush R to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
521 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Rush River, 
Middle Branch 
(County Ditch 
23 and 24) 

CD 42 to Rush R 07020012-
550 

Limited 
Resource 

Value 
Escherichia coli 2014/2018 

Rush River, 
North Branch 
(County Ditch 
55) 

Unnamed ditch to 
T112 R27W S17, 
east line 

07020012-
558 

Limited 
Resource 

Value 
Escherichia coli 2014/2018 

Sand Creek Porter Cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
513 Aquatic life Chloride 2009/2015 

Sand Creek Porter Cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
513 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2014/2018 

Sand Creek Porter Cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
513 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Sand Creek Raven Str to Porter 
Cr 

07020012-
538 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Sand Creek 
T112 R23W S23, 
south line to Raven 
Str 

07020012-
662 Aquatic Life Chloride 2009/2015 

Sand Creek 
T112 R23W S23, 
south line to Raven 
Str 

07020012-
662 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek 

Goose Lk (10-0089-
00) to Unnamed 
wetland 

07020012-
618 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek 

Headwaters to 
Carver Cr 

07020012-
526 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek 

Headwaters to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
528 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek 

Unnamed cr to 
Unnamed cr 

07020012-
579 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek (East 
Creek) 

Unnamed cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
581 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek (East 
Creek) 

Unnamed cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
581 Aquatic life Fishes 

Bioassessments 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek (East 
Creek) 

Unnamed cr to 
Minnesota R 

07020012-
581 Aquatic life Turbidity 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
creek (Lake 
Waconia 
Inlet) 

Unnamed wetland 
to Lk Waconia 

07020012-
619 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
ditch 

Burandt Lk to 
Unnamed cr 

07020012-
527 

Aquatic 
recreation Fecal Coliform 2014/2018 

Unnamed 
ditch 

Burandt Lk to 
Unnamed cr 

07020012-
527 Aquatic Life Oxygen Dissolved 2014/2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Executive summary of project 

2.1 Problem  
The Lower Minnesota River watershed includes the lowest reach of the Minnesota River (Figure 1) and flows into the 
Mississippi at Fort Snelling. The second largest watershed in the Minnesota River Basin, it covers 1,760 square 
miles, divided by the Minnesota River itself. Major tributaries in the rural part of the watershed include the Rush River 
and High Island Creek. Tributaries in the urban area include Bevens Creek, Carver Creek, Sand Creek, Nine Mile 
Creek, and the Credit River, among others. First 303 (d) listed in 1998, the Lower Minnesota River has a variety of 
impairments including Turbidity, Fecal Coliform, and PCB in Fish Tissue. Most of the watershed is agricultural, with 
cities and small towns along the way. As part of the WRAPS, this report was assembled to highlight the civic 
engagement strategies within the watershed.  

2.2 Project highlights  
Sibley County partnered with University of Minnesota Department of Forestry staff to prepare an Assessment of 
Landowner Conservation Action in the Lower Minnesota Watershed.  This assessment was prepared by using a 
combination of in person and mailed surveys meant to evaluate the values and perspectives of landowners within the 
watershed. Queenan Productions worked with an innovative farmer to produce a video on inter-seeding cover crops 
and interviewed stakeholders within the watershed to gather perspectives. Lower Minnesota River Watershed 
partners, including Rice, Le Sueur, Nicollet, McLeod and Sibley counties, worked together to develop outreach 
strategies.  

2.3 Results 

The LMRW Major Watershed Project initiative depends on acceptance of best practices across an entire watershed, 
combining efforts within counties and at individual properties strategically to restore and protect water resources.  
Widespread support and acceptance of best practices is possible when people participate in public discussion, 
reflection and collaborative problem solving to frame public issues through a local lens and integrate water resource 
management into the community context. Sibley Counties and its partners efforts into the matter of civic engagement 
will hopefully provide insight that helps guide resources over the remainder of the 10-year cycle. 

2.4 Partnerships  
Sibley County sponsored this project and subcontracted with McLeod County, University of Minnesota Department of 
Forestry, Queenan Productions, and worked alongside Rice, Nicollet and Le Sueur Counties to develop project 
strategies based on their specialized expertise and knowledge of local community goals and interests. This 
partnership will continue after the WRAPS process to deliver effective conservation throughout the watershed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.5 Watershed Map  

 
Figure 1. Lower Minnesota River Major Watershed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Main Report  

 

3. Section I – Work Plan Review  

3.1 Summary of Changes:  

The Lower Minnesota River Watershed WRAPS North Project work plan underwent some changes over the course of 
the project. Because of staff turnover and changes, the Sibley County contractor contact changed several times. 
Project partners also changed with McLeod County and Nicollet County being removed from the work plan. Face to 
face interviews with landowners done by University of Minnesota staff were added to the work plan. 

3.2 Summary of Activities – Goals, Tasks, Objectives:  
 

3.2.1 Objective 1: Community Engagement Team Planning  

Task A: Develop Community Engagement Activates 

Summary: The engagement team assembled for two initial meetings to organize team efforts and prepare a timeline. 
Periodic meetings and conference calls where conducted to assist in how local assets, values and perspectives can 
be leveraged to develop civically-supported restoration and protection strategies to achieve water quality goals over 
the long-term. To aid in the interview process, time was spent developing questions and identifying potential 
interviewees. Potential locations for coffee shop focus group meetings where discussed. Progress was reported to 
members of the LMRW team as needed.  

Task B: Attend Community Engagement Training 

Summary: Focus group training workshops were held in the fall of 2016 and winter of 2017 by University of 
Minnesota Department of Forestry personnel with the purpose of learning how to collect data from focus groups. 
Members from the LMRW area where in attendance. This base knowledge of data collection and survey methods 
helped LMRW partners develop survey questions and mailing lists and will continue to aid LMRW partners with there 
understanding of survey results.  

Task C: Provide Community Engagement Survey Input  

Summary: Staff from the LMRW (Rice, Sibley, McLeod, Renville, Nicollet, Le Sueur) area helped to provided U of M 
Department of Forestry staff with mailings lists of landowner contacts. Input was also given on mail survey design and 
a review of survey questions was done.  

3.2.2 Objective 2: Community Engagement Implementation  

Task A: Conduct Community Engagement Surveys  

Summary: Based on feedback from LMRW partners (Rice, Sibley, McLeod, Renville, Nicollet, Le Sueur), U of M 
Department of Forestry personnel sent out a mail survey to property owners within the LMRW. The surveys purpose 
was to gage levels of community and civic engagement throughout the watershed. The results were used to aid in the 
development of a document assessing landowner conservation action within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. 

Task B: Conduct Watershed Citizens Interviews  

Summary: Queenan Productions conducted face to face interviews with watershed citizens using questions 
developed during the planning process. Interviews where used to develop a document analyzing the values and 
perspectives of citizens in the Lower Minnesota River Watershed, along with a video featuring a local farmer who 
incorporates cover crops into his farming operation. The University of Minnesota also conducted face to face 
interviews and used the results to aid in the development of a document assessing landowner conservation action 
within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed.  

Task C: Conduct Coffee Shop Meetings  

Summary: Sibley SWCD held coffee shop meetings in Gibbon, Henderson, and Arlington. Outreach was done with 
direct mailing, newsletters, and social media posts. Topics discussed included; Cover Crops, Water Resources, 



Wetland Restorations, and Farming Practices. More extensive lists of the topics discussed at these meetings are 
available in section 4.3.3. 

Task D: Conduct Outreach Events and Promotion  

Summary: Outreach events where held at Friends of High Island meetings, the Ney Center, Sibley County Fair, 
Grackle Days and Breakfast on the Farm. Newsletters containing information on WRAPS and other watershed 
science where sent out on a regular bias. Postcards promoting WRAPS meetings where sent out across the 
watershed to encourage attendance in WRAPS meetings.  

Task E: Conduct Landowner Best Management Practice (BMP) Interviews 

Summary: Sibley County entered into agreement with the University of Minnesota to perform a survey of community 
assessment and engagement in the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Input from LMRW team was used to develop 
questions and mailing list. Results were compiled into a report and sent to LMRW team members to help aid in BMP 
outreach and implementation. The University of Minnesota held a meeting at Sibley SWCD office in Gaylord, MN to 
present the results of the project to LMRW technical staff and management.  

3.2.3 Objective 3: Community Engagement Documentation 

Task A: Project Documentation 

Summary: Summaries of the watershed citizen interviews done by Queenan Productions, BMP survey done by the 
University of Minnesota, and Coffee Shop talks done by Sibley SWCD were prepared based on the results of the 
projects. Both full interview transcripts and summarized reports where produced.  

Task B: Video Production 

Summary: Queenan Productions partnered with Sibley County to produce a video featuring a local farmer who works 
with inter seeding cover crops into his cash crop to help improve soil health. DVD copies were made and distributed 
to LMRW team members.  

3.2.4 Objective 4: Administration 

Task A: Progress Tracking  

Summary: Progress was tracked to measure public participation. Costs and actives were tracked by Sibley SWCD.  

Task B: Progress Management  

Summary: Subcontractors filed reimbursement requests with Sibley SWCD.  

4. Section II – Grant Results 

4.1 Measurements 

To prepare an assessment of landowner conservation action in the lower Minnesota river watershed, the University of 
Minnesota distributed a mail survey to 1000 landowners who own property within the lower Minnesota river 
watershed. Questions were asked on the values, beliefs, norms and behaviors associated with water resources and 
conservation within the watershed. The resulting quantitative data will help resource professionals understand the 
drivers and constraints to conservation practice adoptions among landowners.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.2 Products 

4.2.1 Soil and Water Conservation District Newsletters and 319 TMDL Newsletters  

Sibley Soil and Water Conservation District mail its quarterly newsletter to 2541 households on 4 separate occasions 
during the WRAPS process. The Rush River/High Island Creek “River Watcher” 319 TMDL newsletter was mailed to 
1700 households on 3 separate occasions during the WRAPS process. 

4.2.2 Educational Meetings and Coffee Shop Talks 

One educational meeting and 3 “Coffee Shop Talks” were held during the WRAPS process. Postcards promoting the 
event where mailed out to 1700 households located within the Lower Minnesota River watershed a month in advance 
of the meeting of the educational meeting. Posters where hung at prominent locations in advance of the coffee shop 
talks. Meetings were attended by 17 members of the public. Valuable information and insight were gained my LMRW 
partners. 

4.2.3 Community Engagement Training  

Two community engagement trainings held by University of Minnesota staff and were attended by LMRW partners.  

4.2.4 Video Production from Queenan Productions  

 

This video can be found by using the following link: 

https://player.vimeo.com/video/239667045 

 

4.2.5 Lower Minnesota River Watershed Views, Perspective and Values from Queenan Productions  

The attached report from Queenan Productions is the result of 8 interviews of watershed stakeholders performed by 
Anne Queenan of Queenan Productions.  

https://player.vimeo.com/video/239667045






















 

 

 



4.2.6 An Assessment of Landowner Conservation Action in the Lower Minnesota Watershed from the University of 
Minnesota 

The attached report from the University of Minnesota is the result of 1000 mail surveys and 16 semi structured face to 
face interviews of Lower Minnesota River Watershed landowners performed by the University of Minnesota Center for 
Changing Landscapes.  

  

























































































































































































































































 

 

 



4.3 Public Outreach and Education  

4.3.1 Newsletters: 

 Newsletters where sent out over the course of the WRAPS project to promote or inform the public on various stages 
and activities related to the WRAPS project. Sibley Soil and Water Conservation District mail its quarterly newsletter 
to 2541 households on 4 separate occasions during the WRAPS process. The Rush River/High Island Creek “River 
Watcher” newsletter was mailed to 1700 households on 3 separate occasions during the WRAPS process. 

4.3.2 Ney Center Public Educational Meeting:  

On July 26th, 2017 a WRAPS educational meeting was held at the Ney Center in Henderson, MN. Postcards 
promoting the event where mailed out to 1700 households located within the Lower Minnesota River watershed a 
month in advance of the meeting. This event was attended by 8 members of the public and included guest speakers 
from the MN DNR, MPCA and SWCD. Topics discussed included DNR watershed assessments, the state of 
watershed fisheries, as well as the WRAPS process and what it means for the future of water quality and landowner 
actions within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed.  

4.3.3 Coffee Shop Talks: 

During the WRAPS project, 3 “coffee shop talks” where held in Sibley County. The first was held on 2/26/2018 at the 
Henderson Roadhaus in Henderson, MN. This event was attended by 7 member of the public, 3 Sibley SWCD 
employees, and 1 MPCA employee. Notes on the topics of conservation are listed below: 

· Road Salt issues, excess put on road contributing to water quality issues 

· People making laws have no farming experience and don’t come out to talk to farmers about issues 

· Water quality within wells 

· Mother nature didn’t create a stream to handle this much water 

· “Man made” ditches adding too much water  

· 6 semi loads being taken out of ditch by landowner on own 

· Engineering designs made not be able to handle the correct amount of water 

· Settling ponds on farmland, meter out (water control drainage) 

· Buffer law impacts – long term good, ditch cleaning – piling along the bank, problems with noxious weeds, 
widths/access not adequate if landowners responsible with weed control 

· Switch from Nitrogen to Phosphorus concerns? 

· Some water quality improvement over the years 

· Plenty of precipitation in the past and hasn’t changed over the years 

· Water was handled differently in the past 

· Rush River has come up faster than the MN River (MN river has been improved to handle it) 

· State agencies working together on projects  

· Restoration of wetlands or other water retention needs 

· Get rid of all open intakes (Another demonstration day of open intake alternatives?) 

· Cover crops – questions on doing them with corn and soybeans and benefits of that 

· Vegetative strips around ravines – less erosion 

· More CRP acres – the right acres, no whole farms, paid too high 



· Living snow fence questions/rates 

· CRP rates for river bottom areas 

· Feedlot questions 

· Rule maker having farming experience 

· Worried that the farmers don’t get a vote 

· Conservation groups (Ducks Unlimited, Pheasants Forever) may be in the back pocket of legislators 

· More contact with legislators – last meeting was couple years ago 

· Taxes on public lands getting taken off the tax roles 

· Water quality concerns over the ponds on Colony lands, 

· Municipalities need more oversight 

· Potentially help testing water quality on Rush River 

· Manure hauling distance has increased from years past 

· East vs. West debate (County) 

· Rush River does most of the damage erosion wise because nothing has been done for years 

· Different incentives would make implementing practices more appealing 

· Government shouldn’t be competing with producers 

· Economy – farmers not putting extra fertilizers 

· Using manure as a commodity 

 

A second meeting was held on 2/27/2018 at the Pit Stop in Gibbon, MN. This meeting was attended by 2 members of 
the public, 3 Sibley SWCD employees, 1 MPCA employee, and 1 Nicollet County employee. Notes on the topics of 
conservation are listed below:  

· West vs. East Topic 

· Holding more water in the western part of Sibley County – have more ponds from implementing wetland 
restorations 

· Differences between the right/wrong land going into the CRP program 

· Landowners putting land into CRP because they get more money from the CRP payment then they do for 
land rent (Hunting backgrounds influence decision as well) 

· Targeting sensitive areas for CRP 

· Increased sedimentation and nutrient loading 

· Good job of putting clean water into ditches but dilutes up by the time if flows into the MN river 

· Feel a good job has been done addressing some point source pollution areas 

· Channelization increased water speed – Rush River has been dredged and straightened out 

· Testing water quality in wells – see more testing (talked about Brown County testing their wells) 

· Would like to see more cover crops around 



o Canning crops/small grain works well 

o Hurdles for implementing on cash crops 

· Very worried about pre-emergence affecting cover crop growth 

· Owner/operators easier to target for cover crops 

· Renters/Landowners with larger acreages harder to target (lack of time) 

· Tillage changes are easier to adopt (mulch, ridge, strip till) – possibly cheaper than cover crops 

· Restrictive seeding dates for cover crops 

· Particular about what species can be a successful cover crop 

· Would like to see more removal of open intakes and rock tile inlets 

· Input conservation talk that would benefit both parties during contract talks  

· Find a common ground among landowner/renter 

· Go to system like Europe and get “rid” of nutrients 

· Issues with phosphorus in cities/towns not being treated 

· Nutrients coming out of outlet at treatment ponds? 

· How often are cities sampling their discharges? 

· Addressing storm water/sewer water  

· It may take a generation or two to implement new ways of farming (cover crops) – older generations do not 
like change 

· Incentives make cover crops more appealing  

A third coffee shop talk was held at the Prairie House in Gaylord, MN. No members of the public where in attendance. 

4.3.4 Sibley County Fair 2017: 

Sibley SWCD had information on WRAPS available at its fair booth during the Sibley County Fair. This served as 
another opportunity to gather input on landowner conservation action and opinions. Sibley SWCD staff also 
discussed with landowners and members of the public how they can become involved in the WRAPS process and 
what it means for the future of the watershed.  

4.3.5 Breakfast on the Farm 2017:  

Sibley SWCD had information on WRAPS available at its booth at the annual Breakfast on the Farm event held by 
the Arlington Area Chamber of Commerce.  

4.4 Long-term Results 

4.4.1 Capacity Building 

The Lower Minnesota River WRAPS gave Sibley County the opportunity to partner with the University of Minnesota’s 
Center for Changing Landscapes. This partnership resulted in extensive surveying and interviewing of landowners 
within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Survey methods, results and analyses of these surveys where 
distributed throughout the watershed to Local Government Technical staff in a report titled An Assessment of 
Landowner Conservation Action in the Lower Minnesota Watershed. The analyses of these landowner surveys and 
interviews was also summarized and presented to Local Government Staff within the watershed at the meeting held 
on 7/31/2018 at the Sibley SWCD office in Gaylord, MN. The key messages from this report are highlighted below:  

o Social influences drive conservation decision making.  



o Stewardship ethic and perceived benefits to land and community drive practice adoption.  
o Financial incentives and conservation program reformation are important drivers of practice 

adoption.  
o Multiple factors can constrain conservation action; 

§ Lack of equipment  
§ Financial  
§ Community leadership  

o Lack of personal and social norms for civic action is a major constraint to community engagement 
in water protection.  

This report will help guide Local Government conservation programs and outreach efforts within the Lower Minnesota 
River watershed by providing in depth insight into the human dimensions of conservation action.  

4.4.2 Partnerships and Alliances 

Sibley County and Sibley Soil and Water Conservation District enjoyed the opportunity to partner with the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency, the University of Minnesota’s Center for Changing Landscapes, and Queenan Productions.  
Other local government staff from McLeod, Renville, Nicollet, Le Sueur and Rice counties also helped to provide 
valuable insight, guidance and information to the WRAPS process. These partnerships and connections will become 
increasingly important in the future as water management away from local plans with county boundaries towards a 
watershed focused approach.  

4.4.3 Project Feedback  

Many lessons were learned during the WRAPS process. Staff turnover and reorganization in Sibley County lead to 
some unseen hurdles and delays. Performing more outreach might have led to better turnout at Coffee Shop Talks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 1A 1B 1C 2 2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 3A 3B 4A 4B Total Invoice Vendor Program Element Budget Category Amount
Sibley Coordinator Budgeted 300 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 240 120 960 2017-001 McLeod 1A McLeod 154.8

Spent 300 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 240 120 960 2017-001 McLeod 1B McLeod 154.8
invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 McLeod 4A McLeod 51.6
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 Queenan 1A Queenan 1944.21

McLeod Tech Budgeted 154.8 154.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51.6 0 361.2 2017-001 Queenan 2B Queenan 1186.79
Spent 154.8 154.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51.6 0 361.2 2017-001 Sibley County 1A Sibley County 300
invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 Sibley County 1B Sibley County 180
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 Sibley County 3A Sibley County 120

Queenan Budgeted 1944 0 0 0 0 6998.4 0 0 0 1944 7776 1296 0 19958.4 2017-001 Sibley County 4A Sibley County 240
Spent 1944.21 0 0 0 0 6998.4 0 0 0 1944 7776 1381.19 0 20043.8 2017-001 Sibley County 4B Sibley County 120
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 Sibley SWCD 2D newsletter 1870.31
Balance -0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -85.19 0 -85.4 2017-001 Sibley SWCD newsletter newsletter 1945

Sibley SWCDWC/DT30 Budgeted 975 0 0 0 0 0 330 600 0 0 0 0 0 1905 2017-001 Sibley SWCD newsletter newsletter 677.51
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 600 0 0 0 0 0 930 2017-001 Sibley SWCD 1A Sibley SWCD 1104
invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-001 Sibley SWCD 1B Sibley SWCD 256
Balance 975 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 975 2017-001 Sibley SWCD 2D Sibley SWCD 96

Sibley SWCD WC DT34.34 Budgeted 686.8 0 0 0 0 0 1373.6 686.8 0 2060.4 0 686.8 686.8 6181.2 2017-001 U Survey 1b,2A U Survey 5614.44
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 1116.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 1116.05 2017-002 Hub Publishing 2 newsletter 1683.28
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 240.38 0 0 0 0 0 0 240.38 2017-002 Hub Publishing 2 newsletter 796.22
Balance 686.8 0 0 0 0 0 17.17 686.8 0 2060.4 0 686.8 686.8 4824.77 2017-002 Hub Publishing 2 newsletter 1985

Sibley SWCD WT 41 Budgeted 2460 184.5 0 0 0 0 0 1271 0 0 0 0 0 3915.5 2017-002 Jerry's home foods 2 Supplies 2.47
Spent 1640 184.5 0 0 0 0 0 2829 0 0 0 0 0 4653.5 2017-002 Kick's Bake Shop 2 Supplies 35.96
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2017-002 Queenan 2B Queenan 1944
Balance 820 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1558 0 0 0 0 0 -738 2017-002 Queenan 3B Queenan 4147.2

Sibley SWCD WT 48.55 Budgeted 971 0 0 0 0 0 1942 971 0 1942 0 971 0 6797 2017-002 Sibley SWCD 30 2C,2D Sibley SWCD 180
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 145.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 145.65 2017-002 Sibley SWCD 30 2C,2D Sibley SWCD 750
invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 267.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 267.03 2017-002 Sibley SWCD 41 1A,1B,2C Sibley SWCD 1824.5
Balance 971 0 0 0 0 0 1529.32 971 0 1942 0 971 0 6384.32 2017-002 Sibley SWCD mileage 2 Sibley SWCD 66.88

Sibley SWCD DT2 32 Budgeted 1104 256 320 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 1776 2017-002 USPS 2 postage 238.29
Spent 1104 256 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 1456 2017-002 USPS 2 postage 327.43
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-001 Hub Publishing newsletter newsletter 1575
Balance 0 0 320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 2018-001 Queenan 2C,3B Queenan 10,821.60

UofM RA 39.54 Budgeted 0 9885 1977 0 27678 0 0 0 0 1186.2 0 1977 0 42703.2 2018-001 Queenan 3B Queenan 235
Survey Spent 0 5535.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5535.6 2018-001 Sibley SWCD 2B Sibley SWCD 1116.05

invoice 6 0 4349.4 1977 0 27678 0 0 0 0 1186.2 0 1977 0 2018-001 Sibley SWCD 41 2B Sibley SWCD 2829
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-002 D's Pit stop 2 Supplies 7.5

UofM UA 12 Budgeted 0 480 0 0 1680 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2160 2018-002 Kick's Bake Shop 2 Supplies 35.96
survey Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-002 prairie house 2 Supplies 7

invoice 6 0 480 0 0 1680 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-002 roadhaus 2 Supplies 24.94
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-002 Sibley SWCD 2C Sibley SWCD 145.65

UofM UA2 12 Budgeted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1200 0 0 0 0 1200 2018-003 UofM Interview 2B U interviews 8752.13
Interviews Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 0 0 0 0 600 2018-004 Invoice Correction from 2018-003 2B U Interviews -8752.13

Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Interview Mileage PE Correction 2 U interviews 641.33
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Interview PI PE Correction 2E U interviews 1670.8

UofM PI 41.77 Budgeted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3341.77 0 0 0 0 3341.77 2018-004 UofM Interview URA PE Correction 2E U interviews 600
interviews Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1670.8 0 0 0 0 1670.8 2018-004 UofMinterview R3 PE Correction 2E U interviews 5340

invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1670.97 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofMinterview supplies PE Correction 2 U interviews 500
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Invoice Correction Queenan Invoices 3B Queenan -14968.8

UofM R3 33.375 Budgeted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10680 0 0 0 0 10680 2018-004 Invoice Correction Queenan Invoices 2B Queenan -3130.79
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5340 0 0 0 0 5340 2018-004 Invoice Correction Queenan Invoices 3B mileage -235
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5340 0 0 0 0 5340 2018-004 Queenan PE Correction 2 mileage 235
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Queenan PE Correction 2B Queenan 6998.4

Sibley SWCD Postage Budgeted 0 0 0 5666.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5666.2 2018-004 Queenan PE Correction 3A Queenan 1944
Spent 0 0 0 565.72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 565.72 2018-004 Queenan PE Correction 3B Queenan 7776
Invoice 6 0 0 0 647.16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 647.16 2018-004 Queenan PE Correction 4A Queenan 1381.19
Balance 0 0 0 4453.32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4453.32 2018-004 Invoice Correction SWCD  WC DT 34.34 2B Sibley SWCD -1116.05

UofM Postage Budgeted 0 0 0 2450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2450 2018-004 Sibley SWCD WCDT 34.34 PE Correction 2C Sibley SWCD 1116.05
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Invoice Correction SWCD  WT 41 2B Sibley SWCD -2829
Invoice 6 0 0 0 2450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2450 2018-004 Sibley SWCD WT 41 PE Correction 2D Sibley SWCD 2829
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM Survey Postage 2 postage 2450

U of M Printing Budgeted 0 0 0 4550 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4550 2018-004 Uof M Survey Printing 2 printing 4550
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM Survey Mileage 2 mileage 920.96
Invoice 6 0 0 0 4550 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4550 2018-004 Uof M Interview Mileage 2 mileage 641.17
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM Supplies Interview 2 supplies 500

Sibley SWCD Printing Budgeted 0 0 0 12150 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12150 2018-004 Hub Publishing 2 printing 1617.68
Spent 0 0 0 10532.32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10532.32 2018-004 Hub Publishing 2 resource materials/supplies 675.32
invoice 6 0 0 0 1617.68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1617.68 2018-004 USPS 2 postage 647.16
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 Hub Publishing 2 resource materials/supplies 1023.31

Supplies U of M Interviews Budgeted 0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 2018-004 Sibley SWCD Tech 34.34 2C Sibley SWCD 240.38
Spent 0 0 0 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 2018-004 Sibley SWCD Tech 48.55 2C Sibley SWCD 267.03
invoice 6 0 0 0 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 2018-004 UofM RA 39.54 survey 1B U Survey 4349.4
Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM RA 39.54 survey 1C U Survey 1977

Supplies- Queenan Budgeted 0 0 0 320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 2018-004 UofM RA 39.54 survey 2A U Survey 27678
Spent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM RA 39.54 survey 3A U Survey 1186.2
invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2018-004 UofM RA 39.54 survey 4A U Survey 1977
Balance 0 0 0 320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 2018-004 UofM UA 12 survey 1B U Survey 480

Supplies- Sibley SWCD Budgeted 0 0 0 4542.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4542.03 2018-004 UofM UA 12 survey 2A U Survey 1680
Spent 0 0 0 113.83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 113.83 2018-004 UofM UA2 12 Interviews 2E U interviews 600
Invoice 6 0 0 0 1698.63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1698.63 2018-004 UofM PI 41.77 Interviews 2E U interviews 1670.97
Balance 0 0 0 2729.57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2729.57 2018-004 UofM R3 33.375 interviews 2E U interviews 5340

Mileage- Sibley SWCD Budgeted 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
Spent 0 0 0 66.88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66.88
Invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Balance 0 0 0 33.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33.12

Mileage Budgeted 0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000
Survey Spent 0 0 0 78.84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78.84

invoice 6 0 0 0 920.96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 920.96
UofM Balance 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
Mileage Budgeted 0 0 0 1282.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1282.5
Interviews Spent 0 0 0 641.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 641.33

invoice 6 0 0 0 641.17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 641.17
UofM Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mileage Budgeted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Queenan Spent 0 0 0 235 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 235

invoice 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Balance 0 0 0 -235 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -235

Budgeted 8595.6 11140.3 2297 33060.73 29358 6998.4 3645.6 3624.8 15221.77 7252.6 7776 5222.4 806.8 135000
Spent 1-5 5143.01 6310.9 0 12733.92 0 6998.4 1591.7 3525 7610.8 2064 7776 1672.79 120 55546.52
invoice 6 0 4829.4 1977 13025.6 29358 0 507.41 0 7610.97 1186.2 0 1977 0 60471.58
Balance 3452.59 0 320 7301.21 0 0 1546.49 99.8 0 4002.4 0 1572.61 686.8 18981.9

5. Section III – Final Expenditures
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Outreach	  &	  Education	  Video	  
Project	  for	  Citizen	  Engagement	  	  
	  

	  
Project	  Input	  

	  

	  
	  
Queenan	  Productions	  proposes	  to	  record	  and	  produce	  a	  video	  that	  speaks	  
to	  priorities	  and	  paths	  to	  build	  effective	  relationships	  and	  wider	  awareness	  
on	  how	  to	  improve	  the	  health	  of	  the	  watershed	  in	  the	  Lower	  Minnesota	  
River.	  	  These	  relationships	  are	  to	  build	  a	  stronger	  capacity	  for	  Soil	  and	  
Water	  experts	  to	  be	  a	  helpful	  resource	  to	  information,	  programs,	  trusted	  
relationships,	  interests	  and	  funds	  available	  for	  the	  citizens	  who	  want	  to	  
play	  a	  proactive	  role	  or	  learn	  more.	  	  In	  order	  to	  do	  this,	  several	  soil	  and	  
water	  staff	  throughout	  the	  watershed	  in	  Le	  Sueur,	  and	  Sibley	  Counties	  have	  
given	  input	  on	  what	  are	  strengths,	  areas	  of	  gap	  or	  need,	  and	  ways	  to	  
address	  water	  quality	  concerns	  relevant	  to	  specific	  areas	  and	  counties	  
within	  the	  watershed.	  	  	  
	  

Project	  Input	  
	  
Some	  of	  the	  messages	  QP	  has	  learned:	  	  
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From	  Mike	  Schultz	  –	  Le	  Sueur	  SWCD	  –	  Le	  Center,	  MN	  
	  
(AQ	  understands	  Mike	  may	  have	  photos	  of	  flooding)	  
	  
They’ve	  had	  success	  and	  funding	  with	  the	  NW	  part	  and	  some	  metro	  areas	  
in	  New	  Prague.	  The	  Sand	  Creek	  watershed	  has	  been	  the	  focus	  of	  ten	  years	  
of	  work	  w/Scott	  and	  Rice	  Counties	  where	  there	  have	  been	  targeted	  
watershed	  demo’s	  and	  BMPs	  for	  landowners.	  Sand	  Creek	  has	  multiple	  
impairments.	  	  Most	  of	  the	  landowners	  for	  targeting	  are	  agricultural,	  row	  
crops	  and	  a	  few	  shallow	  lakes,	  only	  one	  of	  which	  has	  fish	  –	  Lake	  Pepin.	  	  
They’ve	  also	  done	  some	  streambank	  work	  in	  Scott	  County	  as	  well	  as	  capital	  
improvement	  where	  flooding	  has	  demolished	  structures,	  hills	  and	  scouring	  
along	  bridges	  and	  grade	  drop-‐offs.	  	  They	  have	  identified	  bluffs	  that	  are	  
missing	  large	  portions.	  	  They’ve	  worked	  heavily	  with	  Scott	  County’s	  
Wetland	  Management	  Area(?)	  ;	  and	  prior	  to	  that,	  15	  years	  ago,	  in	  Raven	  
Creek.	  
	  

*Currently,	  there’s	  an	  unnamed	  tributary	  in	  Le	  Sueur	  County	  in	  
Henderson	  that	  needs	  support;	  and	  an	  area	  where	  two	  tribs	  merge	  into	  
the	  City	  of	  Le	  Sueur:	  Forest	  Prairie	  and	  Le	  Sueur	  Creek.	  	  Schultz	  believes	  
their	  asset	  is	  very	  good	  relationships	  with	  landowners.	  	  First	  name	  basis.	  	  	  
	  

Educational	  Priorities:	  Need	  to	  focus	  on	  water	  use	  (shortage	  of	  ground	  
water;	  need	  to	  conserve),	  water	  quality	  and	  each	  person’s	  direct	  
relationship	  with	  	  the	  health	  of	  his	  or	  her	  watershed.	  	  Education	  is	  needed	  
on:	  
	  

• How	  cities	  work	  with	  water	  in	  general;	  wastewater	  treatment;	  how	  
not	  to	  waste	  water	  (	  running	  long	  showers;	  flushing	  toilets)	  

• Water	  runs	  down	  hill	  and	  downstream;	  it’s	  what	  a	  watershed	  is;	  
everyone	  is	  playing	  a	  part,	  not	  just	  agriculture.	  	  Eventually	  everything	  
ends	  up	  in	  the	  river.	  	  How	  does	  the	  water	  get	  to	  the	  river?	  	  Ie.	  	  From	  
storm	  sewer,	  from	  the	  ditch…	  	  if	  you	  dump	  a	  bucket	  of	  water,	  some	  
maybe	  goes	  into	  the	  ground,	  some	  to	  the	  lake,	  some	  to	  Mn	  River…	  

• here,	  we	  don’t	  have	  the	  Watonwan	  River.	  	  We	  have	  the	  MN	  River	  
and	  the	  rest	  is	  relatively	  flat.	  

• Clear	  Lake,	  is	  a	  lake	  that	  is	  filled	  with	  algae	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  
summer.	  
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• Flooding	  is	  an	  issue.	  	  Was	  doing	  water	  monitoring	  at	  unnamed	  
tributary	  in	  Henderson	  and	  before/after	  the	  flood	  measurements	  
went	  from	  6’	  wide	  channel	  to	  more	  than	  20’	  wide	  channel.	  	  

• Buffer	  Law	  –	  feels	  their	  work	  is	  successful.	  	  	  	  
	  

How	  to	  reach	  the	  people?	  	  Where	  to	  play	  a	  video	  or	  have	  a	  booth?	  
	  

Pioneer	  Power	  –	  Popular,	  local	  Swap	  n	  Shop	  show	  that	  is	  huge;	  particularly	  
with	  agricultural	  population;	  two	  shows:	  
1)	  this	  weekend	  	  
2)	  end	  of	  August	  
Traders	  bring	  in	  their	  antiques,	  etc.	  to	  trade.	  	  Located	  5	  miles	  east	  of	  Le	  
Sueur	  and	  10	  miles	  west	  of	  Montgomery;	  huge	  crowd.	  	  	  
Probably	  market	  there;	  	  
County	  Fair;	  where	  else?	  
	  

Cannon	  River	  Watershed	  portion	  in	  Le	  Sueur	  focuses	  on	  Jefferson	  Lake	  –	  
highest	  area	  of	  concern;	  nutrients;	  lakes	  with	  TMDLs.	  
	  

Mike	  works	  closely	  with	  Le	  Sueur	  Environmental	  Services,	  Josh	  Mankowski.	  
	  

Josh	  Mankoski	  –	  Le	  Sueur	  Environmental	  Services,	  where	  water	  plan	  
originates	  for	  county.	  	  One	  of	  the	  sponsors	  of	  this	  grant.	  Planning/Zoning;	  
tied	  to	  lakes	  and	  lake	  home-‐owners;	  shoreland	  projects;	  permitting;	  more	  
strict	  ordinances	  in	  Le	  Sueur	  county	  than	  the	  state	  requires.	  	  	  
	  

1.	  Josh	  says	  Farming	  is	  the	  biggest	  community	  of	  Le	  Sueur	  County	  to	  
address	  in	  the	  video.	  	  He	  does	  NOT	  want	  it	  to	  be	  all	  negative.	  	  He	  is	  from	  a	  
farming	  upbringing	  in	  New	  Prague	  where	  his	  family	  runs	  the	  only	  dairy	  farm	  
in	  the	  city	  –	  grandfathered	  in;	  small	  head	  of	  dairy;	  Uncle	  runs	  it.	  	  I	  asked	  if	  
he	  and	  his	  family	  would	  be	  profiled	  or	  a	  part	  of	  the	  interview/story	  –	  build	  a	  
presence	  and	  credibility	  with	  the	  farming	  community	  -‐-‐-‐	  not	  interested	  in	  
doing	  that	  (camera	  shy?	  	  Wants	  positive	  relationships	  and	  trust	  and	  low	  
profile?).	  
	  

2.	  	  A	  lot	  of	  issues	  are	  because	  of	  past	  farm	  practices.	  The	  water	  gets	  to	  the	  
river	  much	  faster	  than	  it	  used	  to.	  	  “We	  have	  farmers	  who	  work	  hard	  at	  
water	  management	  –	  sampling	  their	  own	  outgoing	  water	  from	  their	  drain	  
tile;	  many	  have	  had	  buffers	  for	  a	  long	  time.”	  	  They	  run	  the	  gambit,	  
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however.	  	  A	  cultural	  problem	  often	  heard:	  	  “That’s	  how	  my	  grampa	  
farmed,	  so	  that’s	  how	  I	  do	  it.”	  
	  

• BMPs	  a	  priority.	  
• Showcase	  the	  positive	  cases	  in	  farming;	  they’re	  on	  the	  defensive.	  
• Locating	  more	  storage	  in	  th	  watershed;	  wetland	  restorations	  
• Streambank	  stabilization	  

	  

Josh	  works	  a	  lot	  with	  shorelines	  and	  lakes,	  and	  they	  always	  blame	  the	  
farmer.	  	  When	  actually,	  	  there	  are	  many	  near	  the	  shoreline	  and	  lake	  who	  
have	  failed	  septic	  systems	  impacting	  the	  lakes’	  phosphorous	  levels	  and	  the	  
ground	  water.	  (Clear	  Lake;	  Pepin	  Lake;	  Clear	  Lake	  is	  not	  clear.)	  He	  wants	  to	  
build	  trust	  with	  these	  farmers,	  so	  it’s	  important	  not	  to	  be	  blaming	  them.	  	  
That	  being	  said,	  he	  knows	  agriculture	  run-‐off	  and	  nutrients	  are	  the	  biggest	  
problems	  for	  these	  lakes	  (environmental/natural	  types).	  
	  

On	  Septic	  system	  projects	  working	  towards	  compliance	  and	  lake	  shoreline	  
restorations,	  they’ve	  been	  focused	  on	  the	  bottom	  half	  of	  the	  Le	  Sueur	  
County,	  many	  of	  which	  are	  earmarked	  for	  development.	  	  These	  are	  in	  the	  
Middle	  MN	  and	  Upper	  Cannon.	  	  	  
	  

Gap:	  	  Josh	  does	  not	  have	  access	  to	  the	  landowners	  near	  the	  lakes	  in	  the	  
Lower	  MN	  as	  most	  of	  the	  lakes	  there	  are	  categorized	  as	  more	  
natural/environmental	  vs.	  recreational.	  	  He	  explained	  how	  rec	  lakes	  have	  
cabins	  around	  them	  (DNR	  designated)	  whereas	  natural	  environmental	  lakes	  
have	  farther	  setbacks.	  	  The	  natural	  environmental	  lakes	  in	  the	  Lower	  Mn	  
River	  do	  not	  have	  Lake	  Associations	  or	  other	  organized	  groups	  that	  Josh	  can	  
work	  with	  to	  access	  the	  individual	  landowners.	  	  Which	  makes	  it	  
tough/unrealistic,	  he	  says,	  to	  go	  1:1	  there	  as	  the	  area	  is	  vast	  and	  workload	  
is	  busy.	  Access	  to	  landowners	  here	  is	  a	  real	  problem	  –	  challenge.	  	  And	  if	  
lake	  associations	  exist,	  here,	  they	  are	  run	  by	  farmers?	  (not	  sure).	  	  So	  the	  
relationship	  between	  farmer-‐led	  Lake	  Associations	  or	  these	  private	  
landowners	  and	  the	  County	  needs	  some	  help.	  
How	  can	  video/outreach	  be	  a	  tool	  to	  help	  reach	  these	  landowners	  
meaningfully?	  	  He	  wants	  more	  1:!	  Opps	  to	  discuss	  how	  to	  slow	  the	  water	  
down.	  And	  if	  we	  reach	  them,	  what	  do	  we	  want	  them	  to	  hear	  and	  see?	  	  
	  

(We	  need	  to	  find	  them	  socially?	  	  Pioneer	  Power?)	  Q:	  What	  other	  ways?	  
__________	  
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Josh	  wants	  us	  to	  put	  focus	  and	  the	  spotlight	  on:	  
	  

Geographically:	  	  Le	  Sueur	  Creek	  Area	  &	  Forest	  Prairie	  Creek	  
	  

Topics:	  	  High	  flow;	  flash	  problems;	  locating	  storage	  in	  the	  watershed;	  
• Wetland	  restorations	  
• Storage	  Ponds	  

He	  will	  connect	  us	  with	  his	  source	  at	  Wetland	  Consrvation	  Act.	  	  He	  thinks	  
that	  Greg	  Schwartz,	  head	  or	  Corn	  and	  Soybean	  Assns	  could	  help	  connect	  
me	  to	  some	  inspiring	  stories	  in	  the	  area	  with	  specific	  landowners.	  	  He’s	  
worked	  with	  Greg	  before	  to	  get	  producers	  for	  a	  Water	  Plan,	  which	  is	  
currently	  being	  reviewed	  at	  the	  State.	  
	  
Coleton	  Draeger,	  507.237.4050,	  watershed	  specialist,	  and	  I	  also	  spoke	  at	  
length	  on	  Wednesday,	  April	  20,	  2016.	  
	  Coleton	  told	  me	  that	  two	  main	  areas,	  High	  Island	  Creek	  watershed,	  and	  
Rush	  River	  watershed,	  are	  the	  focus.	  	  It’s	  all	  agriculture.	  	  	  
	  

On	  High	  Island,	  there’s	  a	  group	  who	  is	  active,	  Friends	  of	  High	  Island,	  who	  
have	  talked	  about	  getting	  a	  bioreactor	  going	  near	  the	  lake.	  	  There’s	  700	  
acres	  draining	  into	  the	  lake	  there.	  The	  landowners	  around	  the	  lake	  are	  
primarily	  farmers	  and	  they’re	  proactively	  raising	  funds	  and	  organizing	  to	  get	  
projects	  on	  the	  ground.	  	  Mark	  Dittrich	  of	  MDA	  may	  have	  come	  to	  speak	  to	  
them.	  	  They’re	  doing	  fishing	  contests,	  etc.	  for	  awareness.	  	  All	  of	  this	  is	  
great,	  for	  a	  lake	  focus,	  but	  Coleton	  wants	  to	  focus	  on	  the	  entire	  watershed	  
to	  increase	  awareness.	  
	  
He’s	  looking	  for	  funding	  options;	  how	  does	  EQIP	  help	  (NRCS);	  etc.	  	  I	  
referenced	  some	  of	  the	  focus	  group	  write-‐up	  I	  did	  in	  Yellow	  Medicine.	  
Curiosity	  Alive	  and	  Well	  on	  the	  Farm.	  
	  

The	  Rush	  River	  watershed	  is	  more	  difficult	  because	  there	  are	  no	  organized	  
groups	  to	  work	  with.	  And	  there’s	  no	  water(shed?)	  district	  for	  governing.	  	  
Only	  authority	  is	  through	  the	  county.	  Three	  branches	  here:	  	  North,	  Middle,	  
South.	  	  All	  drain	  into	  final	  stem	  of	  Minnesota	  River	  .	  	  Some	  elevation	  
changes	  and	  ecosystem	  issues.	  	  Some	  streams	  look	  like	  they	  are	  
straightened,	  especially	  Rush	  River,	  that	  it	  looks	  like	  a	  ditch,	  so	  small,	  then	  
opens	  up	  at	  MN	  Riv.	  	  Then	  stream	  appearance	  south	  of	  Henderson.	  
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He	  wants	  to	  stay	  away	  from	  the	  Buffer	  Initiative	  with	  his	  outreach	  efforts	  
since	  it’s	  a	  sore	  point	  and	  will	  be	  enforced	  to	  happen,	  regardless,	  so	  he’d	  
prefer	  to	  focus	  on	  other	  BMPs	  and	  incentives	  to	  get	  some	  foreward	  
momentum.	  
Perhaps	  cover	  crops.	  	  There’s	  a	  farmer,	  Jerry,	  a	  seed	  salesman,	  who	  is	  
running	  some	  test	  plots	  on	  cover	  crops	  who	  might	  be	  good	  to	  work	  with	  
and	  to	  showcase.	  	  He’ll	  explore.	  	  But	  can’t	  plant	  til	  Septemberish.	  
	  

Some	  of	  the	  topics	  noted	  by	  Coleton:	  	  As	  the	  price	  of	  corn	  and	  soy	  goes	  
down,	  and	  the	  cost	  of	  land	  rentals	  goes	  down,	  there’s	  more	  and	  more	  
farmers	  willing	  to	  take	  land	  out	  of	  production	  and	  put	  it	  into	  CRP.	  	  He	  said	  
the	  SWCDs	  and	  FSAs	  are	  swamped	  right	  now	  with	  CRP	  work.	  	  That’s	  a	  good	  
story	  to	  tell,	  perhaps?	  	  He	  explained	  basic	  numbers,	  and	  they	  are	  more	  
close	  in	  numbers	  now,	  vs.	  highly	  different	  (keeping	  land	  in	  production	  vs.	  
CRP).	  
	  

Coleton	  wants	  to	  confer	  with	  his	  SWCD	  colleagues	  to	  see	  about	  possible	  
spotlighting	  some	  landowners	  who	  have	  an	  inspirational	  story	  –	  or	  even	  
possibly	  getting	  a	  group	  of	  folks	  together	  to	  have	  a	  dialogue	  about	  all	  of	  
the	  changes	  they’ve	  seen	  on	  the	  land	  over	  the	  years.	  	  Have	  Bryan	  S.	  
attend.	  And	  record	  that,	  as	  part	  of	  the	  story	  for	  outreach	  and	  education.	  	  	  
	  
He	  would	  like	  to	  find	  ways	  to	  reach	  into	  the	  communities	  in	  Henderson	  or	  
along	  the	  Rush	  River.	  	  I	  told	  him	  about	  Art	  &	  Barb	  Straub	  and	  colleagues	  
with	  Henderson’s	  Hummingbird	  Festival.	  	  And	  the	  interpretive	  or	  
Environmental	  Center,	  there,	  and	  Charlie	  Blair	  of	  USFW	  and	  Friends	  of	  the	  
Minnesota	  Valley,	  as	  well	  as	  MN	  River	  Congress.	  	  How	  can	  these	  folks	  help	  
reach	  out	  to	  the	  people	  like	  Coleton	  and	  the	  SWCDs	  working	  with	  
landowners	  to	  put	  real	  projects	  on	  the	  ground?	  	  	  
	  
Coleton	  feels	  that	  a	  real-‐life	  video	  will	  be	  good,	  but	  in	  order	  to	  be	  able	  to	  
make	  it	  more	  accessible	  and	  easily	  distributable,	  instead	  of	  posting	  it,	  or	  in	  
addition	  to	  posting	  it	  on	  the	  internet,	  he’d	  like	  DVD	  copies,	  perhaps	  250	  of	  
them,	  to	  pass	  out	  at	  local	  events	  –	  not	  just	  county	  fairs,	  but	  other	  
community	  gatherings	  as	  well.	  	  The	  older	  farmers	  don’t	  know	  about	  some	  
of	  these	  new	  conservation	  drainage	  practices.	  	  They	  don’t	  use	  the	  internet.	  	  
They	  do	  listen	  to	  KJUJ	  out	  of	  New	  Ulm,	  for	  rado.	  	  And	  KEYC,	  out	  of	  Mankato	  
for	  local	  television.	  
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For	  better	  understanding	  of	  eastern	  	  
-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
	  
And,	  I	  also	  spoke	  with	  Ron	  Otto,	  a	  week	  ago,	  SWCD	  of	  Sibley	  County,	  who	  
had	  several	  considerations	  to	  put	  on	  the	  table.	  	  	  
	  
Ron	  says,	  “they	  don’t	  want	  to	  hear	  the	  truth,”.	  	  He	  points	  to	  a	  big	  difference	  
between	  rural	  and	  urban	  in	  this	  watershed,	  namely,	  the	  urban	  parts	  have	  
much	  more	  money	  to	  deal	  with	  than	  the	  agricultural	  and	  rural	  areas	  of	  the	  
watershed.	  
	  
(More	  on	  notes	  from	  Ron	  to	  come.)	  	  	  
	  
Ron	  said	  that	  often	  when	  the	  rains	  come	  more	  heavily,	  it’s	  necessary	  to	  
slow	  the	  water	  down.	  	  But	  in	  the	  western	  parts,	  the	  mentality	  is	  to	  get	  rid	  
of	  the	  water	  faster.	  	  Where’s	  the	  balance?	  	  The	  east	  and	  west	  parts	  of	  the	  
watershed	  could	  probably	  use	  different	  focus	  when	  it	  comes	  to	  BMPs.	  	  In	  
the	  west,	  more	  appropritate	  to	  look	  at	  buffering	  ditches	  and	  cover	  crops.	  	  
In	  the	  east,	  more	  focus	  on	  structure-‐type	  of	  BMPs,	  like	  sediment	  basins	  or	  
drop-‐structures.	  	  The	  eastern	  rural	  side	  of	  the	  county	  is	  hilly;	  a	  lot	  of	  
ravines.	  	  Different	  considerations.	  
	  
“A	  watershed	  doesn’t	  stop	  at	  the	  county	  line.”	  	  New	  WRAPS	  approach.	  	  Will	  
have	  more	  info	  by	  this	  summer	  and	  into	  the	  fall.	  	  Legislature	  working	  on	  it.	  
	  
On	  the	  buffers:	  	  Many	  folks	  don’t	  understand	  why	  we	  need	  to	  put	  them	  in	  
place.	  	  Doesn’t	  quite	  agree	  with	  one	  size	  fits	  all	  approach	  –	  it	  changes	  
depending	  on	  the	  land.	  
	  
Towns	  in	  his	  watershed	  focus:	  	  Arlington-‐Winthrop-‐Gibbon;	  Green	  Isle;	  
Gaylord	  is	  county	  seat;	  Henderson;	  New	  Auburn.	  
	  
How	  does	  Ron	  try	  to	  get	  the	  word	  out?	  	  Some	  are	  presentations	  to	  public	  
about	  water	  quality	  problem	  –	  trying	  to	  get	  them	  to	  understand	  what	  they	  
are	  and	  how	  to	  go	  about	  addressing	  them;	  some	  are	  1:1’s.	  	  	  
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Jon	  Lore	  –	  DNR	  
	  
Re:	  	  Stories,	  Studies	  or	  Work	  on	  the	  High	  Island	  Creek:	  
	  
Hi	  Anne,	  
	  	  
High	  Island	  Creek	  is	  near	  and	  dear	  to	  me	  as	  it	  was	  the	  main	  watershed	  for	  
my	  thesis,	  and	  we	  have	  surveyed	  the	  watershed	  as	  part	  of	  our	  job	  in	  recent	  
years.	  	  My	  thesis	  mainly	  discussed	  the	  impact	  that	  the	  dam	  had	  on	  fish	  
communities.	  	  Out	  of	  42	  fish	  species	  sampled,	  only	  15	  were	  found	  upstream	  
of	  the	  dam.	  	  In	  2014,	  there	  was	  a	  record	  flood	  event	  that	  wiped	  out	  the	  
dam,	  and	  since	  then	  MPCA	  and	  DNR	  have	  documented	  18	  new	  species	  
upstream	  of	  the	  dam.	  	  Eight	  species	  have	  moved	  as	  far	  as	  26	  miles	  
upstream	  in	  one	  year!	  	  
	  	  
The	  2014	  flood	  resulted	  in	  the	  dam	  being	  removed	  and	  I	  know	  of	  one	  
bridge	  that	  collapsed	  on	  Rush	  River,	  otherwise	  I	  know	  of	  a	  house	  in	  
Henderson	  that	  was	  damaged	  by	  a	  landslide,	  but	  that	  was	  not	  near	  a	  river.	  
	  	  
For	  more	  information,	  you	  can	  read	  my	  article	  in	  the	  Conservation	  
Volunteer	  that	  discusses	  land	  use	  changes	  and	  climate	  changes	  that	  
resulted	  in	  the	  flooding.	  	  If	  you	  have	  any	  more	  questions,	  feel	  free	  to	  call	  
me	  (507)389-‐8804.	  	  We	  should	  be	  in	  most	  of	  the	  week	  because	  of	  the	  
weather.	  
	  	  
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/mcvmagazine/issues/2016/jan-‐feb/southern-‐
Minnesota-‐rivers.html	  
	  	  
Jon	  
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Ron Otto Interview       
Sibley County SWCD – Met in Henderson, MN 
May 3, 2017 
 
 

 
 
AQ: If you don’t mind, I just want to record what I learn from you because I’ll probably try to 

transcribe it and make some sense out of it myself and then if it makes sense to include some of 
your comments, I will.  They want me to do a report as part of what I’m doing.  So if that’s okay 
with you. 

 
RO: That’s fine. 
 
AQ: So where on the internet is your favorite, good, effective map of Sibley County. 
 
RO: Probably just Google it, the maps I use I’ve got on my desktop and I don’t really know where 

they’re from anymore.  They’re just there. 
 
4:41.8 
Q: Okay, so eastside, west side of the river, when you guys talk about that, is that within Sibley 

County or within the watershed? 
 
RO: Well we do everything west of the river for Sibley County. 
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RO: We go a little ways west of ??? 
 
AQ: To Morton? 
 
RO: No.  
 
AQ: So you work on the western end, which means your focus is more on what kinds of issues versus 

the eastern. 
 
RO: Right. 
 
AQ: You’ve delineated that before but can you educate me? 
 
RO: I guess the easiest way to say it is the people on the west end want to get rid of their water and 

the people on the east end want to slow it down and get less water.  That’s the simple answer.  
Whenever we have heavy rains, people on the east side of the town here coming in we’ve got 
to slow this stuff down and the next one that comes in from the west side, I’ve got to get rid 
of it faster. 

 
AQ: But do you deal with people on the east side? 
 
RO: Oh yeah, from Henderson. 
 
AQ: Okay, so you’re talking about east side of the… 
 
RO: Of the county.  And basically what I’m talking about east side is from Arlington east to the river, 

that’s where the big change in elevation is. 
7:01.5 
AQ: Can you show me? 
 
RO: Well basically from about here down to the river, that’s where your big change in elevation 

comes in as far as… 
 
AQ: From like Arlington? 
 
RO: From Arlington, Green Isle, then to… 
 
AQ: Cologne. 
 
RO: Oh we don’t go that far north either, but we go up about halfway between Green Isle and 

Hamburg is where our county ends.  But from there, where you start moving toward the east, 
that’s where our elevations really take a dramatic change.  And that’s where the people start 
complaining.  They get the big changes in elevation, water moves faster.  When you get 
farther away from that, they just want to get rid of their water. 

 
AQ: Can I just back it up and ask you, what is the health of the watershed in this part? 
 
8:12.4 
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RO: It’s not good all the way through the watershed.  We’ve got a lot of sediment issues all the 
way through.  As you get east, we’ve got down-cutting and we need storage out in the 
western part for the county, western part of the watershed and it doesn’t seem like that’s 
happening very easy.    It’s not happening like we like to see it.  They all want to farm it and 
there’s some areas that shouldn’t be farmed and they just want to tile it and farm it.  And then 
that’s a big issue. 

 
AQ: What is the most hopeful thing that’s going on right now?  How long have you been doing this? 
 
RO: Ten years. 
 
AQ: So in ten years, what are you most proud of?  When you think back at all the work that you’ve 

done throughout ten years, and I’m sure there’s a ton of it, what are some of the things that 
come to your mind as rewarding and feeling like okay, that was good work? 

 
9:36.8 
RO: Just trying to change your perception, that’s the biggest problem of this whole, of what we 

have to do to improve water quality.  That’s our biggest problem right now is trying to change 
the farmers’ perception.  I think it’s changing slowly. 

 
AQ: From what to what for example? 
 
RO: Well I believe the farmer was always concerned about water quality, but I think the younger 

farmer is more concerned about it now than probably a couple generations ago.  
 
AQ: Because that’s a cultural thing? 
 
 
10:17.4 
RO: I think yeah, I believe it’s more of a cultural thing, and it’s always hard to change old habits, 

where the younger generation has grown up with this water quality thing being pounded into 
them day in and day out, where the older generation, it wasn’t so much.  So the younger 
generation hears it every day where the older generation maybe didn’t.  So I think that makes 
sense. 

 
AQ: Where do they hear it do you think?  The younger generation hears it from what source 

whereas the older generation hears it from wherever.  So when you say that I think about trying 
to remember the name of the gentleman I interviewed, he was with the Farmer’s Union and he 
was in his late 70’s or early 80’s, and he was saying that when he was raising his farm and 
getting it going, every acre needed to be productive and they were encouraging that at the time, 
fence row to fence row. 

 
11:36.2 
RO: Right, and it’s gotten to be true where it’s a corn soybean rotation where there was more crop 

diversity years ago, where they all had a little bit of corn, a little bit of oats, fall crops. They 
had more diversity as far as livestock where very few farmers have livestock anymore.  That all 
made a difference. 
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AQ: When was that? 
 
RO: It’s been changing over the decades.  It’s getting more to less and less livestock every year 

the way it seems.  I can remember when I was younger, the milkman stopped at every 
farm along the way and now from Gaynor to Henderson I don’t think there’s a dairy 
producer along the highway anymore; they’re all gone. 

 
AQ: Because why? 
 
RO: Economics is one thing. 
 
AQ: Because it’s more profitable to do corn and soy? 
 
13:00.0 
RO: Right, it’s mostly economics I think. 
 
AQ: But it used to be dairy?  Because dairy is bigger, not quite as big as in Lanesboro where I live. 
 
RO: There’s certain areas where there’s a lot of dairy yet.  I know in the township that I live in, we 

have three dairies left in our township and one of them is thinking about quitting by fall and the 
other one, he probably doesn’t milk more than 20 cows and the other one’s a thousand-cow 
dairy, so that one will probably never quit.  

 
AQ: So the bigger the more security? 
 
RO: Yeah. 
 
 
13:44.7 
AQ: Did you used to do a dairy farm?  Can you tell me about your farm?  Or tell me a little bit about 

the history or your own story on the land. 
 
RO: My grandpa had, it was my grandpa’s farm, but I didn’t have enough land that I felt I could 

keep on.   
 
AQ: How many acres? 
 
RO: 160 and I rented some land and I just didn’t feel that it was economical to try and keep on.  If I 

wanted to keep on, I had a farm and I had to work besides that.  It’s not economical.  I was 
working day and night; I wasn’t about to do that anymore. 

 
AQ: So you decided to… 
 
RO: Quit farming and work one job. 
 
14:41.2 
AQ: And do you rent your land? 
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RO: My nephew runs it now.  And I only owned 40 acres out of it, the rest of it I rented from my dad 

or other relatives. 
 
AQ: And how has that changed over the years?  When your grandpa ran it what was there and what 

is there now? 
 
RO: Well my grandpa ran it and then my dad bought it from my grandpa. 
 
AQ: Did it go from dairy to, or diverse… 
 
15:15:18.3 
RO: Pretty diverse to, dad had dairy and then I took over the dairy from him and then the 

equipment wore out, what do you do?  I couldn’t afford to stick a lot into it, because I wasn’t 
going to stick a lot into it if I didn’t have somebody that was going to, if my kids weren’t going 
to help me.   My oldest son wasn’t interested in dairy and my youngest one was too young to 
make a decision.   

 
AQ: So did your oldest son stick around or did he move to cities?  
 
RO: No, he lives around here and helps the farmer out.  My youngest son, he helps his father-in-law 

on the farm but works in the city. 
 
AQ: So your nephew runs most of the land? 
 
RO: Yes. 
 
AQ: And is he doing corn and soy? 
 
RO: Yes. 
16:48.0 
AQ: And he’s the one who takes the house from your son? 
 
RO: No. 
 
AQ: So you’ve pretty much lived most of your life here? 
 
RO: Yes. 
 
AQ: Okay, that’s a lot of history.  So along those years, what are some of the things that you 

remember were really good, strong, proud connections to the land and to the water before 
you joined Sibley County and then since then? 

 
18:20.8 
RO: Well the one thing is one with trust.  It takes a lot for the farmers to come in and trust us, and 

that’s one thing I think we’re doing okay in, you sometimes wonder.  
 
AQ: Does it help that you were raised here and that you know everyone? 
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RO: I think it helps sometimes. 
 
AQ: What would be a way it would help and what would be a way… 
 
RO: I think they understand the problems, I think I have a better understanding of the problems 

once in a while than some other people do that haven’t been around. 
 
AQ: Do they let you come and walk the land? 
 
19:50.4 
RO: I’ve never had a problem with going out and talking with anybody, going out and looking at their 

farms and stuff; I’ve never had anybody deny me to do that.  I just don’t see it if they’re asking 
us to, if they feel they have a problem, they want us out there to do something.   If they want 
help for something, they’re going to let us come out and take a look. 

 
AQ: So for you, what’s the perfect, but along those lines; how does that work well for you?  What’s a 

good case or what’s a good example of how someone needs some help, do they come into your 
office or do they call you? 

 
21:05.0 
RO: They come in and talk.  When I get down here I don’t always understand everything, but I think 

a lot of time I understand their problems because I’ve probably been through it in some form or 
another over time, whereas somebody that’s never farm the land maybe doesn’t have quite, 
doesn’t always understand it all. 

 
AQ: When you’re talking and developing trust, do you talk economics, like to get the most efficient 

use of their resources and their money and their investment? 
 
RO: Oh yeah. 
21:59.8 
AQ: Do they ask you to run numbers, that kind of thing? 
 
RO: They always want to do it as economical as possible. 
 
AQ: And they’re looking for you to help too, right? 
 
RO: Right, right. 
 
AQ: So you have to explain the cost share. 
 
RO: And yet, you want a job that when it’s done that it’s not going to fail on them right away.   You 

want something that’s going to last. 
 
22:43.7 
AQ: And why is that a and yet?  Because it costs money and you have to target the most effective 

use of?  I don’t want to put words in your mouth. 
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RO:   The most effective use of the money but it costs a lot of money to go back and fix this stuff too if 
it isn’t done right.    

 
AQ: Can you share something with me along those lines, where you didn’t have to come back and fix 

and it did give them what they were looking for? 
 
RO: That’s usually what happens.  Every once in a while something, it isn’t engineered right or 

something and we do have to go back and fix, but not very often. 
 
AQ: What is an example of something that is usual like that?  What would be a typical? 
 
24:14.8 
RO: Probably our most common structure is a water sediment control basin to stop the… 
 
AQ: With a control stricture? 
 
RO: It stops the erosion and yet allows them to farm their land without too many problems.  Most of 

them are built that they can farm right over them and yet it’ll hold the water there for 48 hours 
or less. 

 
AQ: How do they work? 
 
RO: it’s like a dam built up at the end or terrace, is what it looks like.  It’s got a tile behind it, but it 

gauges how fast the water can leave and it’s usually built on a slope so when the water can’t run 
down the slope anymore and cause the erosion. 

 
AQ: So this is the slope, it’s at the bottom? 
 
RO: No, it’s usually up higher and it’s a long slope you might end up putting one or two of them in 

there so if the water starts moving too fast again, then you put another one in. 
25:38.3 
AQ: You have much more flat land here.  In Lanesboro we have a lot of slopes so they do contour 

strips. 
 
RO: We don’t see much of that around here.  We see some grass waterways, but not a lot of those 

either. 
 
RO: We’ve got a few in the county, but not a whole lot.  That you can tell too, we’re much flatter. 
 
AQ: Will that change with the new buffer regulations? 
 
RO: I don’t think so, I don’t think that’ll change a lot with the buffer.  Because really the buffer is 

pretty much along the ditches, is all the buffer is for, buffer law. 
 
AQ: And the waterways are… 
 
RO: Out in the fields. 
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26:42.5 
AQ: Wasn’t that one of the changes they made?  First they were saying it was all water and then 

they said just ditches, nothing on the private land. 
 
RO: Well at first they were talking private ditches and they took that out.  So there’s public waters, 

there’s public ditches and there’s private ditches.  And at this point they’ve taken private 
ditches out but I’m really thinking down the road. 

 
AQ: What’s the difference between a public and a private ditch? 
 
RO: Not a whole lot.  They can be watered the same way.  Other than that, a public ditch is built 

with, the county takes care of it, a private ditch is taken care of by private landowners in the 
area of that watershed.  So that’s the big difference. 

 
27:58.3 
AQ: But they could be the same… 
 
RO: They hook into one another. 
 
AQ: And they could be on the perimeter?  You know how you see them just along the roads. 
 
RO: Private ditches are usually up on the upper ends of public ditches, or hook into public ditches. 
 
AQ: So how do you delineate them?  How do you say here’s where the public starts and the private 

starts?  What’s the criteria? 
 
RO: Well, the people on the private ditch still have to pay a fee because their water is still going 

through a public ditch.  But what happened is, the public ditch is built from here to here and 
then after a while, these guys didn’t want to be part of the public ditch, so they just dug their  

 
29:09.0 
 own ditch on and paid a fee to drain their water into the public ditch.  They just dug their own 

ditch, so that’s how that all kind of worked. 
 
AQ: So you were saying that, when I asked you how is the health of the watershed, you were saying 

that sedimentation is an issue and the source of that is multiple? 
 
RO: There’s multiple reasons for that.  We have problems with phosphorous, nitrogen. 
 
AQ: How is the idea of spring applications of nitrogen going here for fertilizing? 
 
RO: I think it’s changing some, still a lot of problems with applying nitrogen, but I think the thought 

process on that is changing some.  I think split application, we’re seeing more farmers doing 
that. 

 
AQ: Some in the spring, some in the fall. 
 
31:04.5 
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RO: Some in the spring and a little more in summer.  I think they’re finding that they might have to 
let the rain get a little bump by doing it that way.  They can get by with a little bit less nitrogen 
by doing it that way.   

 
AQ: What do you think helps in that decision-making process?  I worked with some farmers who 

have said they know, for example, there’s a group in Illinois, I think it’s called the East Indian 
Creek. The person who was in your position knew, just like you, a lot of the people. He knew 
kind of the middle-sized, knew the people that would be super “I’ll try anything first” and the 
others that are more cautious and conservative and maybe smaller-sized but maybe not super 
small.  
He picked three or four and he did start a split application program.  And the reason I’m bringing 
this story up is it was an example of, the three or four that he picked and it ended up being four 
or five in the group, they trusted and also respected the others.  They knew the other one, they 
knew enough about the other farmer to follow the well if he’s doing it, maybe there’s something 
there and willing to try and also willing to put a little bit of risk too.  And I guess the risk is that 
you don’t get the full productive ???or that’s the perception.  And so they put grids on in their 
own land, plots I guess.  is that common here? 

 
33:44.1 
RO: Well there’s a few farmers around that have small plots that can try different things like that 

and I’m sure that it’s getting out to other ones here.  They’re talking about what they’re doing 
and is it catching on, I don’t know.  That’s the hard part is getting the rest of them to follow 
you. 

 
AQ: Do you feel like you would prefer that it’s farmer-led versus imposed upon. 
 
RO: Yeah, if you could get them to do that on their own rather than a government regulation is by 

far the best way to go about it because as soon as you have a regulation that says you’ve got to 
do it this way, you know there’s going to be kickback.  They aren’t going to want to do it, that’s 
the way I see it anyway. 

 
35:03.8 
AQ: So I’m sure there’s a lot of issues and there’s a lot of challenges, do you want to talk about that 

a little bit or do you want to talk about the story that you’re really proud of? 
 
RO: I think we should probably talk about the changing issues.  New perception and all that, cover 

crops.  That’s a big thing right now is talking about cover crops.   
 
AQ: And what are the perceptions? 
 
RO: Well right now, when it’s cover crops they’re talking about, keeping that ground covered all year 

long and we’ve got a couple farmers in the county that are trying different things.  I don’t 
know, we have to see how it works.  It looks awful exciting with what they’re doing, but it’s 
really in its infancy around here yet.  The perception around here is you have black dirt, 
this is going to warm up if we don’t have it exposed and with cover crop how do you 
get it exposed unless it’s black?  I think it’s going to be a long hard journey here. 
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36:33.8 
AQ: So they rather see the open black dirt versus, because of temperature? 
 
RO: Yeah, I don’t know.  I agree with them somewhat.  Looking at some of these fields, some of the 

cover crop stuff that I’ve been to, I don’t know.  I might be wrong. 
 
AQ: What are your concerns or thoughts or considerations about that? 
 
RO: Well a year like this, we just haven’t had any warm weather to warm the ground this year.  

That’s one big concern.  Very little corn planted yet this year and it’s the 3rd of May now.  and 
most of the time by now a lot of the beans have been planted.  Anyway in the last five, six 
years, the average most guys were done with their beans by this time, so that’s a big setback.  

 
37:54.0 
AQ: So you think that cover crops are not going to be well received because the temperature of 

the earth is too cold? 
 
RO: I just don’t think the ground, I don’t think it’s going to warm up like it does a lot of time.  And 

this year would really be a setback if we had a lot of cover crops. 
 
AQ: Did you help put some cover crops in? 
 
38:21.5 
RO: Yeah, we had a program that Rush River and the High Island Watershed last year, we had five, 

600 acres, but we had cover crops, I can’t remember now exactly how many acres it was.  It was 
a number of acres that we had last year.   

 
AQ: They were planted last year? 
 
RO: Yeah, and they had to keep cover through the winter.  And we went out, and we’d never done 

this before, but we went out over winter and looked at it because there wasn’t a lot of snow in 
the winter and there was varying degrees of cover over winter on all the fields.  Some of them 
had real good cover, some didn’t. 

 
39:14.7 
AQ: And they probably all had the equal application of the seed? 
 
RO: They pretty much were all planted the same way. 
 
AQ: How were they planted? 
 
RO: Most of them you just use a fertilizer spread and blew it on, but there was different planting 

dates too, so that made a difference.  Some of them were planted real late compared to others. 
 
AQ: Who was it that you worked with there?  Was this a private farmer or landowner? 
 
RO: It was nine different farmers from about three miles east of Gainer all the way up to Stewart, we 

had them scattered those eight farmers. 
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40:20.4 
AQ: Were they kind of in a row?   
 
RO: No just scattered around. 
 
AQ: Did you pick them or did they find you? 
 
RO: No, they learned about the program and would come in and wanted to try it.  And I know we 

had a program here, five, six years ago, and at that time we had about 3,000 acres in the 
program before our grants ran out.  But I don’t think any of those farmers came back this time 
to sign up for it.  But either they didn’t see it. 

 
RO: Well we’re in the first year of it and I know we’ve got one farmer signed up for next year 

because he liked what he saw.  We’re trying to get that out there, this cover over ground in the 
winter to stop the blowing. 

 
AQ: What would help with that?  What would help you with that?  
 
41:44.5 
RO: I don’t know 
 
AQ: Is the one that you guys used, I think it varies, is the one that you’re using three years. 
 
RO: Yeah. 
 
AQ: Because some places just do it one year.  This is NRCS? 
 
 
 
42:07.6 
RO: No, this is a Clean Water Grant or a 319 Grant.  It’d be kind of interesting to go back and talk to 

these farmers from five years ago ???.  Or did they do it because they could get X amount of 
dollars just to do it. 

 
AQ: It would be interesting, can you take me by there? 
 
RO: They’re 15 miles away. 
 
AQ: Well you can tell me where they live and then I can go.   
 
AQ: So is that one that you were involved in, that you actually helped get the grant? 
 
RO: I can’t remember now if that’s one, I think that was written before Colton started.   
 
43:49.5 
AQ: Who communicates with whom now?  Is there follow-up or how does that work? 
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RO: Coulton’s the main person on that one now. 
 
AQ: Can you tell him that we talked about it and you recommended I... 
 
RO: On that one there, if you’d want to look at one of those, and I don’t know if the guy’s planted 

corn already or not, that’s the only thing.  I’d hate to send you on a wild goose chase now it’s all 
planted already, worked up and planted. 

 
AQ: That’s okay, I’m looking for people. 
 
RO: I don’t know if he’d talk to you or not either. 
 
AQ: So why would he not talk to me? 
 
44:40.6 
RO: I don’t know if he would or not.   
 
AQ: Can we try? 
 
RO: We can try. 
 
AQ: I can try and keep the heat off you then.  I’d be happy to reach out and not put you in the 

middle, but I would need his main number.  Where do you want to look today? 
 
45:07.7 
RO: I’ve got a place here right outside of town we could probably look at.  It’s the Rush River.  One 

of the flooding events that we had in the past cut into the county park really bad, probably 50 
feet and then you start that with the restoration on it.  It actually went across the county park 
and probably deposited two or three feet of sediment in the park.  So instead of removing a 
lot of the sediment, they just seeded grass over the top of it and then restored the river kind 
of back to where it was.   

 
AQ: And that’s land that’s owned by the county park? 
 
RO: Yeah, I can show you that.  
 
46:00.7 
AQ: Can you show me some agricultural related? 
 
RO: I hope I can find some that we can see from the road.  I don’t know if I want to get too far off 

the road with all the rain we’ve had this last week. 
 
AQ: The reason I’m asking is need to represent both agriculture as well as other urban issues and I 

need to balance that.  and I’m definitely going into the flooding with Henderson. 
 
RO: Yeah, I don’t know why Mike wants to come over here and do the flooding because he’s in Le 

Sueur County.  I don’t quite understand that. 
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47:07.7 
AQ: Well I’m going to see if he’ll give me some agricultural, but he did recommend that I talk to 

someone at the Ney Nature Center about the flooding.  So I don’t need to do the flooding with 
him, but he was just saying that that’s a topic, I think that’s what he meant.  And then he wants 
me to talk to this farmer in New Prague.  I know he lives in Henderson, but we’ll keep it to Le 
Sueur.  Is there tension between those two counties, a little bit? 

 
RO: I don’t think so.  We don’t work a lot with Le Sueur I know. 
 
AQ: And why? 
 
RO: Well the soil is really different between the two counties and it’s a lot sandier over there so 

what we do is completely different, so I think that’s some of the big things. 
 
48:17.6 
AQ: Do they have more of the decline there on the receiving end in terms of…? 
 
RO: They’ve got more lakes for one thing.  Sibley County, all their water runs towards the Minnesota 

pretty much.  We’ve got a little bit that runs north, but pretty much all our water runs to the 
Minnesota here.  A lot of their water runs to the Mississippi and all goes to the east.   

 
AQ: So the watershed itself, most of yours goes, because Sibley is a big county when it comes to 

direct Minnesota River access and drainage.  So what is the Minnesota River, what is the health 
of the Minnesota River in this area? 

 
RO: It’s impaired. 
 
AQ: And has it gotten worse? 
 
49:50.6 
RO: I don’t know if it’s gotten a lot worse, but I don’t think it’s gotten any better.   
 
AQ: What are the main factors that go into that? 
 
RO: I think it’s the same thing, it’s your sediment, your phosphorous, your nitrogen.  I think that’s 

the main problem.   
 
AQ: How many people in Sibley County of the landowners that are managing farmland are, would 

you say there’s different age categories?  What percentage is kind of that generational, cultural 
thinking we were talking about?  Just to get a general picture.  Half and half or 75/25? 

 
RO: I don’t know what to say as far as percentages.  It’s an older population, more older farmers 

than what they are younger, definitely.   
 
AQ: Are most of them living on the land or absentee landowners? 
 
51:16.1 
RO: Boy that’s a tough one, I really wouldn’t know what to say to that. 
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AQ: Does somebody track that? 
 
RO: I’m sure there is, but I wouldn’t know where to look for it.  I don’t know what isn’t tracked 

nowadays. 
 
AQ: So in terms of changing perceptions then, what do you think is the best way to go forward?  

Because that’s what I’m hearing you say is that that’s the biggest obstacle. 
 
RO: Well we’ve just got to keep educating, keep talking about it.  The more you can talk about, you 

keep changing their minds slowly but surely, that’s the way I look at it. 
 
AQ: What works for you to get that kind of conversation going?  Would you prefer it one to one or 

in a group? 
 
52:14.6 
RO: It works both ways.  For some people it works better one to one, other people pick it up okay in 

groups.  You’ve got people that’ll sit back, it seems like they’re not participating, but they’re 
soaking in every little thing that’s being said.  I’ve noticed over the years, you keep talking about 
it and all at once some day they come in, “I heard this sometime back, I need to know a little bit 
more about it.”  It seems slow, but all at once, yeah, they’re coming onboard.  I’ve noticed that 
many times and I’m a true believer in you got to keep educating.  I try to go as many educational 
things I can about this stuff because you’ve got to keep up on it.   

 
AQ: You yourself.  There’s a lot of changes going on. 
 
RO: If you don’t keep up on that stuff, you can’t keep pushing it out to people. 
 
AQ: But then do you call people, how do you initiate a working relationship? 
54:00.9 
RO: Well most of the time it’s just by what comes in the office.  Unless we have something really 

new, then once in a while we’ll have a meeting or something, or get together, invite people to 
a meeting if it’s something really new and we want to get the word out.  They’ll have some 
type of meeting or something.  Otherwise it’s just by word of mouth and brochures and then 
when they come in, they’ll want to ask questions. 

 
AQ: Do you guys do field days? 
 
RO: Every once in a while, not too often.  Last year for instance, when this whole buffer thing was 

coming out, we had three different meetings where we went to three different places in the 
county and explained this all to the farmers and talked to them about it and what was 
happening.  That time we did do some meetings.  We had another one this spring, trying to get 
them up to speed.  It’s been a hard one, the legislature doesn’t tell us what to do. 

 
AQ: Yeah, so what’s happening there? 
 
55:20.2 
RO: I don’t know, we don’t know yet today.  Until the legislatures over we won’t know. 
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AQ: What do you know?  It is law. 
 
RO: It is law and there’s been some amendments to the law brought in, but what’s been passed and 

hasn’t been passed, I don’t know.  There was some talk about pushing some of the stuff back a 
year.  There’s been some talk about throwing it out completely, but until the legislature’s over, 
we don’t know for sure what’s going to happen, so we can’t tell anybody what to expect. 

 
AQ: When is the legislature over? 
 
RO: End of this month, or sometime this month.  I think they said something about 20 days this 

morning. 
 
56:32.5 
AQ: One of the things that I was hearing is that they’re trying to get, there’s changing dynamics 

between county versus maybe having it by the State BWSR. 
 
RO: Yeah and we don’t know where we’re at with that.   
 
AQ: What would be most helpful for you? 
 
RO: Just getting through the legislative session so we know where we are. 
 
AQ: Do you feel like, “I don’t know what to say to my people.” 
 
RO: Yeah, people are coming in every day and we just don’t know what to say to them.  so 

when the legislature ends, we’ll have definitive answers that we can say, “Yeah, this is 
what’s going to happen from now on.”  Right now it’s all ifs. 

 
57:24.3 
AQ: Do you get a feeling that when people ask you about that, that they want certain things over 

other things? 
 
RO: They just want answers. 
 
AQ: They want to know what they’re dealing with. 
 
RO: Right, and I don’t know if they like the answers or not, the way it’s going to be, but they want 

answers too because some of this stuff has to be taken care of now, so if things don’t 
change they’ll be compliant in November.  And we can’t give them answers. 

 
AQ: November of? 
 
RO: This year, some of that, and some of that, because of that we can’t give them answers at this 

point. 
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AQ: Also, don’t they have to know because corn has to be in by May 15th is what Coulton was 
saying?  So they have to know how much… 

 
RO: How close, can they plant up to the ditch this year or not?   
 
AQ: Generally  do you have to say, “No, you can’t.” 

 
RO: Well it’s up to them; they take a chance on it.  If we have a good growing season, they can 

possibly get the corn out in time to do something because it has to be seed in the 
ground, it doesn’t mean it has to be growing, just seed in the ground.  But then we have 
to go out there, how do we know if it’s been planted or not?  And go out there and see if 
there’s been grass seeded on November 1st, that’s going to be pretty tough, to find grass seed.  
That’s really fine seed. 

 
59:02.0 
AQ: Are you in the position then where you have to go out and see that? 
 
RO: We’re compliance and that’s our job and if we feel we’re not compliant then we’re supposed 

to send it on to either the county or BWSR for enforcement.  If we feel they’re not in 
compliance, they’re the ones that have to do the enforcement is the way I understand the law. 

 
AQ: So you’re in the position where you’re, is that kind of a conflict of interest for you, the two hats 

you have to wear?  And the reason why I’m asking that is, when I was talking to Amy, she was 
saying that she’s a water planner and so she’s definitely more of the enforcer.  So she doesn’t 
like to be put in the position where she’s walking fields, because then you really do end the trust 
issue.  So you have to wear that hat too.  What’s the difference between a water planner and 
what you do then? 

 
RO: I don’t know, I’m a water planner too.  I’m a water planner but I work in Soil and Water.  She’s 

a water planner and she works in the county. 
1:00:29.7 
AQ: And what is the difference? 
 
RO: It’s just how the county works.  Some of them take that position and give it to Soil and Water to 

do the work and some of them leave it with the county to do the work. 
 
AQ: So when you say Soil and Water, BWSR? 
 
RO: No, Soil and Water Conservation takes care of it.  The county gives the Soil and Water 

Conservation District money to take care of the water planning ???  Every county is different 
how that works. 

 
AQ: So is it different in every county how much they give for that? 
 
RO: Yes. 
 
1:01:09.7 
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AQ: And that’s a county decision? 
 
RO: Well the state kind of tells you how much you’ve got to give for that position.  The state gives so 

much money for the water planner position, but then they also tell the county, “You’ve got to 
give this much money to the Soil and Water District to perform those duties.”  So it’s really hard 
to explain how it all works. 

 
AQ: But where do you get the variability then from county to county if the state is saying you’ve got 

to put X amount for that? 
 
RO: Sibley County used to do it and then they gave it to the Soil and Water District.  After the district 

had it about two years, the state cut the funding in half.  So now at that point it was a full-time 
position and at that point it got to be a half-time position and the county didn’t want to give any 
more money for that position so then it went to a half-time. 

 
AQ: Your position? 
 
RO: Yeah. 
 
AQ: When was that? 
 
RO: Fifteen years ago maybe, 20 years ago, I forget when it was.  So things like that happen too. 
 
1:02:52.0 
AQ: But you’re full time now? 
 
RO: I was full time right away when I started. 
 
AQ: But it was only a half position then. 
 
RO: It was a half-time position, but then I had other duties.  My position, when I was hired was water 

planner and watershed coordinator.  Coulton’s position.  But then they decided they needed 
more of a position as a watershed coordinator so they hired a watershed coordinator and made 
my position half-time water planner and half-time watershed technician.   

 
1:03:41.1 
AQ: So that changes how much you can get out into the field.  So when you’re doing water planning, 

how would you describe what you’re doing? 
 
RO: Well water planning has a work plan that we work off every year.  A lot of my stuff is to help the 

watershed coordinator, help Soil and Water with all the work they do, and there’s other things 
???, there’s aquatic evasive stuff, that’s part of my duties, to help with that.  I have to work with 
the Crow Watershed, which is in the northern part of our county, that’s the watershed that’s up 
to the north of us.  I work with that one.  We have the Middle Minnesota  River Watershed, 
which we have about 16 sections of the west end of our county, so I help with that, all little 
pieces of the puzzle that’s all under the water planner.   

 
AQ: Do you ever feel like it’s too much? 
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RO: Some days, and the next day you don’t know what to do with yourself.  It all seems to come in 

piles and now three years ago our technician quit so now I take care of the wetland stuff too. 
 
AQ: So what is the most commonly implemented BMP that is…Sediment Basin? 
 
RO: Sediment Basin probably. 
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Willis Anthony Interview     
St. Peter, MN Farmer – Crops, Hogs, FuelShed... 
(Referred by Amy Linnerooth, Nicollet County) 
June 19, 2017 
Zoom 014 
 
 
WA: Good morning to you. 
 
AQ: Good morning and thank you for taking the time to speak with me.  I wonder if I could just 

introduce myself and tell you what I’m up to and then engage in a conversation with you.  I’ve 
been, over the course of the last few years, trying to tell the story from many perspectives of 
healthy land use and healthy water quality and how we can perhaps collaborate and cooperate 
and work together towards profitable businesses in urban as well as agricultural areas and yet 
innovate and be smart to protect our waters.  My forte is writing and doing documentary reality 
types of stories and ones that hopefully catalyze and inspire versus any other impact.  And so on 
this one, I worked on the advisory steering team initially in the Le Sueur River Watershed area to 
help get a group going there.  I’ve worked with the MPCA, I’ve gotten funding from the Clean 
Water Land &Legacy Amendment Arts and   

 
Cultural Heritage Fund to do a blog called “Voices of the River,” which interviewed all kinds of 
people involved along the Minnesota River.   I worked with a group in Lake Pepin and just 
finished doing some stories with a group called Fishers and Farmers Partnership, which is a 
network of scientists and farmers focusing primarily on agricultural watersheds in the Upper 
Mississippi River Basin.   
 
On this particular project, I’m working in the Lower Minnesota River Watershed and I’ve been 
subcontracted through Sibley and Le Sueur Counties. Through them what I’ve been asked to do 
is some engagement and video work listening on a one-to-one basis with professionals and 
landowners and local citizens to understand and find common values and building blocks and 
reach out to different soil and water watershed experts in the Lower Minnesota River 
Watershed and kind of play the role of storyteller, video producer - and have a dialogue with 
some of the key leaders in the watershed to try to get an understanding of various people’s 
understandings, wishes, wants, what they’re proud of, what they’d like to know more about, 
trusted relationships, things that work, things 
that don’t, that kind of thing.  So Amy Linnerooth had given me your name as a gentleman who 
has been very involved in farming and in agriculture and in kind of big picture stuff too.   
 
I wondered if you could tell me a little bit more about yourself, so I can understand what your 
history is - and then if you can keep in mind that I’d like to know a little bit about your 
impression of what is needed in the watershed where you live. 

 
WA: Aiming to be very brief, my involvement with water and drainage goes back to this, that the 

farm in which we live is Lake Prairie Township, which says a lot in terms of the way in which 
drainage was fundamentally important  for the kind of agriculture that we now have in food 
production.  With respect to the water issues, I was involved with something called the 
Minnesota River Ag Team, which my recollection was appointed, well I think it was initially to 
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be appointed by the governor back in the, (well I’d have to go back in my file to get the date on 
it), but in probably the early 90’s and then my recollection is that the legislature also stepped in 
and they had a hand in having this, having the appointment, so I was on that panel and then 
served as chairman for a while. 

 
AQ: Could you tell me the name of that panel again? 
 
WA: The name they were going by was the Minnesota River Agricultural Team and it included 

people from the Metropolitan Council who were involved in water treatment issues, it 
included people from both BWSR and DNR and MPCA and then there were, my recollection is, 
(and I’d have to go back to look at the list,) it was time ago, and included some agricultural 
producers as well.  And its purpose was to come up with some perspectives and hopefully 
some policy ideas that would be helpful in meeting with at that time was a commitment from 
the State of Minnesota, with the federal EPA to reduce the level of pollutants.  And I think 
particularly turbidity where the Minnesota River entered the Mississippi.  So that was that 
background.   
And I also, more recently, served on something that I think was called a task force, but was put 
together under a legislative initiative for the purpose of putting together what was referred to 
as a template for water planning in the State of Minnesota.  And that was chaired, well it was 
really operated by someone from the Water Resources Center at the University of Minnesota.  
(Her name was, I’d have to go back and look at the record to be sure).  Okay, so there’s those 
two times of activities of, for a time I was on the Nicollet County Water Planning Task Force, 
that was called a task force as I recall.  And then more recently, I have been on a panel that was 
put together really by one of the faculty members in the Department of Soils and Water 
Climate at the University of Minnesota along the Seven Mile Creek which you maybe never 
heard of. 

 

AQ: Oh yeah, I’ve heard great things about it. 
 
WA: But its name, the name of the panel was to develop ways of introducing viable alternative 

crops in areas that were susceptible to being operated essentially that they impacted water 
quality.  Okay so that’s sort of the scenario of the way in which I’ve been involved in some of 
those kinds of activities. 

 
AQ: May I ask you about the one at the Seven Mile Creek, the alternative crop?  Is that the Fuel Shed 

group that Amy was telling me about? 
 
WA: Yeah, it is. 
 
AQ: And are you actively involved in that right now? 
 

WA: Well the last meeting that was scheduled, which was a few months ago, was cancelled and I’m 
not sure whether it is currently viable.  The key organizers may or may not have concluded that 
they weren’t getting anywhere, I’m not sure.  So I’m not sure if that’s an active entity. 

 

AQ: And may I just ask, is that the group, when you talk about alternative crops, were they talking 
about -  which were some of those crops?  Were they trying to find ways to use corn stover in 
biofuel and that kind of thing? 
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WA: Yes, for fuel, for feedstuff, for ruminant animals, some processing, research activity by 
engineers at the Michigan State University was headed in the direction of developing, 
processing ideas in technology that could produce something that could either be fuel or 
(ruminant animals/feed stuff)??? 

 
AQ: Okay, and thank you for this overview, it really helps me.  I wish I had a lot of background on 

you.  I did Google you and tried to find what I could, but I really appreciate you telling me 
exactly how deeply you’ve been involved. 

 
WA: What shows up on Google? 
 

AQ: Not enough, none of this. So I want you to say what you want and then I’m going to ask a few 
personal questions.  So your history on the farm, can you tell me about that? 

 
WA: My family and I live on the farm where I grew up and I was away from the farm for several 

years and wound up being on the faculty of the University of Minnesota in Economics.  I 
resigned in the winter of ’81 and then became a full time farmer on the premises where we are 
now.  So the farm consists of fundamentally growing crops and then there’s a sort of business 
entity we are doing a hog enterprise, so we’re doing both livestock and crop production.  And 
some recreational cattle, because we like to have them around.  

 

WA: So that’s what we’re up to on the farm itself. 
 
AQ: How big are all aspects of those parts of agriculture on your farm?  Big or small, diverse or 

whatever, how many hogs, what’s a good way to describe that? 
 
WA: We feed hogs, we have a farm ownership shares in what’s called a sow farm, which produces 

the little pigs.  We get them and then feed them until they’re market weight.  And actually we 
began that enterprise in the early 1990’s because we thought, at least conceptually, it made 
good sense to be recirculating or recycling as much of the nutrients produced by animals back 
into plowing for fertilizing and organic matter.  That was a concept that we were working with 
and which I think continues to make good success.  That was the conceptual basis that we had 
in mind when we started feeding hogs.  And so we put that together as something of a separate 
business enterprise, business unit from the farm, it’s strictly corn and soybeans.   

 

AQ:    
And before we go any further, I just want to make sure I heard you correctly.  So you were 
saying you get the hogs when they’re little pigs, you feed them until they’re market weight, and 
this began in the early 1990’s and you thought you would make this a separate business and 
conceptually it was based on the idea of recycling the nutrients of the manure, etc., into the soil 
for organic manner? 

 
WA: Correct. 
 

AQ: So did that mean that you were selling the manure as a product? 
 
WA: No, it meant that we were applying the manure to our fields.   
 
AQ: Alright, and then that was the conceptual basis, that’s what you’re talking about.  
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WA: And with the last two years, we’ve become convinced that it’d be valuable to have more crops, 
a great variety of crops on crop rotation so that we bgan working with, really from our point of 
view experimentally, relatively smaller increases of wheat, rye, and then planting cover crops 
with believe it or not, small grains and soybeans as well in order to do two things, enhance soil 
structure and also keep cover on the soil during the winter when the crops are not growing.  
The concern with the possibility of some wind erosion in open winter and also with respect to 
runoff.   

 
AQ: So to protect from wind erosion and runoff.  And how many acres were you experimenting 

with?  I guess I should say how many acres do you manage, and then how many were you 
experimenting with when you say smaller acreages of wheat, rye, and cover crops? 

 
WA: This farm is 2900 acres and we’re working around 100 acres of these other crops.  And there 

was a time, until very recently, when the only crop alternative for us was vegetables, peas and 
sweet corn.  But the processing entity, which is Seneca Foods, has now shifted all of that 
production away from this part of the state, it is my understanding into irrigated production 
areas where there’s greater assurance of exactly what the production is going to be.   

 
AQ: And where would that be? 
 
WA: My understanding is that primarily south of Minneapolis/St. Paul, south side of St. Paul.  If one 

drives south on 52 to Rochester, (??? areas where there are ??? irrigation???) and lighter soil 
and consequently the ??? for irrigation is obviously pretty good or they wouldn’t be doing it. 

 
AQ: So what kind of soil do you have? 
 

WA: So that’s sort of where we’re at in our production. 
 
AQ: Okay, so the peas and the sweet corn went away when Seneca moved their processing out and 

so then, what got you to start with the soil structure idea with the smaller acreages of the 
wheat, rye, and cover crops?  What is your thinking there?  I know you said it was to enhance 
soil structure. 

 
WA: There are really, I’ll try to be brief because it’s rather complex in certain relationships, but there 

are issues of carbon loss in the soil with the tillage.  Carbon is an important feedstuff, but for the 
microbial activity in the soil, and consequently, things that could be done to enhance, well; to 
reduce the carbon loss are important.  The different patterns of root system of the crops have 
an impact on what’s going on in the soil structure itself, both physically the soil structure and 
also biologically, the soil structure.  So it’s fairly complex, probably not totally understood by 
science but a keen interest among people who are dealing in the soil science. 

 
AQ: And I’ve seen, I’m starting to do stories about it. 
 
WA: That being the case, you no doubt know more about it than I do. 
 

AQ: No, my goodness no, you are the one who’s living and breathing it and walking it and planting it, 
but I am expected to learn about it and write about it.  So I have curiosity on how you feel that, 
if anything has changed, how long you’ve been doing it, and do you have hope that this is 
something that is helpful for your soil health? 
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WA: Well yes we’re hopeful and as far as we can measure, we have seen some impact, but we’ve 
been doing it off and on for about a half dozen years now. 

 
AQ: When you do it, I’ve seen it done different ways, so some of the farmers, I worked with a 

watershed leaders network group with the Fishers and Farmers Group and we heard a lot of 
stories of different farmers in different parts of the basin, and one of the cover crop stories that 
was shared was that they were, some of them were learning different ways.  Would you call 
these cover crops? 

 
WA: Yeah. 
 
AQ: Okay, different ways to seed it, different ways to, some questions were do you have to wait until 

the harvest of your field is… 
 
WA: Yes. 
 

AQ: And so then, timing, when you plant it was one of the issues, or not issue, consideration, and 
then we recently showed two of the watershed groups went to go see what was happening at 
Mill Creek in Wisconsin, and they had their cover crops pretty sturdy, the ones that they had 
done in the middle of the snow.  And so my sense is it’s a good thing, but there’s so, in terms of 
having an impact on water quality, much more room to go.  What do you think of that? 

 

WA: Yea. 
 
AQ: Okay, and what do you think about what would help?  Is that what’s needed, more cover crops 

in terms of the relationship to the water and soil health? 
 
WA: The short answer is yes, I think so.  And it perhaps would play out in a number of ways, but 

fundamentally both with respect to soil health and also with respect to the water quality.  And 
in addition to that, what we’re finding, some of the scientists working with pathogens and the 
??? are finding that being able to have a wide variety of crops in the mix is very helpful for pests 
for the crops, be they pathogens or other fungi or wheat populations, etc., are valuable from 
that point of view as well. 

 
AQ: Okay, and how is that, now that you’re speaking about diversity of a variety of crops, how is the 

kernza crop coming along from the University of Minnesota, the intermediate wheat grass?  
I’ve heard a little bit about the variety of crops that are being developed at the University of 
Minnesota and one of them is called kernza, an intermediate wheat grass.  I’m wondering if 
you’ve had experience with that and if that would be a possible alternative crop that farmers 
would… 

 
WA: I don’t know enough about it.  What its economic implications are and also, what’s the market 

for it? 
 
AQ: Right, so that seems to me to be a very important question of what is the market?  And can 

you tell me a little bit more about that as it’s really important when you’re trying to make a 
business in agriculture.  And so developing these alternative markets, especially if they have 
diverse crops that are, as you describe, good for the biota and the structure of the soil.  Where 
would you like and where do you feel the best impetus, support, possibility for advancement 
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along those lines, or do you feel like there is possibility for building a market for alternative 
crops or no?  That’s a big question I know. 

 
 
WA: Yeah and the short answer is that it’s a huge question and the answer is I don’t know and really 

don’t have a good feel.  I wish I did because it would be helpful for us in decision making.  But 
one of the things that’s quite obvious is that we have well-developed infrastructure for the 
grains that are being grown in Minnesota now and so it would, in some cases, require the 
development of some technology for handling and processing.  In other instances, the 
infrastructure for handling and shipping and marketing  in part because of the challenge of not 
mixing crops in the handling and marketing system.  And then that comes into play even with 
something such as organic corn.  It just cannot be mixed in the combine, in the bins, in the 
marketing channel with other parts of the crop.  And so before we had this recent cost involved 
in doing that, and therefore the pricing is such that people, even if it pays or that people don’t 
sell at a loss.   

 
AQ: And then also, if you’re going to do organic, isn’t that a three-year transition?  Doesn’t that 

take three years to transition a field from regular corn to organic corn? 
 
WA: At least three and that means that they need to ??? that number of years and it may differ with 

different certifying entities, but yes, my understanding is that it’s at least three years without 
the use of pest control chemicals, without the use of some types of generated fertilizers and so 
on.  And so that’s a big transition period, it’s significant. 

 
AQ: Yeah, these are big concerns, considerations.  I can imagine, I’m not in your shoes, but I can 

imagine all of those things that people think of and consider.  So regarding where things are 
today, Will, and it’s 9:12am so I want to respect your time. 

 
WA: I am now a bit late for another commitment, 
 
AQ:  OK, I’m going to let you go. 
 
WA:    but if it seems useful for you, I would like to visit again at some additional length. 
 
AQ: I’d love to, would you be willing?   
 
WA:   Sure. 
 
AQ:   That’d be great.  OK.  Any chance I could come out and see your farm? 
 
WA: Absolutely. 
 

AQ: So my trick is - and with what I do is - I have to be effective with when I come, do as much as I 
can in a day, because I live in Lanesboro, so I’m coming a ways.   

 

WA:  You live in Lanesboro? 
 
AQ: Yes I do.  It’s OK.  I’m contracted to work in the whole Lower Minnesota River and this is my 

project now, so I can give it the time it needs in the next month.  So why don’t I get back to you 
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after I’ve had a feel of talking to some of the other landowners in the watershed and then try to 
time it so we have time to maybe sit down. 

 
WA: And even if more telephone conversation would seem to be useful to you, we can do that again 

ahead of any visit. 
 
AQ: Okay, the only other question I have is there anything you wanted me to take from the article 

you sent me?  https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/csa/articles/61/6/4 

 
WA: I forwarded the article to you because it came from our son, who thought it was a rather good 

summary of perspectives on the water issues as it relates to agriculture.  And when I read it I 
concurred.  It does rather well I think evidenced in my thinking.  It is such a complex issue  

 
AQ: Yes, it is. 
 
WA:  I get a bit concerned that every now and then simplistic solutions are put forth for very complex 

issues.  
 
AQ: I’m going to send you a couple links to some of the things I’ve written and we’ll talk again soon. 
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ZOOM 0065 
2::18.2 
MM: I’m Mary Mueller and this is the farm that I share with my husband Mike.  And it is in Sibley 

County, the western part of Sibley County and we’ve lived here or been involved with the 
farming here since we got married in 1983. 

 
AQ: And how many acres are here? 
 
2:38.3 
MM: Well we have 360 acres right now.  When we first got married, my husband had already owned 

part of the farm that he bought from his parents; it was 240 acres.  So we have increased the 
acreage during our 30 some years of living here. 
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AQ: How many generations have been on the farm? 
 
2:59.0 
MM: Well my husband’s parents, both of his parents’ families owned half of the farm when they got 

married, so half was owned by his mother’s side and the other half by his father’s grandparents 
and I think one of his great-grandparents was actually born here in a soddy, but they did not 
own it, it was when they came over.  He was born here, so that history goes way back. 

 
AQ: Where did they come from? 
 
MM: From Germany. 
 
AQ: Awesome, okay, so can you tell us a little bit about the change that has happened here with the 

land, the way you use the land and how that was related to your economics? 
 
3:53.4 
MM: Sure, so when we first got married, we were actively farming the 240 acres, everything but the 

building site.  So it was farmed in corn, soybeans, and small grain wheat.  And we were young of 
course and trying to get started, pay for the land, so we both had jobs that helped support that 
farming operation as well.   

 
AQ: What was your job? 
 
MM: At that point I was working for Soil and Water Conservation District in McCloud County and my 

husband was working for a small local bank.  Actually, yeah, when we first got married; we met, 
he was working for Farmers’ Home Administration.  So we met both working in McCloud County  

 
4:44.5 

for different government agencies.  So that’s kind of where that whole beautiful relationship 
started.  So we were trying to figure out how we were going to pay for this farm and hopefully 
not have to continue with farming and working. 

 
AQ: So can you tell me how do you make it work?  When you started, did you have everything you 

needed and you could just do full-time farming?   
 
5:34.9 
MM: So when we first got married, we still had a full farm to pay for, so we were both working jobs 

and my husband was working for Farmers’ Home Administration and I was working for the 
Soil and Water District, both in McCloud County, in Glencoe, and that’s where we met.  So we 
didn’t decide to get married for quite a while, but when we did, by then Mike had a different job 
and he kind of went in and out of different jobs while we tried to make the farm work 
financially.   

 
6:09.3 
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We were always also interested in how to make it work ecology-wise.  It’s my background, 
being at Soil and Water District, and also my husband, very interested in wildlife, he’s a 
hunter.  And he would say to me, “You know I love this farm, but I wish we had our mink, 
mallards, and muskrats back.”  He remembered that from when he was a kid. 

 
AQ: And so you actually worked for Soil and Water, so you got a closeup look at what some of the 

possibilities were and did that have any influence on what you guys decided?  Did it help?  Tell 
us about the first time you put something for the Triple MMMs and did your knowledge of the 
Soil and Water Conservation Programs help you guys make some decisions there? 

 
7:17.3  
MM: Sure, so we were looking at how do we pay for the farm, but we also wanted it to be 

ecologically sound, so economics and ecology are both important to us.  And being at the Soil 
and Water District, I knew the different conservation programs, which was a huge benefit.  
We played around with some things with the agricultural part of it, which had some ridge tillage 
and some different conservation practices that way, but when the first Reinvest in Minnesota 
Program  

 
7:47.5 

came out, which was in 1985, this was something we both could get really excited about.  
Mike wanted a wetland, ‘cause he wanted his minks, mallards, and muskrats, and me, I love 
the prairie, so it’s like this is something both of us love, if we could just get a little bit of land 
into the program.  We owned the 240 acres at the time, we had the whole farm evaluated, 
only 15 acres qualified, which we were disappointed in ‘cause we would have liked to have 
done more.  But it was a start. 

 
AQ: Say that again. 
 
8:20.9 
MM: It was a start, it was a start, we were happy to get that 15 acres.  In fact, we would, when we 

decided on a conservation plan for that 15 acres, we had to have everything, so we had a little 
tree planting, a little food plot, a little prairie, and we couldn’t restore the wetlands.  We dug 
a little pond, which isn’t allowed on RIM anymore, but it was back then, so we got everything 
stuffed into that 15 acres.  That was our ???  We’d go out there whenever we had a chance and 
just enjoy that little piece of heaven.  And we wanted to do more.   

 
AQ: Do you just want to repeat for me? 
 
9:26.6 
MM: So we had the whole farm evaluated for the RIM program and only 15 acres qualified.  And we 

got to be part of the ??? Conservation Plan, which is generally the way these programs work, to 
whatever can work into the program.  We wanted everything.  We wanted trees, we got a little 
woody ??? planting out there, we wanted a prairie, so whatever that wasn’t in something else, 
got planted to prairie, which at that time was three native grasses, which seemed very diverse in 
those days.  We got a little food plot, and then we couldn’t restore the wetland, but we could 
put a pond in and so we dug a pond and we had our little piece of paradise; we were excited. 
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10:09.9 
AQ: In talking to you, it seems like you’ve been very prudent and if it doesn’t work financially then of 

course you wouldn’t do it, so how did you, over the years, gauge whether it was more profitable 
or it made pragmatic sense for your wallet to continue to restore bits and pieces of wetland and 
prairie? 

 
MM: So yes, after we did that first project, we really did want to do more restoration work, but we 

had a lot of debt with the farm, we’re paying it off, had equipment, we had to consider all 
that.  And so we really watched what was happening with the different programs, 
Conservation Reserve Program, CRP, easement programs like Rim, and we also looked at 
business  

 
11:14.1 

opportunities to restore wetlands and do prairie work.  And so our second project was one that 
we really had to do a lot of evaluation.  We had about 30 acres that we wanted to restore 
wetland on and we, at that time, looked into the Reinvest in Minnesota Program, but it didn’t 
work for us financially.  The payments were a little less than the value of the land, we were both 
still working. 

 
AQ: Plus, it takes your time ‘cause you have to do the work, right? 
 
11:54.4 
MM: So when we did our second project, we wanted to restore about a 30-acre wetland and we 

looked into the Reinvest in Minnesota Program.  We’re still paying for the land at this time 
and also some other debt and equipment debt, and I had just quit my job because we had 
young children at that time.  And so we couldn’t quite make the Rim program work, it didn’t 
make financial sense to us.  And at this point, there was a brand-new law in Minnesota that if 
you drained a wetland you had to replace it, and if you couldn’t replace it onsite, you could, 
through a program called, or through a business opportunity called Wetland Litigation, you 
could  

 
12:37.9 

purchase wetland credits from somebody who was willing to restore the wetland and put it 
into a conservation easement.  And that was a lot riskier, it was a lot of financial things that 
had to be done in advance, but we saw an opportunity to actually restore wetlands and make 
it entrepreneurial to actually earn some money doing that.  And since I had just ended my 
employment and was trying to stay home with our kids, we thought here’s an entrepreneurial 
opportunity to restore wetlands.  And so we were able to choose that route and that’s what 
we did for our second restoration.   

 
AQ: So at that point, you are really taking land out of production, traditional land out of corn and soy 

and going down this wetland restoration, and it actually was more profitable. 
 
 
13:38.2 
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MM: At that point it was more profitable.  Now these things change, they come and go, and it was a 
really great opportunity at the time.  We actually chose to do that with another project in the 
future, ‘cause it worked out well.  And with time, that actually became less entrepreneurial, so 
we had to look at other ways to do restorations.  Also, the mitigation banking is very focused 
on only on the wetland.  There’s very little upland in association with that, and to keep things 
really ecological, you need the upland along with the wetland.  So as we decided to do more 
restoration, we continued to look at other programs, we continued to look at CRP, we 
continued  

 
14:25.1 

to look at easement programs.  There were times that we tried to apply for CRP and we didn’t 
have any land that qualified.  We had tried to get into easement programs, like the CREP 
program and didn’t quite qualify, so we just kept going to the office, seeing what was 
available for programs and evaluating it both for if it be qualified, if we had the type of land 
they were looking for, and if it was financially feasible.  And after a few tries, we were able to 
restore a big chunk of our farm into the Conservation Reserve Program.  Things just lined up, so 
it was both a fair deal financially and our land qualified and then that’s, in 1999, we were able to 
put a much larger restoration, about 100 acres into the CRP program. 

 
AQ: So when you put land into CRP program, at least back then, does that mean you were restoring 

prairie? 
 
15:33.7 
MM: We qualified under a wetland program, so we restored both wetlands and prairies and we did a 

little more diversity in those seedings.  We were able to add a few more flowers.  Our wetland 
banking we used a lot of flower species as well because we had a little better budget to do that, 
so we were able to add a lot more diversity to the farm.  And the interesting part for us was as 
we put diversity onto the land, we saw an increase in diversity in wildlife as well.  The songbirds, 
I wish I had kept track from day one, all the different songbirds ‘cause we saw more and more 
songbirds returning.  We saw insect species returning that we hadn’t seen or even knew 
existed, so that was really fascinating to me.  All these different neat little insects and of course 
that’s what the broods, the wildlife broods would feed on. 

 
AQ: What’s a wildlife brood? 
 
MM: Like a pheasant, young pheasants, ducks. 
 
AQ: Did the muskrats come back? 
 
16:39.9 
MM: The muskrats came back.  In fact, we started trapping on our own farm, which was really a big 

thrill, especially for Mike, but I enjoy muskrat trapping as well.  And I could dig this out of the 
closet, but last year we had hats made out of muskrats that we harvested right here on the 
farm, which was really a fun deal for us.  And that’s what our kids got for Christmas as well. 
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AQ: It seems like what you’re saying is, through the years you had to weigh financially what’s the 
best thing and if the program worked and your land worked for the program, then you would do 
it, but you would only do it if it made sense financially. 

 
MM: Yes. 
 
AQ: And what was the next line of progression? 
 
17:51.0 
MM: Every decision we make on this farm, we weigh both on economics and ecology.  We 

own it right now but it’s not ours, we know that.  We want it to be better than it was when 
we got it, and we know it was better at some point in the past. 

 
ZOOM0066 
 
3:50.9 
AQ: So you were just saying that throughout your whole time here on the farm, you’ve been 

weighing ecology, economy. 
 
MM: As we’ve worked with this land, our name is on the plat book as owners, but we know that we 

don’t really own this land.  We’re occupying it for a while, and as we’ve made decisions on our 
time here, it’s been a balance of ecology and economy.  Part of the ecology is that we want to 
leave it better than we first received it, but also, we enjoy the benefits of wildlife, for enjoying  

 
4:41.2 

them, but also for hunting, trapping, so there’s a little bit of a harvest that goes along with it.  
We also want to make a living, we want to be compensated for our work, and so those are the 
things that we really had to balance.  We spent a lot of time at the kitchen table with a pen 
and a calculator, making every one of these decisions. 

 
AQ: And there’s times when it just doesn’t make sense to restore prairie versus keep the land in 

productive mode. 
 
5:17.2 
MM: So we’ve had some land that has gone back and forth.  Actually we did have one small piece 

that we had to break after it was in prairie, to bring it back into production and I hoped I’d 
never have to do that again and I haven’t so far.  But we’ve always weighed that agricultural 
economy and the restoration economy, they’re both important because we both need food 
and we need environmental balance, and I think these restoration programs provide some of 
that balance.   

 
AQ: So if I understand correctly, the history that we have then is bit by bit you used the Rim and then 

you used the Mitigation Program for wetlands and then what else helped you restore the land? 
 
6:06.6 
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MM: So we also worked with the Conservation Reserve Program.  We had a big part of the farm 
that was in the Conservation Reserve Program for I think about 15 years, and then we actually 
transferred that into an easement program, into the Wetland Reserve Program.  So it started 
as CRP and then went into the Wetland Reserve Program and that gave us new opportunities 
for restoration as well.  So we have restored some of the wetlands under CRP, but now that it 
was going to be a permanent easement, we could do a whole lot more.  We could add more 
wetland acreage, we added a lot more diversity in terms of wildflowers.  We got so much 
support and  

6:48.4 
the Soil and Water District was wonderful with the programs, helping us to figure out, US Fish 
and Wildlife offered funds to helps us add more diversity in the flowers, and even some 
conservation groups donated money to help restore some of the wetlands.  So it’s been a, it 
just been such a wonderful team of people to work together. 

 
MM: We’ve had this great team of people who helped us to make this work, both financially and the 

decision-making.  Have you thought about this, have you thought about that?  Offering 
suggestions, giving us a chance to have our input into how things work.  It’s really been a neat 
experience. 

 
AQ: Do you feel like you’re respected as a landowner here? 
 
MM: Yes, I think so. 
 
8:00.0 
AQ: Not everyone (a) has land, (b)not everyone, even if they work in Soil and Water, sometimes they 

may not know your story or your experience.  I would imagine that does not work, you really 
value when someone can really understand what you’re trying to do and help you align your 
goals. 

 
8:41.6 
MM: When we first started doing restoration work, it was pretty new, especially in this area.  And 

there was some hard conversations with neighbors at times.  There was hard conservation 
with agencies at times, especially when we used the entrepreneurial approach.  That become 
a little more difficult and I think it’s just that balance of understanding what it takes financially 
to really do this stuff and how you want your time to be compensated, not just your land.  I 
shouldn’t say just your land, but you need the land to be paid for, but you want your time to 
be compensated  

 
9:28.1 

as well.  And there were some interesting difficult times and you work through them.  There’s 
a lot of conversation.  Sometimes you’re assuring your neighbors that no, they’re not going to 
get flooded out because you’re restoring wetlands.  And sometimes you’re assuring the 
agencies that you’re really doing the best you can with everything that we have to take in 
culturally, economically.  So those conversations were a big part of making this work.  And 
usually they went well, not always. 
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AQ: And so along the entrepreneurial spirit, it sounds like you have learned how, one way or the 
other, to work with your land, so can you tell us a little bit more about other thinss you’re doing 
like seeds and, did you say you have pigs, steer? 

 
10:28.7 
MM: Well our farm has been in a number of transitions and right now we’re transitioning towards 

retirement.  And as we’ve done that, we’ve decided to do some more hobby-type things with 
our farm.  And so just a few years ago, we added a pasture, seven acres, so it’s not like we’re 
ranchers, but we’re just having a little taste of that type of farming.  And wanted to see partly 
how the animals would do on the prairie, so we had, it had actually been, the prairie or the 
pastureland had been in CRP, so it was made of grass and we wanted to see how the livestock  

11:07.7 
did on native grass as we took it out of the program, converted it to pasture.  It’s been very 
interesting for us. We added a few pigs; that was when our kids were still here ‘cause it was fun 
for them, and they’re on pasture too, but that’s pasture that we seed every year.  And we have a 
few chickens.  We were able to put a solar array up a few years ago, which really aligned with 
our conservation goals, and again, that’s when we did a lot of pencil pushing that worked 
financially as well.  So we’re just trying a lot of different things and enjoying the ride. 

 
AQ: Tell me just a little bit about the prairie seed business. 
 
13:04.5 
MM: Back in 1999, we put our farm into the Conservation Reserve Program; we were no longer 

farming.  We sold our farm equipment, and I was underemployed at the time.  My youngest 
child was going to kindergarten, so I was trying to figure out a way to still be here, but also have 
a job, and decided to convert our farm equipment into prairie seeding equipment.  Started with 
a small business called Mueller’s Habitat Restoration and we would go and work with other 
landowners that were doing conservation seedings and we put just native prairie grasses and 
flowers from small businesses like ours that grow seed.  It was very important to us that we 
work with Minnesota businesses.  And we would provide that service to landowners and we did 
that for about ten years, got out of it for about ten years and just started again last year, which 
I’m enjoying it a lot. 

 
AQ: And are your kids grown? 
 
14:08.6 
MM: Our kids are both in college and one is finishing her Master’s degree and the other his Bachelor’s 

degree. 
 
AQ: And are they interested in anything related to agriculture? 
 
MM: They were ready to move on to more populated areas, so my daughter’s working her Master’s 

degree in social work and our son is doing a Bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering. 
 
AQ: Do you think she’s going to stay in the Twin Cities? 
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MM: She’s in Rochester.  She’s applying for a job with Mayo right now, so she’ll be done at the end of 
July.  She had a job and she just decided it didn’t feel right, so she’s decided not to take it and 
she’s applying with Mayo and a few other places, but she wants to stay in Rochester. 

 
AQ: If I’m visually representing your farm, I’m going to see prairie, I’m going to see restored wetland.  

We talked about the three different ways that you funded the restored wetland and prairie, it 
was through Mitigation, it was through Rim, that was the first, then Mitigation, and then CRP. 

 
16:01.00 
MM: The land that we had in CRP in 1999, that converted to a wetland reserve easement in, I believe, 

2008 or so, 2010, along with another 60 acres that were still farming.  And because that’s 
permanent easement, we were able to much extended restorations, so we were able to tie all 
of our wetlands and prairies into one full-functioning group, because now everything’s in a 
permanent conservation easement and stay with the land.  We took a little bit out now so we 
converted to pastures and food products.   

 
AQ: So did you ever look at CREP? 
 
16:48.2 
MM: We did; our land didn’t qualify for CREP on this farm. 
 
AQ: That was the first time it came around, but now it’s back. 
 
MM: Yes, and our neighbors are looking at it for, especially for the ditch buffers, a lot of interest for 

ditch buffers. 
 
AQ: I didn’t know that you could do it that way. 
 
MM: I don’t know enough about it.  
 
17:48.0 
MM: I’ll just tell you, when I was first doing the seeding business, I was approached by US Fish and 

Wildlife Service to help with visiting with landowners about the Minnesota River CREP Program 
and I was hired as a contractor.  And so I sat on the other side of the kitchen table with a lot of 
landowners, trying to work through that decision, whether it made sense for them financially 
and ecologically.  And that was a, really tied a lot of things together, to understand not only how 
we made decisions, but how other people were making those big decisions, ‘cause that’s a 
permanent easement.  That’s a huge decision. 

 
AQ: What does it mean?  When it’s a permanent easement it means you can no longer work the 

land, correct? 
 
MM: You can no longer work the land, so you are permanently, not just for yourself, as this land 

transfers ownership, you’re making that decision for them as well. 
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AQ: When you’re talking about CREP and maybe it’s different this time around than it was the first 
time around, but at one time I had talked to David Minge who helped get that going.  My 
understanding was that the uniqueness of this program was they could get federal dollars.  State 
dollars, there’s a certain amount allotted, but if you went into CREP and put into permanent, 
they would combine that with federal dollars and so the payment was significant for a 
landowner.  Is that the same concept that’s going on now? 

 
19:40.9 
MM: The way CREP works is the land is enrolled into Conservation Reserve Program and they 

received those payments for 15 years, so just as if it’s in an annual program.  And they also 
receive an easement payment, so at the end of those 15 years, it’s now in a permanent 
conservation easement, and that comes from the state.  So, the federal government pays the 
CRP portion and the state government pays for the easement. 

 
AQ: And is the easement, does that go on and on and on or just for 15 years? 
 
MM: It’s perpetual, or, and I don’t know what they’re offering right now, in the past they had either a 

limited time or perpetual.  The landowners could choose, but the payment varied.  I don’t know 
what they’re doing right now. 

 
 
MARY MUELLER INTERVIEW (CONTINUED as we toured the prairie and wetlands) 
ZOOM 0070-71 
JULY 23, 2017 
 
 
 
MM: 1985 we planted the trees and then ’87 it was drought, no it was ’88 and ’89 that’s what it was, 

’88 we planted the trees and it was drought and we replanted in ’89. 
 
AQ: So you lost some from the drought? 
 
MM: I don’t even remember for sure, but I know when we planted those threes, Mike’s dad has been 

sick and he just got home from the hospital and he was feeling really good the morning we 
wanted to plant trees and he asked if he could drive the tractor.  And he did, and he passed 
away the next day.  So those trees are very, very special.   

 
AQ: They’re the very first trees? 
 
1:17.8 
MM: The very first wildlife trees that we planted out here.  And part of these trees were planted by 

our kids’ preschool classes.  They came out here.  My daughter’s class came out and we did that 
last row of cedars over here and my son’s class came out three years later and did part of the 
CRP tree planting.  So both of their classes were involved in the tree planting.  So we still have 
second graders coming out every spring and doing tree plantings around Arbor Day. 
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AQ: So through the generations.  I have one more question to ask about that.  If you wouldn’t mind, 
just tell me, did your father-in-law, who owned this property and farmed it, do you think he ever 
foresaw what would happen here on this land? 

 
2:23.8 
MM: We really just got started with restorations about the time he passed away, but when we walk 

or drive around, Mike will often say, “Oh I wish Dad could see this.  Mom and Dad wouldn’t 
believe what happened here.”  It’s something that he really holds very, very dear, that he would 
love to share this with them.  

 
AQ: When they were here, how did they farm it? 
 
MM: Well, they had dairy, so they had pastures.  They were farming it during the era when it was 

drained, so those were decisions they had to make with eight children, to drain the land in order 
to make it more productive, to pay for all the things that a family of eight requires.  But they also 
had dairy, they had pastures, and the kids often talk, Mike’s brothers and sisters talk a lot about 
the dairy farm, more than anything else.  The cows were a big part of their history. 

 
AQ: I just want to be clear, I’m not saying that in a judgmental way, you have to do what you have to 

do and it’s good productive farming. 
 
3:37.5 
MM: That’s what they had to do.  There was no decision in that.  Around that kitchen table it was like 

we have to figure out a way to raise these kids and pay for the land and that was the decision 
that needed to be made. 

 
AQ: A lot of change on the land though. 
 
MM: A lot of change. 
5:05.3 
MM: At night when I was working with the farmers on CREP, as a farm bill specialist, all the stories, 

you would have just loved hearing those stories.  Some of them really stayed with me. 
 
19:10.0 
MM: We planted these trees as part of the first Rim program, it’s a wildlife shelter ???.  And the 

morning that we were going to plant was, my father-in-law had been quite ill for quite a while.  
He had been in the hospital, but he had just gotten home.  And he was feeling really good that 
morning and he asked if he could drive the tractor for the tree planting.  So we were thrilled to 
have him help us with the planting and that night we spent a lot of time talking about the 
easement program and then the next morning my father-in-law passed away so the trees ???? 
are significant for us. 

 
MM: These trees hold a deep significance for us. 
 
29:59.2 
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MM: That is that 15 acres from our very first ???.  The prairie land and it falls into that low, the low 
into wetland, that pond.  The trees were a shelter ??? that went all the way around.  You notice 
it’s really diverse in flowers, those were introduced later.  So we just had three grasses, that was 
that first seeding, and then we later got flowers. 

 
AQ: So the actual pond part is right over there? 
 
MM: Where that dead tree is.  So that’s laying in a wet land that actually eventually kind of restored 

itself, then there’s a little burn and then there’s the pond just beyond that. 
 
35:40.9 
MM: That’s the boundary of the Wetland Reserve Program, that sign right there.  It kind of looks 

similar but that’s Wetland Reserve, this is the Wetland Bank and that’s Rim.  So the reason 
there’s a sign in the middle of it all is that’s the boundary of the Wetland Reserve Program.  So 
you see where it goes like this?  So that’s Wetland Reserve Program.  That’s Rim Program and 
this is the Wetland Bank.  So that’s what I was saying about piecing a bunch of stuff together. 

 
AQ: Do you have any schematics, sketches or drawings that point stuff like that out? 
 
MM: It would take an aerial photo and it would take a little work to pull it together.   
 
38:38.5 
MM: The only important thing is no trails on the Wetland Reserve.  They’re very picky about that. 
 
ZOOM0071 
 
AQ: Alright Mary, will you explain what this is? 
 
2:02.5 
MM: Doing this large-scale restoration project took many years, and we did it in stages.  And this little 

area right here is the confluence of three different projects.  And to the right is our very first 
Reinvest in Minnesota Project, that 15-acre project.  As we look out this way was our very first 
wetland mitigation ??? and it was about a 30-acre project and it happened in the early 1990’s, 
about 1996.  And this area over here is part of the Wetland Reserve Program and that’s what 
these signs are denoting the boundary of.  And that program started in 2010 so just a lot of 
history all coming together right in this area.  And the beauty of doing these projects in stages 
was different rules, so we got to have trees and we got to have grasses and wetlands with a lot 
of variety. 

 
3:30.4 
MM: We restored this farm over about a 30-year period, taking advantage of different conservation 

programs and some business opportunities.  So this area is a convergence or confluence of three 
separate conservation programs.  To our right is our very first conservation easement and that 
was part of the Reinvest in Minnesota or RIM program.  And over in this area is the very first 
wetland mitigation bank where we were able to do our first wetland restoration and prairie 
seeding, and off to this area is part of the land that was in CRP and is now a Wetland Reserve 
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Program easement.  Part of the joy of the many years is that we were able to do different things 
that were in vogue at the time, like our large tree blocks, which they wouldn’t allow now, but 
were allowed in the 80’s and 90’s and add a lot of diversity to the whole farm. 

 
4:54.8 
MM: This is the convergence of three different conservation programs and entrepreneurial business 

to restore our farm.  Over here is the Reinvest in Minnesota Program, over here is a wetland 
bank and this is part of the Wetland Reserve. 

 
MM: Right here is the confluence of three separate conservation programs that we used to restore 

this farm.  The Reinvest in Minnesota Program over here, a Wetland Mitigation Bank over here, 
and the Wetland Reserve Program. 

 
AQ: How many acres? 
 
5:33.0 
MM: The total project is about 330 acres 
 
AQ: And did you stay fiscally sound? 
 
MM:  We did alright. 
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 Mike Schultz Interview 
District Manager, Le Sueur SWCD  

 June 17, 2017   
 
AQ: Okay.  I’m wondering if it’s just kind of an awkward 

position sometimes between the landowner and 
someone like an SWCD person who also has the ability to 
enforce the buffer law but is also trying to get other BMPs 
going and establish this trusting relationship.  I’m just wondering especially, given some of the 
political tensions and the change in the political climate it seems recently, that it’s just touchy, 
because I can’t figure out why people would not want to talk about the relationship with the 
landowner.  What were you saying about Le Sueur? 

 
1:11.6 
MS: In our county we’re unique, as I worked in other counties, I’ve worked in several of the counties 

in Minnesota, I noticed that one thing different our county has is that we have most of the 
environmental stuff come to our office in the front door.  And over the years, we’ve been 
heavily active and worked with many of the landowners in our county and one thing we have in 
our county is a ditch inspector that tells us, and water office that works with the county ditch 
system, along with the rest of our average ??? and support with that, but one big issue we deal 
with is drainage and everybody comes to us with questions.  And we’ve gained relationships 
now with a lot of farms and it gives us an extra opportunity to talk about conservation at the 
same time we’re talking about drainage.  And with our limited funds, we’ve been able to 
ultimately coactively spend it almost before we even get it with the demand that folks have 
come in, and we’ve got a great partnership with our federal partners for many years on going 
back with EQIP and even before that that had an CRP program that they had funding that we  

2:21.6 
helped with landowners to try to do BMPs back in the early 90’s and even before.  So we’ve 
gotten to know some of the generations of famers; the older generations and the newer ones 
that come in and we try to promote when we have an opportunity to talk about what is the 
new thing the district’s doing and a lot of folks hearing about it and we’re able to couple that 
with the ??? incentives or ??? I guess, folks are more apt to want to do things and we have a lot 
of people that come to our front door and ask what we’re doing or if we have any funding 
available.  So we get out and about and it may not be fully marketed but it’s more by word of 
mouth and we work throughout the whole county so it’s… 

 
AQ: Can you explain to me what’s currently going on with the drainage scene and how does that 

bring them in? 
 
3:25.5 
MS: Well as a ditch system, we have 70 county ditch systems in LeSueur County, now I think there’s 

only 58 backup systems, but ???, and in the meantime, we have everybody that’s interested in 
drainage, ‘cause if you’ve got water in the field and you’ve got growing crops, so as soon as that 
becomes an issue, they ask us to go out and take a look and usually they have an idea or if 
there’s some blockage or culvert issues, we go and review that and ultimately try to get the 
work lined up to get it repaired.  But right now we’re in a really wet cycle actually for almost 
the last five years and the demand for ditch work has been through the roof.  And so we go 
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out and try to make sure we’re doing the right thing for ditches, making sure that we have the 
ability to drain.  Now we’re not draining any faster, we’re just making sure the ditches are ??? 
to the original profile that it was designed for and sometimes that’s not enough for 
landowners, but we set them in the right direction if they need more than that and that’s to the 
County Board  

4:29.3 
and the County Ditch Authority, which is above our heads.  But drainage is, if you drive the 
countryside and you see a lot of folks ??? that water, it’s got to go somewhere and you’ve got 
to have a clear outlet to get it there, so those folks are working on that and we’re able to 
promote our conservation side when we meet with these landowners ‘cause it’s not just a 
quick meeting, it takes some time to go out and look at sites and usually jump in a truck or a 
side by side and they point out some of the issues and we try to talk about what the ditch 
system needs and maybe some of the things that are adjacent to it.  And that’s how I believe 
we’re able to get better relationships because once they get better drainage, they’re pretty 
appreciative of our efforts of getting that accomplished in that time and manner. 

 
AQ: So if you get on the drainage, are things that go along with it that you could possibly also 

package together would be like a control structure or bioreactors or… 
 
5:28.1 
MS: Bioreactors are a hard sell.  It’s not that people don’t want to do them, it’s just the cost and 

finding funding for them is difficult.  I’ve talked to several landowners that have heard about 
them and asked questions, but getting the funding and it takes a lot of effort and to go ahead 
and identify that.  But if you rewind, we’re able to play, some of the road issues, buffer issues, 
farming practices that might just need a little tweaking that could use help to better the 
farming operations and you know not everyone is receptive to what we say, but sometimes I 
feel like it’s nicer to just let them know and maybe a year or two down the road or more, that 
they finally receive that information, not necessarily implementing it, where they come back 
to us for some more guidance. 

 
AQ: So what kinds of things do you guys find are most commonly done in LeSueur County, I mean 

that goes along with addressing drainage? 
 
6:25.8 
MS: We do a lot of sediment basins and siding (?).  More recently we’re talking a lot about cover 

crops to folks that might be interested.  We bring it up and they seem somewhat interested, we 
try to let them know what their opportunities might be through cost share or the seconds that 
we have through our office and maybe some of the watershed projects we got going on.  But 
those are kind of key things and with drainage there so much to it through trans manuals, 
through drainage improvements that engineering the systems back to or to what the system 
needs nowadays, the history of these ditches, some of them a 100 years old and just like 
technology, we’ve hardly used anything that’s 100 years old anymore.  So trying to get these 
ditches into a situation or in good shape, the demand that the changes of the landscape need 
now that we are providing an adequate source for this water.  Now 100 years ago, we had 
more wetlands, and the land was used for pasture, now it’s row cropped to tiles and not much 
pasture anymore, very few wetlands.  

 
7:43.3 
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AQ: And so do you think that the overall water quality health in Lower Minn River is good and 
improving, or how do you think this all ties together? 

 
MS: I’m not going to say the water quality is improving.  I do know a lot of science has said that 

we’ve done a lot of work in the uplands to at least reduce soil erosion into our water courses. 
8:14.4 
AQ: Okay. 
 
MS: But that doesn’t mean we’re not reducing phosphorous and nitrogen, and applications to land 

and guidances have changed throughout the years and reductions are made and farmers are 
trying to make their best judgement when it comes to those operations.  But I’m not going to 
really say we’re making improvements because I haven’t really seen the documented efforts 
saying no, it’s gotten better or it’s gotten worse.  I know that through a lot of our recent findings 
in other watersheds, actually it seems like we’re getting more nutrients into our system and 
having trouble than we’ve ever had and you know that we may have less sediment transport 
to our systems.  So I’m not going to state that it’s getting any better.   I know we’ve got a lot of 
work to go ahead and everything ??? and once we get caught up with our technical side to help  

 
9:09.7 

improve those things, then usually the industry or a farming operation changes it in another 
direction that we try to help work with and just try to get application rates and land 
management done a certain way to help improve those things.  Another big issue is what we’re 
having the main river basin on the Mississippi River has a lot of in-channel deposition from 
erosion from high water.  So that’s another issue that we’re not able to manage really from our 
perspective, ‘cause we have so much water on our land already and we’re sending more water 
there as every day as we put more drainage in the field.  So it’s something that we’re well 
aware of and we talk about it on a daily basis.  Ultimately our whole goal is to have better 
water quality and how to get there being we’re a voluntary conservation office, I really don’t 
know, but we do a lot of marketing and outreach.  And a lot of farmers are trying to do what’s 
best for their land, their farm and then also the environment, so it’s tough to try to see how 
things work in those scenarios. 

 
10:24.0 
AQ: So it sounds like you’ve got a good effective team that gets a lot of work done and you‘ve got 

people coming to you in a pretty regular flow, meaning landowners seeking help.  So do you 
attribute that to any soft skills, like understanding values or understanding the pressure the 
farmer’s under, or people skills, meaning understanding the need to take a growing season and 
produce the most one can, but also try to make the right decisions, ‘cause I know -I can’t 
remember if it was you, Mike, or if it was one of the other people in the watershed-  identified 
that with the cost of the cash crops, particularly corn being relatively low for the last couple 
years, two, three years, that there is a higher demand for CRP and so those programs have 
been requested more than usual up to the amount that is capped off.  Is that about right? 

 
11:51.2 
MS: I don’t know. 
 
AQ: Is that too broad of a question?  I’m just wondering, is there a relationship piece to this in 

understanding what the landowner needs? 
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MS: Well basically it’s supply and demand.  When farming is good and the money is good, farming 

more acres allows you to make more money.  And right now we’re at a low end and the land 
rep is too high and if you’ve read any science in 2017 or any future projections it’s that if you 
don’t know your farm and it’s not paid up, you’re losing money this year when it comes to 
farming.   

12:34.0 
That’s kind of what I’ve read, especially if you’re paying for rented ground.  And that’s just the 
flow of farming I guess.  But in the meantime, this isn’t anything new to the agriculture industry; 
they’ve dealt with ups and downs and these scenarios for years.  And right now cash rent’s too 
high.  We have programs; our CRP program is very well in the meantime, it pays decent for the 
time being.  Now if things slowly change, that might reduce, but as we evolve and move 
forward, some folks, they’ve done things for so long that change is really hard to accept.  And 
the hardship of having to be required to put buffers into the governor’s initiative, things like 
that, that changes the way they have to do things and people, there’s quite a few people that 
don’t like regulation and all that.  So it’s more of a diverse background and you ??? how we kind 
of market these things, understanding the person to begin with and see how to approach it.  
Not everyone can be dealt the same and I think that’s how we gained our relationships, trying to 
understand the landowner, they come in see their needs. 

 
13:58.2 
AQ: Okay, well if you thought that the best, what was the most hopeful thing right now for what 

you see in your area of the watershed, what would you say is the most hopeful momentum  
that’s good for the land and the water? 

 
MS: Actually, I think we got the momentum going in our Cover Crop Program, I really do.  I’ve 

certainly heard landowners talk about the benefits and the good benefits behind it, which is 
promising in land.  We’ve gotten acres signed up.  The more we talk about it and the more we 
let people understand that that growing organic material with all the macroinvertebrates and 
bugs and microbs in the soil that are able to keep, work in some of these soils when they’re 
wet and keeping that soil living, allowed them to continually produce at a higher level and can 
also  

 
15:16.3 

provide many other clean water benefits, filtration benefits and erosion benefit.  So that, I 
think is the most promising part if we can keep soil and sod on the ground through our winter 
seasons, it allows for reduction in erosion and keeps that site green for the beginning of spring 
until it’s either worked through or killed off.  So we do have some momentum and I hope to find 
newer techniques to make it easier for landowners to get it in, but in the meantime, we want 
to continue to push them forward on this. 

 
AQ: How many acres roughly are in, out of how many acres in LeSueur County? 
 
16:02.8 
MS: I know that we have a couple hundred acres locked up already and as we continue to more, ??? 

farmers are starting to see the  benefits ??? and trying to find ways to apply it to more acres on 
their farms.  Maybe at some point, if we get to that level we’re able to get them to start 
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reducing tillage and plant for more cover crops and ultimately see a cash increase to their net 
in the future by reducing input costs. 

 
AQ: I’m going to be talking to a gentleman, I was going to talk to him tomorrow, but I’ve had a fever 

the last couple days, so I’m just going to reschedule for Monday, but Monday morning I’m going 
to go out and talk to a gentleman who is near Winthrop who is trying new ways to put in cover 
crops and have his cover crops grow simultaneously while the corn does.  And I think he’s 
working with the MDA as well, but it’ll be interesting to learn from him because he said he had  

17:29.1 
to kind of jerry rig his own machine in order to do this and I know that, just talking to a few 
other farmers who do this, in Iowa, some in Wisconsin, Ohio, and a group in Illinois.  The 
questions that they heard are what kinds of equipment does it take and how do you get 
access to something that’s capable of planting without having to go buy new gear?  Like in 
Wisconsin, they have a system, it’s really like a planter that farmers all share just to get the 
cover crops in.  And it’s tied into a program where somehow… 

 
MS: A cooperative? 
 
18:32.7 
AQ: Yeah, might be.  And so that if anybody wants to try it out, they have the opportunity to use this 

gear at no cost. 
 
MS: We do have that in our XXX Watershed, which is in Scott County, which is also part of the 

Lower Minnesota  Watershed, but it falls into the metro area and we are able to use it in the 
??? Watershed.  We have a piece of equipment that’s a highboy they call it, but that’s just a 
little right on the tipping edge of everyone’s likability to this—not enough has been done in 
our local area to get people to believe in it, that’s the trouble there. 

 
19:14.6 
AQ: And do you have to work, so getting them to believe in it, and then of course, they’ve got to 

hear the stories right? 
 
MS: Right. 
 
AQ: And who are they going to hear the stories from? 
 
MS: We have a handful of guys that have actually used it, and success has been some and others 

you know, and that’s where we’re at in all that marketing phase.  And we’ve got people putting 
in cover crops late in the season and then we have people putting cover crops on, getting ??? 
on and then there’s this one where it’s a little bit like a late June application, but that’s just in 
the middle of the growing season, and people are worried it’s going to mess up yields, so 
they’re worried about it in that case. 

 
20:00.0 
AQ: Yeah, well I’ve got a network that I should probably connect you to, of various farmers who 

are doing it across the Upper Mississippi River Basin, it’s the Watershed Leaders Network.  
And the McKnight Foundation has been kind enough to support the beginning of it.  And what 
I did is just cover some stories, I think I maybe sent some links to the whole group when I first 
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met you guys, of the kinds of things that these farmers, when they’re not in planting season or 
harvest season, have been willing to share with each other because it’s so hard.  Like you say, 
it’s in its infancy and there’s not a lot of places to look to see culturally where and how it’s 
been done and what are the success rates.  And a colleague of mine, Nancy North has been 
trying to convene them. I think their next step or what they were hoping to do is work with the 
Ag retailer community and the banking community to try to make it not so hard on the farmer 
and find incentives for everybody, but if everybody could start to work  

21L49,1 
together on this, it would be, ‘cause if the farmer’s willing to try, then of course, probably the 
ag business will follow the farmer.  So there were some stories that they were swapping that 
some of the things that they were trying to understand is how much input cost was there, how 
much time and labor is involved, and do you get some of the same kind of harvest, and also the 
planting season was a big question for some of these guys.  And so there was a farmer from 
Iowa who had been doing no-till for ten years and he was just starting this cover crop, second 
year into it maybe, first or second year into it, and so the jury was out yet on how much he was 
going to save, the overall economics and the financial picture for him, but he said that he 
definitely was saving with the no-till $100 an acre on input.  Does that make sense? 

 
MS: Yeah, it does, I don’t mean to cut your story short here, but I do need to run here pretty quick. 
 
23:00.0 
AQ: Oh sure, no I was just saying ‘cause Greg was saying that there’s no one closer than 15 miles 

around that he can talk to, to kind of swap notes. 
 
MS: He is actively searching someone always on how he does business and how other people are 

doing the thing that he’s doing, so I’m aware of that right. 
 
AQ: Alright, I’ll let you go, thank you so much for your time. 
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KEITH HARTMANN INTERVIEW  
INTER-SEEDING COVER CROPS INTO CORN  
GIBBON, MN 55335 
 
 
 
 

 
 
KH: 
Keith Hartman, address is XXXXX, Gibbon, MN 55335.  
 
AQ: 
And Shelby. 
 
 
AQ: 
What’s it like to be starting your family and you have this farm… 
 
SH: 
It’s exciting and overwhelming all at the same time.  It’s a lot being a new mom and trying to take on all 
of those new responsibilities and we have a lot of new stuff going on on the farm and it’s a lot of new all 
at once, so that’s the alarming part.  But it’s exciting ‘cause I know he’s doing some really awesome 
things out in the field and having a new member of the family is really exciting.  And so it’s kind of a 
whirlwind of all sorts of emotions. 
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KH:  
It’s been a lot of long hours lately.  It’s been tough not seeing him a lot, but something we have to do 
being a beginning farmer and trying to make everything work is put in the hours right now and I’m 
thankful Shelby’s a teacher, so she’s got the summer off to spend with Sky, so it’s a blessing that way.  
She gets to be with him all summer.   
 
SH:  
Don’t have to worry about going back to work quite yet, get to just relax and enjoy. 
 
AQ: 
Where do you teach? 
 
SH: 
For GFW Gibbon Fairfax and throughout the area. I’m a teacher at GFW, I’ve been teaching for two 
years, I’m going on my third.  I did two years in first grade and this year I have a new adventure of 
teaching third grade, so it’ll be another new and exciting thing in my life.  Work with some pretty great 
people in the community and it’s been a great way to get to know everybody, since I wasn’t born 
necessarily locally in this area.  And that’s where Sky’ll go to school. 
 
AQ: 
(to Keith) Did you know you always wanted to be a farmer? 
 
KH: 
I did, yeah, I grew up on a farm and I went to college to be a farmer and it’s something I’ve always 
wanted to do. 
 
AQ: 
Where did you go to school and what did you try to learn? 
 
KH: 
As I grew up on an organic dairy farm two miles from here, and so I wanted to be a farmer.  And I went 
to school at Ridgewater College in Wilmar, Minnesota for farm operations and management, and then I 
went back again to get my Ag Business degree.  So then I learned the production side as well as the 
business side.  And then after college I worked part time as an agronomist at ??? Coop for four years, 
where I learned a lot more about agriculture, conventional agriculture and then yeah, it continued from 
there I guess.  That’s where it all started. 
 
AQ: 
So you grew up on an organic farm? 
 
KH: 
Yes, we had a 35-cow organic dairy farm, we had 450 acres.  My dad had been certified since 1996 and 
we raised corn, soybeans, alfalfa and wheat and that was all, in a rotation.  So that’s where I got my 
start.  So all I knew about farming was organic production; I didn’t know much about the conventional 
side of it until I went to college.  And then I learned the conventional side so I consider myself a hybrid 
farmer; I know both ways, I know the conventional side and the organic side and there’s ways to work 
together.  It doesn’t have to be organic versus conventional, we can learn from each other.  So it’s been 
a great thing that way and been fun talking to others and educating others that way. 
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AQ: 
Does it feel like you’re, as a new family starting off with all this big effort, does it feel like there’s risk, yet 
a good future or how would you describe that in terms of like okay, this is what we’re doing?  Is it scary, 
is it exciting, is it risky?   
 
KH: 
There’s a lot of risk with farming and production agriculture, especially being a young farmer, not having 
a lot of capital and assets behind you.  So it always takes a start.  My dad allowed me to rent 140 acres 
right out of college, so that was my start.  And then I started my own custom baling business to help to 
get things through and then started raising some livestock, just to diversify.  So that’s been helping with 
the risk management.  There’s a lot of dollars in farming, but I think the risk is worth the reward and I 
love being my own boss, I love being able to be here with Sky and Shelby when I can during the day.  But 
yeah, there is a lot of risk in it.   
 
AQ: 
Can you tell me a little bit more about, you did the livestock feed, but then you also did, you were an 
agronomist for four years.  Did that help inform? 
 
 
KH: 
So after college I worked as an agronomist for four years and during that time I worked in seed sales and 
I also got to go to a lot of meetings where I learned, heard a lot of different speakers, learning about 
different soil attributes and that really helped shape where I wanted to go with my farming.  So I took a 
lot of that back with me to my own farm and branched off of that into diversifying with cover crops and 
just my other cropping and split nitrogen applications. 
 
AQ: 
So Shelby are you learning a little bit about farming now? 
 
SH: 
It’s all been learning.  I didn’t grow up on a farm, I didn’t know much about farming, so the whole thing, 
our whole relationship I’ve been learning little by little.  He started off with chickens, so that was my first 
experience on a farm and with the organic cows, that was a lot of fun, I love cows, they’re probably my 
favorite.  It’s all been learning. 
 
AQ: 
Are the chickens for laying or for broiling? 
 
SH: 
Meat birds, yep. 
 
AQ: 
Do you have chickens here? 
 
SH: 
Not this year, this is the first year he hasn’t done chickens, just too much going on right now with 
everything else. 
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KH: 
I filled the barns with pigs, so I don’t have any room for chickens this year. 
 
SH: 
Yep, we have a barn full of pigs and we have a pet goat, we got as a wedding gift from our groomsmen, 
his name is Archie.  I always wanted a goat and I knew the only way I would get one was if I got one 
without Keith having to get one for me.  So we have a pet goat named Archie. 
 
AQ: 
Let’s start with if you could explain to me what you’re trying to do with your cover crops right now.  
Here’s the deal—I want some older farmers nearby who still have years left to see what you’re doing 
and get inspired.  I also want them to, younger farmers to hear your story and feel like it’s not 
impossible.  But you have to be honest about how hard it is and the work involved.  So let’s start with if 
you could describe your farm, what you have here and when you got it and just a general description of 
it. 
 
KH: 
On my farm here I’ve got a farrow finish, 20-sow hard operation, that’s the sows are all on pasture and 
the pigs are on pasture.  I farm my 320 acres of corn, soybeans, field peas, barley, and alfalfa and I’ve 
got 70 acres of corn, 120 of soybeans, 90 of peas and 30 of barley.  Now peas and barley are all fed to 
the hogs and those are transitional organic acres.  And then my corn and soybeans are conventional 
acres.  
 
AQ: 
On your acreage with corn and soybeans, can you tell us, have you been doing some research and trying 
to figure out what you want to do with that land, and what have you decided to do? 
 
KH: 
So in 2013 I started doing research on cover crops as a way to reduce tillage.  I wanted to try to use 
those roots to do the tillage for me and that was my main start in getting the cover crops.  And so I 
wanted to figure out how to do that into a corn and soybean rotation, but up in South Central 
Minnesota, we don’t have a lot of heat units to grow a cover crop after harvest like they do in other 
parts of the country.  So I started looking at ways, how we can get that incorporated into our corn and  
 
5:48.2 
soybean rotation, and that’s when I came up with inter seeding a cover crop in the corn at V-6.  So about 
the middle of June or 12 to 18-inch corn.  I figured at that stage we could get the cover crop established 
and growing and then the corn would canopy, shade out the cover crop until September, when the corn 
really started to dry and drop and let more sunlight through to get that cover crop taking off.  I had all 
these ideas, but I didn’t know how I was going to get that done.  I started looking around at different  
 
6:20.0 
pieces of equipment, how I could do this, and since it was during side dress season, or split nitrogen 
application, I wanted to do it all at once to get a better return on our investment and make better used 
of our time, since we’re making that pass anyway.  So then in order to do that, I found some equipment 
from Yetter that I wanted to use.  So I went and researched some grant work to help pay for this, and I  
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found out, I applied for a grant through the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, the Sustainable Ag 
Demonstration Grant, I applied for an innovation grant through Minnesota Corn Growers Association 
and I worked through the Natural Resource Conservation Service on their Equip Program to fund this 
equipment and to do research on my farm. 
 
AQ: 
How did you know to do that?  How did you know where to go? 
 
KH: 
I Googled a lot of it and I made a few contacts with the Sustainable Ag Demonstration Grant; I had 
someone recommend that to me.  Otherwise just went out and Googled different grant programs and 
just to try to get a start.  And my big research was I wanted to make sure that I wasn’t going to hurt the 
corn yield was number one.  Right away when I started as people said what’s the difference between a 
cover crop and weeds?  You’re planting weeds out there, it’s going to hurt the yield.  And my thought 
was with planting later, the corn yield starts establishing its ear size at V6.  So I’m coming after that  
 
weed-free period in the corn.  But that was still number one.  I wanted to make sure that I’m not hurting 
the corn grain yield because it’s not the ??? practice if we’re hurting yield to get a cover crop planted.  
So that’s test number one.  Number two is I wanted to see how many nutrients that that cover crop was 
holding in the soil.  So after the corn is mature and the corn is off and we get a first killing frost and the 
cover crop is dead, then I go out and I take a soil nitrate test to see how much soil nitrate that cover 
crop is holding or that’s less in the soil that’s mobile that can go into our water.  And then third, I  
 
Wanted to make sure that cover crop isn’t taking nutrients or water away from that corn.  And that’s the 
other thing where we want competition, is that going to compete?  And so that’s another part of my 
research that I’m doing.  And I’m on the second year now with working with those grant programs on 
the research and I’m finding… 
 
AQ: 
How many years are you doing? 
 
This is a three-year program, so I have one year left.  2018 will be the last year of the research so I have 
three years of data on that program.  So far I haven’t seen any yield hit.  It’s not declining the yield.  This 
first two years I haven’t seen a yield increase, but that’s not what I’m looking for.  It’s not my goal right 
now.  I just want to make sure I’m not hurting the yield.  I’m holding about 15 pounds of nitrogen in that 
cover crop strip versus in the soil, so that’s in plant form until next year.  So that’s nutrients that won’t  
get into our water source. 
 
 
AQ: 
And is probably saving you money. 
 
KH: 
And it is.  It’s holding for next year, so when that cover crop deteriorates in the spring, it’ll release that 
nitrogen available for the following year.  And I’m finding out the cover crop is not taking any nutrients 
away from that corn.  I’ve been doing stock nitrate testing to make sure that I have sufficient nitrogen in 
that corn plant and it is, it’s not hurting it, because that cover crop in that strip is only getting to be 
about four inches tall and then basically dormant until September.  So that corn plant doesn’t know it’s  
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there.  The other question I get is what if we get a drought year, is that cover crop going to be taking 
nutrients, or water away from the corn?  And what I’m seeing now is being only four inches tall, that 
cover crop is so short, if we do get a drought, that cover crop will die before it hurts the corn.  So you’ll 
be out your cover crop investment, but you won’t be out the corn yield.  And I can talk about my 
progression into it.  I didn’t start just with this unit. 
 
 
AQ: 
Could you recap the goals real quick and then we’ll go into the history of what led up to this? 
 
KH: 
My goal for this is I wanted to be able to establish a cover crop in my corn rows around that B6 
timeframe and I wanted to be able to, and with that, I wanted to make sure I didn’t hurt the corn yield, 
and with that, I wanted to make sure I didn’t hurt the corn yield, I wanted to see how many nutrients I 
was holding, and I wasn’t taking nutrients away from the corn.  My end goal with this was to find a way 
to reduce tillage by using the cover crop roots to do the tillage for me instead of doing fall tillage.  That 
was my main goal when I started all this. 
 
AQ: 
Why do you want to reduce fall tillage? 
 
KH: 
I’ve always hated seeing black row ditches in the winter from wind erosion.  We do find fall tillage in this 
area because we have very heavy clay soils and it’s hard for them to dry out in the spring.  And that’s our 
main goal to do tillage.  Also to break up compaction.  But with that, you do get some wind erosion 
when we have an open winter and it’s something that’s always bothered me since I was a kid, so I 
wanted to try to find a way to reduce that.  And with the cover crop species, they have such penetrating  
 
roots that a lot of them can break up that compaction, and that’s been my main goal. 
 
AQ: 
And then how does that help with the water? 
 
KH: 
How it’s going to help the water is by holding the nutrients.  With the cover crop, they’re a lot more 
frost tolerant than are row crops.  So that cover crop is going to be alive until the end of November.  It 
takes almost a 26-degree temperature for four hours to kill this cover crop and specifically the annual 
rye grass.  And that’s got a very fibrous root system that’s aggressively taking up nutrients in the fall, 
when that starts to take off.  So any nitrogen that’s left in that soil is going to be taken in by that cover  
crop and that’s how we’re really going to help the water is with using those roots to absorb that. 
 
AQ: 
Can you now tell me what is the story that led you up to this inter-seeder, what you’re doing now and 
how did you get there?  How did it begin and what are you doing now? 
 
KH: 
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So one winter I wanted to design this inter-seeder.  I had my goals in mind, I wanted to be able to 
establish a cover crop, I wanted to establish a cover crop with high efficiency.  A lot of guys were flying it 
on with the airplanes in August and they’re using 25 to 30 pounds of seed, which is about a $50 seed  
cost per acre with a 50/50 success rate.  To me that wasn’t good enough.  I wanted to be a lower seed 
cost because it does not cash flow, it would not be a sustainable practice.  If I wanted to be able to get 
good seed to soil contact, and I wanted to be able to accompany it with applying nitrogen.  So those are 
more goals looking for equipment.  I found a Yetter strip freshener that I thought would work and it’d be 
a dual purpose.  So I contacted Todd Newbury out of Illinois and he sent me three units to play with, to  
try.  He said, “I’ll send these to you, you pay the shipping, and just play with them, see if you can get 
them to work,” because he believed in experimenting with agriculture.  He was the inventor of this 
Yetter, of the strip freshener.  And what that is, it had three shark tooth wheels, so spiked wheels on it 
like you see on this one, and it lightly loosened the soil, and then behind it I put a firming wheel for good 
seed to soil contact.  So he invented that out in Illinois and then he sold that patent to Yetter.  So  
 
 
He still had worked with them.  So that’s why I contacted him, just out of the blue.  He didn’t know me 
from Adam so I just asked him.  He sent three and said use them, experiment with them.  So that’s how 
it got started.  I had a three-row unit and I did 20 acres that first year with seven pounds of seed per 
acre.  So I had a $10 seed cost and I had a great stand out there.  It was about 85% emergence, which is 
excellent.  So that’s what got me thinking that hey, this can work.  We gotta figure out how to  
 
 
incorporate the seed into the soil.  So then the following year, that’s when I knew, after checking the 
yield, no yield hit, that’s when I knew I wanted to build a 12-row machine, a 30-foot inter-seeder.  I 
wanted to show, it added validity to it.  If farmers saw that I did a three-row, just a nine-foot unit, they’d 
say, “We can’t cover our thousand acres with that.”  So I wanted to make a big, I wanted to make a life-
size machine that could cover acres at high speed and do a good job because that’s how we’re going to  
 
 
get our return on investment, and that’s what’s going to get more people excited about it, rather than 
just my demo.  So that’s why I wanted to build a bigger unit.   
 
AQ: 
So are you building these not only for your use, but hopefully to develop a product line for other 
farmers. 
 
KH: 
The equipment that I built, I’ve used other pieces of equipment and just pieced them together and 
made the practice.  My main goal is to show how this practice can work and help other farmers build 
their own or using that same equipment build one.  I’m not looking to build equipment, I’m here to help 
share the story and how others can do it and use these cover crops and establish cover crops efficiently 
and get a return on their investment.  Because we can handle a $15 per acre seed cost versus a $50,  
 
17:58.9 
especially in this tight market.  So that was my main goal.  So after, last year I used the inter strip 
fresheners on this bar and I had very good success inter-seeding.  This following year, in 2017, Yetter 
came out with a new unit called, it’s a Yetter Magnum 10,000.  It offers a shark tooth wheel and the 
firming wheel, and those were very important for seed to soil contact.  And so I’m running with those 
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units this year and I’m doing some research for them as well to see how it works with the inter-seeding, 
because their product was just made to put nitrogen on.  But I said, I bet I could get that to inter-seed 
cover crops and they’re a very well-known equipment company, so they want experiments in this too 
because they believe in these cover crops. 
 
18:49.7 
AQ: 
So you’re way advanced and for the person who’s just trying to understand conceptually what you’re 
doing, you’re trying to not only seed, you’ve already planted your corn and now what you’re trying to do 
is go in while the corn is growing and inter-seed and put in a cover crop, like put seed in for the cover 
crop now and have them grow simultaneously. 
 
 
KH: 
So with my inter-seeding, what I’m doing is I planted the corn in May and now when the corn gets to be 
about a foot tall, I’m coming in with my machine and I am putting an eight-inch strip of cover crop seed, 
this year annual rye grass and radishes, down the center of my corn as it’s growing.  That way, I can get 
that cover crop established so it grows and gets to be about four inches tall and then goes dormant until 
September.  If I waited until after harvest to seed the cover crop, it would just lay there in seed form 
because we don’t have enough heat after harvest in mid to late October to get that cover crop growing.  
So that we would not have return on that investment, that seed investment.  So that is what I am trying 
to accomplish with this machine and using a low seed rate and high success rate. 
 
 
AQ: 
So then the cost savings come in on which line items? 
 
KH: 
So the way I look at it, the first-year return on investment, since I’m not, this first year I’m not seeing a 
yield increase on the corn, but I’m not seeing a decrease.  Where I get my return on investment is my 
reduction in tillage.  Fall tillage can cost between 20 to $25 per acre with the heavy equipment, the fuel 
that it takes, and so with your $15 see cost on your cover crop if that does the tillage for you and you 
can reduce that, that’s how you make up your immediate return on investment.  In the future years  
 
 
you’ll see the turnover on your soil for having the cover crop in.  Last year I saw a lot of great things, the 
way the soil, just the texture of the soil and the condition that last fall, after I took my corn off, and I had 
a cover crop growing.  And that cover crop was only out there for six months, but having that extra 
month-and-a-half of living roots made a huge difference with the soil texture.  I was seeing ten to one 
earthworm populations in that cover crop strip versus my check strips.  And that’s what really gets me 
excited about cover crops, that we can change our soils that quickly. 
 
AQ: 
When I first came, you said that the, when you grew up on an organic farm, you really noticed there is a 
big difference between the soils, the color of it, the texture, the life.  Tell me about the changing of the 
soil and if you wouldn’t mind, just tell us that you grew up noticing differences. 
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KH: 
So my big aha moment I call it with getting excited about cover crops was, I grew up on an organic dairy 
farm and in 2009 we rented a neighbor’s farm, which was farmed conventionally.  It’s always been 
farmed conventionally.  We noticed it took a lot more horsepower to pull through that conventionally 
farmed soil than it did our organic soils.  So I got thinking, what’s the difference?  And my realization was 
the roots.  With organic you have some weeds in the soil, weeds out in the field, it’s part of it, and what 
emerges first in the spring, weeds.  What dies last in the fall, weeds, and weeds have roots.  I’m not 
saying weeds are what you want out there, but I’m focusing on the root characteristic of it.  So that was 
the big difference.  And so I wanted to be able to get roots out in my conventional farm soils longer into 
the season. 
 
AQ: 
Will you go do inter-seeding after this? 
 
KH: 
 
I’m going to check the field to see if I can, because we’ve got family coming in tomorrow and I’ve got 70 
acres to get done here in the next day before the corn’s too tall. 
 
AQ: 
If you had to say, main points of, you’re a farmer who’s never done cover crops, you’re doing some 
pretty advanced work here.  What do you think your neighbors think of all this? 
 
 
KH: 
The neighbors are very interested.  They’ve talked to me about it and they said they’re watching my 
fields close.  They’re very interested.  I do some side dressing or split application nitrogen for them and 
they’ve talked about the cover crops.  They let me do a couple trials on their farms just to see what they 
do.  It’s a new thing right now, but they all remember when they used to have alfalfa in the rotation and 
back when everybody had cows.  They remember how good that corn was following that alfalfa, and 
that’s because we’ve had roots in the soil for that long, living roots longer in the season.   So they 
remember that, but they just want to figure out, find a way to get it done and be cost-effective.  So 
they’re closely watching and they like what I’m doing.  So it’s been very good to have their support.   
 
AQ: 
And is side dressing something that’s done normally? 
 
KH: 
It’s not very common.  Most of the nitrogen is put all on in the spring, but every year it’s been getting 
more and more common.  We’re looking at split applying that nitrogen; putting some on in the spring 
and putting the rest on in season, when that corn needs it.  It’s not a very common practice in this area. 
 
AQ: 
So what would you say of all the best management practices you’re doing, just tell me what you’re 
doing.  You’re doing split application, you’re doing, would you consider it strip till? 
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KH: 
No it’s not strip till, so with my program, I have variable rates.  My phosphorous and potassium fertilizer, 
and then I come and I put 50 percent of my nitrogen on in the spring and then I come and put the other 
50 percent on in the middle of June, when the corn is actively growing, just to spread out that risk.  I 
think we’re going to have to get to that with, I think that’s the way agriculture is going, we’re going to 
have to watch our nitrogen management.  There’s different tools we’re using; I think split application is 
one of them that can be very beneficial. 
 
AQ: 
What else are you doing? 
 
 
KH: 
After my field piece, I’m also planting a cover crop out on those, so I’m putting, I get chicken litter 
spread out there, so I put manure on my fields, I try to rotate about every five years for sure, to get 
manure on my land.  And then I go and seed a cover crop out there to hold those nutrients that are out 
there and then I leave it.  I don’t do any fall tillage on that.  I just let the radishes and the rye grass do 
the work for me.  And that’s been my best corn the following year, it’s been very good.   
 
AQ: 
You’re seeing some good results? 
 
 
KH: 
I’ve seen some very good results after the cover crop.  I’m seeing an increase in corn yield the following 
year after the cover crop.  The color is very deep, a deep green color, and last year after the cover crop, 
after the split apply in, I saw 25-bushel yield increase on those farms.  So along with that, along with 
holding the nitrogen in the soil, and changing the soils around with the cover crop, it’s been a no-brainer 
for me, I’m going to continue to do it. 
 
 
AQ: 
When I come back and be in touch with you, if we could just do the math after the 4th of July, I’ll just try 
to figure out okay, he’s saving this much on these many acres on input, on seed, on probably fuel, ‘cause 
you’re doing less passes? 
 
KH: 
It would be less fuel, yes, if I’m not doing fall tillage, correct. 
 
AQ: 
And so it would be interesting to put a little spreadsheet, less fuel, less time if you don’t have to go and 
do the tillage, more effect for your labor so to speak, and then maybe you could recap what you got for 
your grants to help you fund it.  So if you were going to say in general, financial savings that you see are 
just give me a couple sentences.  A couple sentences on the economy. 
 
KH: 
So with the cover crop, I’m seeing my return on investment by reducing my tillage which will be about 
$20 per acre and that seed cost is $15.  So I’m gaining about $5 there, or saving.  And then with seeding 
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cover crops, there are grant opportunities as well as program opportunities through the NRCS, the 
National Resource Conservation Service, to be including cover crops into your rotation.  So that’s 
another source to look into to help finance your cover crop.  But with my research, I’m trying to find a 
way to make it sustainable so we can plant cover crops without program payments, ‘cause those aren’t 
always a guarantee. So I wanted to be able to find a way to make these sustainable, that every farmer 
can plant cover crops efficiently and effectively. 
 
KH: I just want to focus on these row units.  This is what does the job here, so we’ve got where the 

nitrogen comes down and the seed comes out.  And this is something, a farmer can just by this 
unit and then put a seeder on.  They don’t have to make anything, so that’s why I’m focusing 
on… 

 
 
KH: This right here is the one unit, so this is what’s doing the work. 
 
AQ: Tell me about this unit. 
 
KH: The most important part of the uni-seeder is this new unit that I’m trying this year is that Yetter 

Magnum 10000.  What I really like about this and why I’m running with it is I can siphon nitrogen 
and inter-seed cover crops at the same time.  The colter opens up the soil and put the nitrogen 
four inches in the ground, underneath the soil.  And behind that is a shark tooth closing wheel to  

 
 

close the trench to seal the nitrogen in and behind it is a firming wheel to pack that trench down 
so we don’t lose any of the nitrogen to the voltarization in the air.  So when I’m inter-seeding 
cover crops with this unit, I’ve got my shark tooth wheel to stir the soil and a firming wheel for 
good seed to soil contact.  So I’ve added a seed tube, tied to my Gandy air seeder that  
distributes the seed right behind the shark tooth wheel.  So I’m getting that seed about a  
quarter to half inch in the ground, under the soil, and then firmed with the firming wheel.  So 
I’m getting very good emergence and seed to soil contact with this unit.  I’m at about an 85% 
emergence, which is excellent, and 100% success rate.  It’s getting in the soil and I’m having  

 
 

radishes emerge in three days without a rain.  So that’s why I’m really liking this unit and this 
year I’m using 15 pounds of seed, last year I was at ten pounds of seed.  And it’s been about a 
$15 seed cost.  So that’s what’s been excellent about this.  I’m getting my stand high success 
rate and low seed cost.  So that’s why I think it’s important to incorporate that seed into the soil. 

 
AQ: Can other farmers get units like this? 
 
KH: Any farmer can buy this unit.  You don’t have to do any assembly, just put it on a bar.  I’ve done 

a lot of research with different pieces of equipment and I really like this, to be able to put the 
nitrogen on.  So this is available to the public, to anybody who wants to get them through 
Yetter. 

 
AQ: And you attach it to your regular… 
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KH: You can attach it to any tool bar.  I used a Great Plains neutral pro bar ‘cause it has fertilizer 
tanks on it, but you can put it on any tool bar and it’ll work great.  All you need to do is add an 
air seeder to put the seed out. 

 
AQ: When you say that you’re putting the seed in, you’re inter-seeding the cover crop at the same 

time that you’re putting the nitrogen in, are you applying urea or are you, is the nitrogen going 
in midsummer or spring? 

 
KH: The nitrogen is going on midsummer, so when the corn is about a foot tall.  And I’m using UAM 

28%, so it’s liquid nitrogen.  And that’s getting distributed into the soil and then the cover crop is 
getting broadcast on top.   

 
AQ: Excellent, anything else that you think another young farmer wants to know about how in the 

world am I going to pay for that? 
 
KH: I guess the big thing with this unit and how to pay for it is, being a young farmer, would maybe 

be doing some custom acres for some neighbors.  There’s a lot of people that don’t have the 
time for it and adding a custom business and doing some for other farmers would help pay for 
it.  And it would just be that niche, finding your niche. 

 
AQ: Are you doing something like that? 
 
 
KH: I am, I did about 1700 acres of custom nitrogen application for other farmers and then as well as 

myself.  I did a little bit of custom inter-seeding.  Guys are still getting their feet wet on it, just 
learning about it more, but as I inter-seed and side dress everything myself, but I do a majority 
of it is for other farmers.  And that’s what’s helping pay for this unit as well as some of the grant 
work.  So to a young farmer, just be resourceful. 

 
AQ: Did you walk into your local NRCS office or your Sibley County, who did you work with locally? 
 
 
KH: Locally I worked with Sibley and Nicolet County NRCS office with their Equip Program to get 

some funding and that’s available to anybody.  They’re looking for more people to get acres on 
the ??? cover crops.  So they are looking for people, so go in and check out those offices, your 
local NRCS office and ask them about the Equip Program with cover crops.   

 
 
AQ: So what I was saying is I’m here because I needed to find someone who was doing cover crops.  

It doesn’t seem like there’s a lot of people in this area, or these counties nearby, that are doing 
it yet.  What’s your observation? 

 
 
KH: There isn’t a lot of farmers doing cover crops right now; it’s very few.  The reason a lot of the 

equipment, it’s just starting to come out now for it and they’re learning more research and 
learning how to get it done in South Central Minnesota.  So very new practice, it’s very new in 
this area, but it’s growing. 
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AQ: Are they afraid of things like, I can’t get a crop in until I get my harvest out?  Is that a perception 
or misperception? 

 
 
KH: Yeah, the biggest holdback is when to get it seeded.  We don’t have enough time after harvest 

to get a seed in, which is true.  We do not have enough heat, so our option is in season.  And 
that’s such a new concept to get a hold of.  We’re so focused on we have to kill the weeds and 
keep clean fields and now we want to add this cover crop.  So it’s a new concept and that’s why 
I’m doing the research I am.  

 
AQ: How long do you think it’s going to take before it spreads? 
 
 
KH: That’s a very hard question.  We’ve got a lot of older farmers in the area and some remember 

doing it when they were younger.  Their dads did cover cropping and now it’s just a new concept 
to adapt, that’s all, it’s just something new.  And the more information we can get out, the 
better.   

 
AQ: You are so young and you’re doing it.  I think sometimes young people don’t feel like they have a 

chance at doing something like this, that there’s not a living to be made. So it’s really kind of, I 
don’t know, how do you feel about it?  Do you feel like you’re a rarity? 

 
13:08.8 
KH: The best thing that happened to me is I was able to have some of my own land to play with. My 

dad let me rent some of my own and he said, “This is yours, you experience it.”  And that’s one 
of the things I wanted to try.  So I had the freedom to do it and I think that’s the holdback for a 
lot of young guys is maybe dad’s not onboard so it doesn’t happen.  So the best thing that 
happened to me is just had a little bit of my own to try. 

 
AQ: Tell me about your dad again.  He’s an organic farmer? 
 
KH: Yes, he’s certified organic, he’s got horn ??? and beef cattle, cow ??? and then he raises oats 

and ??? hay to feed to the cows.  He’s been certified since ’96, been in it a long time. 
 
AQ: How did you choose, what is that crop, the one that’s so yellow? 
 
KH: That’s barley. 
 
AQ: How did you choose barley? 
 
KH: I need it for my hog feed, so my hogs I feed a lot of ??? peas and barley, a little bit of corn, and 

flax, so I needed that for my feed.  And then I bale the straw for bedding for the hogs. 
 
KH: The field I’m going to go to now, it’s tall corn, it’s taller than what I normally like to inter-seed. 
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John McSweeney Interview     
June, 2017 
Farm: 250th Street, Henderson, MN (home in Belle Plaine) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
AQ: Can you just simply say I’m John McSweeney? 
 
JM: I’m John McSweeney. 
 
AQ: And where you live. 
 
JM: I live in Belle Plain, but I own this farm, it’s a homestead farm my great-grandfather 

homesteaded. 
 
AQ: When did that happen? 
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JM: Oh right after the Civil War.  They loved all the woods on it, that’s why they were attracted to 

this.  And just the land was somewhat of an Irish area so they had all kinds of Irish neighbors. 
 
AQ: So what part of Ireland are they from? 
 
JM: They were from County Cork is where they emigrated from and then some of their wives were 

from Mayo and Lenster. 
 
AQ: So this is how many generations? 
 
JM: I’m the fourth generation. 
 
AQ: Can you tell me just a little bit about them, (and by the way, I think my ancestors are from there 

also, County Cork, but I’ve never been there so it’s on my bucket list).  But anyways, can you tell 
me a little bit about the history of this farm? 

 
2:23.5 
JM: The history of the farm, well it’s not much, Edmond McSweeney and his brother Tom 

homesteaded the two 80-acre parcels and then if you improved on it, I think you could get 
another 80.  And they, for immediate income, they harvested some of the timber and there 
was a sawmill that was on the corner of their property and so they harvested much of the 
original timber.  And then of course, they had horses and cows and a few pigs, but they 
survived.  The first crop they planted was wheat and rutabagas, and the rutabagas were 
ruined, they weren’t any good, they were wormy.  But the wheat was a good crop. 

 
AQ: What happened to the rutabagas? 
 
JM: I don’t know, but the rutabagas didn’t turn out.  The potatoes did, I forgot the potatoes, they 

had some potatoes too. 
 
AQ: John do you have a wife, do you have kids? 
 
3:50.4 
JM: Sure, I have a wife and four children.  The four children and grandchildren are living in 

Minneapolis and they come out here frequently.  This is part of their vacation or weekend.  I 
have some walking trails out back over Highland Creek and through the property and the 
grandchildren of course like motorized vehicles, but they aren’t old enough to appreciate 
walking and listening to nature. 

 
AQ: You have a lot of woods, so I bet you have a lot of birds? 
 
4:33.2 
JM: Oh yes, yes, it’s 200 acres but there’s only 67 tillable, so we had that seven-inch rain and some 

of the gullies moved right back into the edge of the fields.  We didn’t have a downpour like 
that for as long as I could remember, so I contacted the county and they were great to work 
with.  Mrs. Sullivan and that whole crew up there, they came out and looked at the potential 
sites and laid it all out.  It’s really professional and checked out to be sure it was done right.  
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And I was very happy with Mark Melchuk, he built all of the structures on the farm, I have 
three of them.  And I feel that he did an excellent job. 

 
AQ: So you were having a seven-inch rain and that was the impetus because what was happening 

when the rain came? 
 
5:52:2 
JM: Well there were, on the first structure there were one, two, three ravines right to the edge of 

the field and the big one was actually into a little bit of the field.  I mean it was amazing all the 
soil that moved with that seven-inch rain.  And then the other one that they completed last 
year, there were approximately six different spots where it was, there were little ravines 
moving into the field, plus one big one.  And they built the structure, they ran a tile line to an 
intake and the big drain pipe down to the very bottom of the ravine, and it’s working 
extremely well.  I at first didn’t think the tile line would take, if we had a big rain, would take 
the water away, but it does, so I’m very happy with it. 

 
AQ: So, just so I can understand fundamentally, generally in layman’s terms, what they did is, did 

they put tile under the field or was there already tile? 
 
JM: No, right along the edge of the containment structure, with an intake at the lowest point.  

They county surveyed all that; they had all that figured out and so the tile line is right along 
the edge of the containment facility or structure.   

 
AQ: So this is an edge-of-field practice that keeps the water or dispenses the water, depending on 

what the need is correct? 
 
7:43.2 
JM: Well the water runs right down to that intake and right under the containment structure and 

right down to the bottom of the ravine.  I’ll show it to you later if you like.  But I don’t know, it’s 
approximately a 30-foot or 25-foot piece of pipe that goes right down to the bottom of the 
ravine. 

 
AQ: And did you know to call the county right away or how did that go for you?  Had you ever 

called them or worked with them before? 
 
8:16.7 
JM: Oh yes, on other things, but they send out a letter.  They communicate well with you, they 

sent a newsletter saying this was available. 
 
AQ: Because I imagine that this is, I don’t imagine, I’ve been told that this is highly… and that this 

situation happens a lot in this part of the county because of the way the watershed drains. 
 
JM: Well the closer you get to the Minnesota River there are more ravines you’re going to have. 
 
AQ: So if you had to describe your ravines, how tall are they? 
 
9:02.8 
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JM: Well the house we’re in I think is at 984 feet in elevation right now and parts of the farm are 
higher, I would say 20 feet higher.  And then High Island Creek runs through it and so the water, 
all the water on the farm goes to High Island Creek and down to the Minnesota River and off 
to New Orleans. 

 
AQ: So what is on the 67 acres of tillable? 
 
JM: Oh it’s alternated corn one year, soybeans the next. 
 
9:46.2 
AQ: Have you done any of the, I’m just curious ‘cause they’re talking about it a lot now, cover crops? 
 
JM: Well I applied to put it all in CRP, but because of the soil type, there was only two fields that 

would get the top payment and then there was another field that would get a reduced 
payment.  But the reason I didn’t go into it was there was an 18-acre parcel near High Island 
Creek and they told me I’d have to plant trees on it.  Well, that didn’t appeal to me to plant 
trees and then what are you going to do with it after 15 years or 10 years.  Am I going to go in 
and pull out all the trees? 

 
AQ: Is it a parcel that’s connected to the rest of your fields or separate? 
 
10:50.3 
JM: No, not at all, it’s at a much lower elevation.  It’s right near Highland Creek.  In fact, I’m going 

to have to put in filter strips on a few inches of the field.  I just got the notification from the 
county this spring and I have until I think the end of November to put the filter strips in, which 
is a good thing, clean up the water. 

 
AQ: What will you put in? 
 
JM: Well I don’t know, I talked to a neighbor who we were going to work at it together and rent a 

drill or maybe the county has a drill, I don’t know.  We haven’t really dug into that.  That’s my 
phone, should I answer it?  I cannot get rid of those credit card calls. 

 
12:03.3 
AQ: Do you have a block caller function on your phone?  You could block the number that just called 

you.  If you want me to teach you how to block who just called you, I can teach you that. 
 
JM: Oh sure, I’d love it.  Get over here. 
 
0045 
2:33.8 
AQ: Okay, pretend we never talked and you’re going to tell me in a couple sentences why I’m here 

because of, if I’m someone interested in some of the concerns of a farmer and a landowner, 
holding onto land and doing the right thing with water and all that stuff, and you’ve had some 
work done over the years, pretend we’ve never talked and just tell me as if this is the first time 
I’m hearing it. 

 
JM: Well I mean tell me why I was interested in putting the structures in? 
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AQ: First tell me what you did. 
 
3:12.0 
JM: Oh well, three years ago, no it’ll be four years ago, I contacted the county and they sent a 

young woman who works for the same department, April Sullivan is in charge of it.  And they 
were all very helpful and she came down and looked at it and said it would qualify.  She looked 
at these washouts that were close to the field and she said I’d have to send, she helped me fill 
out an application.  And then they approved it and then they surveyed, a surveyor came out.  I 
forgot his name, from Nicolet, but they surveyed and got the topography, the layouts of where 
the water would run.  And the first facility, they went right around the headland of a ravine 
that had one, two, three, four little ravines coming in, two big ones and two little ones, 
approaching the field.  And so when the crop was off, then MarK Elcher, the contractor came 
out.  He had the plans from the county and all the elevations.  And then the people from the, is 
it the ASCS office?  Anyway, they came out and made sure it was done right, while Mark was 
putting it in and there’s one big ravine and they put that big tube of plastic right down to the 
bottom of the ravine and the water running off the field goes to a catch spot, the lowest spot 
of course.  And then on that particular one, there’s a little bit lower spot, so if we have a 
seven-inch downpour again, and it’s too much for the catch basin to handle, it will flow over 
the containment facility on that low spot.  That’s the only one they’ve done that way.  And it 
was completed four years ago and then later on a man came and seeded it and right now it’s 
got all kinds of grass on it and it’s working very well. 

 
AQ: When you say that was the only one that was done that way, how were the other ones done 

differently? 
 
5:56.3 
JM: The other ones have tiles, a tile line right at the face of the water containment structure.  And 

so when the water runs down and it’s stopped by the containment structure, some of it will 
go down into the ground to the tile line and some of it will accumulate because it’s at the 
lowest spot always for the intake.  It’s an orange pipe coming up, it has holes in it and the 
water pours down under the containment facility, into the big pipe going to the bottom of the 
ravine and it’s good by erosion. 

AQ: I bet it is, so it probably does at least two things.  One, protect your fields and two, stabilize 
the ravine? 

 
6:45.4 
JM: Yes, you got it.  So I was so happy with the first one, I applied for a second one and it was the 

same thing.  They came out and that’s the shared one with my neighbor because our fields join 
and we went together on that one and that one was done two years ago.  And it’s the same 
system except that doesn’t have a low spot to take care of an overflow of downpour, it just has 
the tile line running along the face of the containment structure and into the tile and here again 
in a pipe all the way to the bottom of the ravine.  And then the one last year was quite long.  It 
was all along the ravine that had almost seven washouts, two of them very close to the field.  
One was right at the edge of it.  And so they approved it.  Here again, the people from the, 
April Sullivan’s group came out and they did a great job.  It works very well and the same with 
last year’s.  They just completed it and it’s seeded and it’s working the same as the others, 
very well. 
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AQ: Seven washouts, is that more than usual? 
 
8:19.9 
JM: Well I don’t know when they ever got a seven-inch rain in 15 or 20 minutes at any time in the 

past.  I supposed it happened maybe when the whole farm was covered with woods and you 
wouldn’t have the runoff like then.  But possibly because of all the ravines. 

 
AQ: So is that when Joel Wersher came out, the last time around?  He told me that he’s only been 

involved recently. 
 
JM: He’s with the state, yes, because on the last one the state also participated. 
 
AQ: I’m sorry, he’s with Sibley County, so he’s an SWCD. 
 
JM: Well maybe it wasn’t Wersher.  There was a, I forgot her name, he was from Lonsdale and she 

was on the staff there.  She did most of the legwork, but she’s gone on to a different job now. 
 
AQ: Okay, well it sounds like you’re super pleased and that’s been very effective.  How about the 

financing of it all?  How does it work? 
 
9:30.0 
JM: It works great.  The federal government pays, oh I forget, it seems to me they paid almost 70% 

on the last one.  I think it was a $16,000 job and I think I paid maybe six or 7,000.  That one, 
the last one, the federal government and the state participated in it which further reduced the 
cost.  And then you give them a copy of your check and they deposit the money right into your 
checking account.  Then you have to pay taxes on it, but so what.   It’s still a wonderful deal, a 
great deal.  I wrote a letter to April Sullivan telling her how happy I was. 

 
AQ: Is it something  your other neighbors want to maybe think about doing? 
 
JM: Yes, my neighbor, John Dace, he just put in another one after he saw what I did.  That was just 

completed last fall. 
 
AQ: So is he learning about how to do it financially and pragmatically from you, and then he 

realizes that there are resources are out there or did he always know about it? 
 
10:59.6 
JM: Well he drives across the new containment facility to get to his field.  He has to drive through 

my farm to get to his.  But we’ve been neighbors for years. 
 
AQ: Is it needed a lot all along this way?  Ravine stabilization control structures? 
 
JM: Oh sure, but for this farm we’ve got the three major ones.  And then it comes down to 

funding.  Now Trump cut back on agriculture so who knows what, he whacked a big chunk out 
of agriculture so who knows.  I’ll have to call Trump and straighten him out. 

 
AQ: Let me be on that call when you make that call.   
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JM: Well I tell you what, he likes to use these kind of words, I’ll say this is a loser program and it’s 

dumb. 
 
12:34.9 
AQ: Okay let’s go take a look.  Can I, just for the sake of, you just stay there for one second.  I want 

to ask you, we talked about you’re the fourth generation.  What happens after you?  Do you 
keep it in the family or what happens to the land? 

 
JM: You mean when I die?  That’s probably within the next ten years.  Well I think one of my sons is 

going to buy the farm.  It’s 200 acres with the wildlife, deer, wild turkeys and there are a few 
pheasants.  And he loves all these trails.  The only drawback is we’ll have to come up with some 
kind of a bridge across High Island Creek because a lot of the land is across the creek.  And I have 
to circle all around and go through a neighbor’s property to get to the back end of my farm.  
There’s almost 45 or 50 acres on the other side of the creek, or even more.  I never really 
thought about how many acres are there. 

 
AQ: So he wants to keep it in the family. 
 
14:12.7 
JM: He does.  Well this is 54 miles from where he lives and they really enjoy coming out here.  And 

his kids like that Kaboto for just driving around, but he likes just walking around in it and 
enjoying it. 

 
AQ: I think there’s nothing better for kids, but also adults, to be in the outdoors like this.  I’m a huge 

proponent of it. 
 
17:28.5 
JM: That old chicken house isn’t very pretty, don’t photograph that. 
 
AQ: Oh I love it, it’s historic. 
 
JM: I’m going to tear it down. 
AQ: Oh you’re kidding, isn’t that the homestead? 
 
JM: That was my mother’s chicken house. 
 
17:49.7 
AQ: You’re going to take it down? 
 
JM: Now it’s the local schoolhouse was on our property and we moved it down from the middle of 

the field up here. 
 
AQ: The chicken house? 
 
JM: District 42 I think it was in Sibley County. 
 
AQ: This building here that’s the chicken house was the schoolhouse.  
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JM: The schoolhouse was built before I was here. 
 
18:25.2 
AQ: Which building is the schoolhouse? 
 
JM: The bigger one with the green roof.  It looks like a schoolhouse, country schoolhouse. 
 
AQ: And you moved it here, onto the property? 
 
JM: Yes, it was along the road in the middle of a field.  My grandfather had deeded the property to 

the school district on the condition that if school ever stopped, the property would come back 
to the farm. 

 
AQ: And so school stopped and so the property… 
 
19:01.6 
JM: School stopped in 1943 and they had consolidation and we joined the Arlington School District 

and the school closed.  And so my dad hired a mover and he moved it down to the spot where 
you’ll see it. 

 
AQ: Can I get a shot of you standing here?  Is that your field across the way?  It is?  Okay, can I get a 

shot of you standing here and then I’m going to get it.  I’m also interested in just people.  It’s 
nice that you’re doing the right thing for your land and I’ll get the story, I promise. 

 
20.15.7 
JM: Well I’ll comb my hair. 
 
AQ: Comb your hair? 
 
JM: Well I was out in the wind.  I guess it looks alright. 
 
AQ: I would say so.  So just act like you’re waiting for Anne to finally get here. 
222:37.1 
AQ: Did you put all those trees in there? 
 
JM: I did, I blended all those arbor vines and all those trees. 
 
AQ: That’s a lot of work. 
 
24:01.4 
AQ: Which is the son that’ll probably buy it from you? 
 
JM: He isn’t on there. 
 
AQ: This is the whole family? 
 
JM: Well not all of them but a good bit of them. 
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26:50.0 
AQ: Oh this is the next generation—are these the grandkids? 
 
JM: Well you’ve got that here, this is the next generation.   
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Greg Entinger Interview – Strip Till and Split App 
New Prague, MN 
Referred by Mike Schultz of Le Sueur County 
June 17, 2017  
 

 
 
 
0026 
AQ: Hi Greg, can you just talk to me a little bit and let’s see what it sounds like.  Just tell us what 

you’re doing today. 
 
GE: Oh well, that’s my house right there. 
 
AQ: Oh the white one? 
 
GE: Nope, in this woods here you can’t even see my house, with the trees. 
 
AQ: Oh, nice, so it’s nice and cool, lovely. 
 
21.3 
GE: If there were no leaves on the trees, then you could see my house.   
 
AQ: It’s good for the summer and it’s good for privacy, what else?  Now we’re going to test Greg’s 

voice.  That was on his steering wheel, now we’re going to put it behind my chair.  Okay Greg, so 
tell us how you’re turning the wheels. 
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44:1 
GE: I am mainly turning the wheels as soon as I get close in close to the line, I press a button.  So I 

will steer and this tractor takes over and I can release the steering wheel. 
 
AQ: So tell us about the process that’s happening now, precision farming. 
 
GE: Precision farming, the accuracy, providing the placements,  ???, the same thing goes with the 

planting of the seed where you want the even number of spacing. 
  
0027 
AQ: I’m going to be taking shots of you, but that’s okay. 
 
GE: I’ll hold it low. 
 
AQ: Yeah, hold it low.   I’m going to try it this way at first.   This is cool. 
 
2:13.9 
GE: You know, a  lot of technology comes from the farm into cars, because the temperature, 

individual temperature gauges, that was on a tractor before a car. 
 
AQ: Oh was it?  Wow. 
 
GE: Auto steer has been in tractors for 20 years now. 
 
GE: Now with gray strips, or the grayish strips you see, that was ??? that was put on in the fall of 

the year. 
 
AQ: What was? 
3:29.5 
GE: In the grayish strips, that was P and K that was put down in the fall of the year, and now we’re 

coming back with nitrogen.  I did some trials last year where I put 100% P and K and nitrogen 
down and I lost the nitrogen, and now this is why… 

 
AQ: Tell me again, you did some trials. 
 
GE: I did some trials last fall.  One trial was I put P and K and urea down in the fall of the year and 

came back in the spring and just planted it to ???.  Another test that I did was similar to what 
we’re doing now, put P and K down in the fall, came back in the spring and put the urea down.  
Another test I did was I put 100% of the product down in the spring, P and K and urea.   

 
AQ: And what do those things do, P and K and urea? 
 
4:32:6 
GE: P and K feeds the plants.  You need the potassium and nitrogen.  Urea is nitrogen, it’s a dry ???? 

form.  Another source was nitrous ammonia, those are in the big white tanks that you see ??? all 
across the fields, that’s in the liquid state.  It’s just another form of nitrogen that a ??? can use. 

 
AQ: So anhydrous ammonia is a form of nitrogen? 
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GE: Yes, it is. 
 
AQ: Do you use it? 
 
5:11.7 
GE: We used to until I started adapting this technique with strip farming.  It’s who you listen to and 

who you believe.  Some people say that we anhydrous is harmful to the soil, not to the soil, 
more of the organic organisms of the soil, like the worms and other bacteria that are in the soil.   

 
AQ: So let’s talk about the general story, tell me again, your father passed away in 2012, start it from 

there and tell me how you… 
 
6:10.4 
GE: Like you said, my father passed away 2012, so in ’13 was my first year farming and in ’13 we 

had tremendous amounts of rain.  We have five inches in 45 minutes of rain and I was in full 
tillage at the time where I ripped the soil in the fall of the year and then came back in the 
spring and ????.  When you ??? it works up the top 3, 4, 5 inches of soil, that’s all loose soil.  
So when those heavy rains came, that topsoil, that loose soil that I just worked up and planted 
into, from the surface it washed down the hillsides.  As water channeled, it created deeper 
washouts.   I had washouts three feet wide by two feet deep and all that ??? down in the low 
grounds.  So losing my topsoil, losing my organic matter and so forth.  ’14 came along, I 
repaired all those washouts, ’14 came along we just had a little, probably about two inches 
less of rain over the whole period, but the rain events were bigger and what I repaired all 
washed back out again.  At that point I decided I needed to do something. 

 
AQ: Because you were tired of losing your soil. 
 
7:45.9 
GE: I was tired of losing my soil.  My neighbors were getting my black dirt, my neighbors were 

getting my fertilizer that I applied and so forth.  So it was very difficult and I started my 
research, I started talking to other farmers, I looked at no-till, I looked at strip tilling, I looked 
at ridge filling, those are all conservational till practices.  I just didn’t feel comfortable with the 
no-till.  I liked a little bit of loosening up that soil, I liked putting my fertilizer in the ground.  
With no-till, you spread fertilizer, it’s on top.  In my eyes, if I get a heavy rain event, it’s going 
to wash out.  So I talked to other farmers, the closest farmer to me is in Northville or 
Cleveland; I spoke to them numerous times.  I talked with my soil and water guys, I talked 
with the USDA office down on Center, we were able to draw up a plan. 

 
9:02.6 
AQ: You came up with a plan? 
 
GE: Yep, came up with a plan.  I went through the USDA office and got what they call a 

Conservation Stewardship Program. 
 
AQ: CSP? 
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GE: CSP, which by electing to do certain practices, I was awarded grant money.   One of the items 
is strip tilling, so as many acres as I got in the program and getting paid on those acres, 
another CSP program that I elected to do was leaving standing grounds for wildlife.   

 
AQ: After your research, tell me how you introduced CSP. 
 
11:03.0 
GE: I went to the USDA office, my local branch, I started questioning them what kind of systems 

were out there for making this transition.  It’s a big transition, it’s a big expense.  They 
presented to me and another farmer as well the CSP program, that’s the Conservational 
Stewardship Program.  I elected to do certain practices, There was funds available to help me 
out to make the transition.  One thing was the strip tilling.  Strip tilling is one of the packages 
that I selected to do.  Other one was leaving standing crops for wildlife for the winter 
feedings.  Another one was for low drip while spraying.  That included nozzles, different 
pressures and so forth.  There’s another one, I can’t remember it right now.  Oh, nitrate 
testing.  That was something new to me as well.   

 
AQ: When you’re done with this field, are we done? 
 
GE: No. 
 
AQ: Because I’ve got to get shots of you outside, where will that happen? 
 
12:32.4 
GE: I’ve got another field.  I probably will go to the ones in the head lands, because I don’t want to 

do ???  I think it’s a little more concentration. 
 
AQ: What’s that. 
 
GE: The head lands, the ends of the fields. 
 
AQ: I love your laugh, it’s so great.  I love to work with people who laugh. 
 
GE: Life is too short not to laugh. 
 
AQ: I know it, no kidding. 
 
13:23.0 
AQ: So you looked at a number of CSP programs and were just about to tell me about the nitrate 

one. 
 
GE: Yes, that is testing, going out in the fields and testing; we call it the basal stock test.  We do that 

in the fall of the year, when the corn is just above the black layer, which means it’s cutting off 
the supply of food or water to the kernel of the corn.  At that point there, you take a couple 
tops, you send it in, they report back.  And it’s telling me how much nitrogen is left in that plant.  
If there is any or short on nitrogren, too heavy on nitrogen, which means I’m over applying 
nitrogen.  So it’s a good example of looking at my different soils and figuring out if I’m over 
applying fertilizer or maybe all I need is to apply half the rate, which could actually save me 
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money in the long run.  And that’s the big ticket right now, is making money and how I can 
save money. 

 
14:43.8 
AQ: Let’s talk money.  Let me just get a few shots here.  I don’t want to miss some of the art. 
 
GE: The rolling hills.  I call it the Hills of LeSueur County.  Because you go five miles to the west and 

it’s flat, or it’s flatter, not as rolling as here. 
 
AQ: It is really?  Thanks for your patience. 
 
GE: No that’s fine, I’m moving, that’s all that matters to me. 
  
0028 
AQ: Okay so Greg, in really simple layman’s terms, basically, once you realized you’re getting washed 

out, you were losing your soil, you did a lot of research and you decided that what you’re doing 
now is decidedly best for you. 

 
GE: Yes. 
 
AQ: So can you take it from there? 
 
1:22.7 
GE: Yes.  Everyone is different, everyone makes their own decisions.  Some people the no-till is 

probably the best option for them.  With the strip tilling there was the cost of the ??? and I 
still owned all my conventional tilling, but I really felt like the strip tilling was the best for me 
and my ground.  I had some clay ground, I had some black ground, I farm a little bit of sand 
ground.  This adapted to all my ground types or soil types. 

 
AQ: Okay, what is it, what’s strip tilling? 
 
2:05.6 
GE: Strip tilling is, I am making a band, a strip, a band in the field.  That strip is about six to eight 

inches wide, about six to eight inches deep.  Now I have these bands or strips every 30 inches, 
so in between the six-inch strips is untouched soil.  That soil is going to be laying or staying 
intact for the remaining of the year.  And as you can see here, more prevalent than the corn 
stubble, I am in between the root balls of the previous year crop.  This year we’re filling now 
with soybeans.  I still have the soybean stubble intact, in the ground, right now today, and I 
am stripping in between those rows.  What that is doing is leaving that wood pile there, over 
winter, which is holding that soil so any kind of runoff during the spring, that wood pile will 
hold that soil intact.  Throughout the year if that’s the case, it’s putting the organic matter 
back into my ground.  The tract above that I’m leaving from the previous year crop is starting 
to create the topsoil back again that I lost.  So when you turn your soil over with conventional 
tillage, you’re mixing that topsoil or that organic matter in the top 12 inches of ground.  I’m 
leaving it on top so I can start building my topsoil again.  The other thing that the root systems 
do as they decay, they become earthworm channels for the earthworm to come up to the top 
of the soil and grab my tracts and ??? and bring that down as they feed and ???  It also creates 
a natural waterway for when the heavy rains come.  Instead of sitting on top of the soil, 
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they’re going to start imprinting down, using those root systems that have decayed away.  
Does that make sense? 

 
4:42.6 
AQ: It does make sense.  So in essence, the top layer of the soil has to compact and when you don’t 

till all of it, regularly and frequently, it gives it a chance for the organic matter to start to have 
some probiolactive needs.  And if you leave the corn stover or the soybean roots from the 
previous year’s harvest in the ground, as those roots decompose, that helps break up some of 
the compactness. 

  
5:33.7 
GE: As roots drive deep or drive down, that’s where cover crops really come into play.  Annual rye 

grass has deep roots.  As you plant that cover crop in the fall of the year or even during the 
mid-summer,  ??? applications, if you get that annual rye grass to grow, it’s creating that root 
system down below underground.  The other benefit of the cover crop, and I have not done 
cover crops yet, I am seriously looking into it, as the cover crops, what’s on top of the ground, 
when you kill that off, you’re building more ??? matter, because that trash stays there.  It’s 
like a woods here.  You go through that woods and you look at that soil, that soil is so black, 
but the leaves fall from the tree every fall of the year, the trees are falling over and never get 
harvested.  As they decay, that all becomes that black topsoil in a woods.  That’s what we 
need to get back in our fields and how do you do that?  We leave our tract up on top, let that 
decay and become that black earth soil again that we all lost.  That make sense? 

 
7::04.2 
AQ: Yeah, it does.   
 
GE: You like that we’re out in the woods. 
 
AQ: Well you know, it’s all connected. 
 
GE: It is. 
 
7:24.4 
AQ: Mother Nature has taught us a lot over the years, that’s really what you’re talking about, getting 

back into a more natural cycle.  
 
GE: Yep. 
 
AQ: And giving the earth a chance to…actually the symmetry and the lines are beautiful aren’t they?  

They really are.   
 
GE: You’re with me for a while right? 
 
AQ: Yeah, no, I’m totally flexible. 
 
9::21.1 
GE: Okay because this right here took me about an hour-and-a-half, so I’m going to drift to another 

part of the field, that’ll be another hour-and-a-half, is that okay with you? 
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AQ: Yeah, can I run out and get a picture of you approaching this part?  Do you mind?  I’m going to 

run ahead of you and then get situated and take as long as you can before you have to start 
again. 

 
GE: Give me a wave. 
 
AQ: Alright I will. 
 
23:07.1 
AQ: You didn’t have to do that. 
 
GE: I’ve got to go to another field. 
 
AQ: Okay, perfect timing; that was nice, good stuff.  Nice field, did we screw anything up for the 

photos? 
 
GE: No, oh maybe.   
 
 0029 
 
AQ: Look how pretty it gets.  You don’t have to, well, if you don’t mind.   
 
GE: This is a smart tractor; it runs itself down. 
 
AQ: How did that go? 
 
GE: Good, really good. 
 
AQ: What do your neighbors think of all this? 
1:38.1 
GE: Some of them think I’m crazy. 
 
AQ: Tell me about that. 
 
GE: I’ve spoken to my landlords about what I want to do and how I’m doing it and my landlords I 

rent from can be very positive.  I tell my landlords that they’re very positive, but some of the 
other farmers in the area think that it’ll never work and I’m proving them wrong.   

 
AQ: Say that again. 
 
2:22.1 
GE: Some of the farmers in the area, they’ll say it’ll never work.  On the wet years it’ll never work, 

on the dry years it’ll never work.  So I’m just going to have to prove them wrong and make it 
work.  So I think I have so far. 

 
AQ: What can you point to to say it’s working? 
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2:46.1 
GE: I’m achieving the same yields that I did previously with my full till by doing this minimum 

tilling.  I’m saving on fuel because in my old four-wheel drive tractor, it would take me 2-1/2 
gallons per acre on ripping the field and I’d come back and cultivate and it’d take a gallon-and-
a-half, so three-and-a-half, four-and-a-half  gallons of fuel, depending on how tight the soil is 
to about a gallon per acre.  So at $3.00 a gallon, I’m spending $3.00 an acre versus $9 to $12 
per acre.  So I’m saving money there. 

 
AQ: What are you going to do now? 
 
GE: I’m going to go straight. 
 
AQ: So your neighbors don’t do it this way do they? 
 
4:37.4 
GE: No. 
 
AQ: Are you one of the first? 
 
GE: I am the first in this area to do this.  I have to go probably 15 miles, 20 miles to the east or to 

the west to get to the closest farmer that’s doing this.  So there’s not that many of us out 
there that are doing this.  I mean 15 miles is a lot of acres between here and there. 

 
AQ: How did you put it into play, did you talk to Soil and Water? 
 
5:26.2 
GE: With Soil and Water, working with the USDA about this and really making this decision to do it 

and figuring out how to do it, talking with a banker and proving to him that I need to make 
this change for me to keep on farming; that was a huge thing.  How can I prove to a bank to 
lend me $100,000 to a piece of the equipment that I’ve never ran before and that very few in 
this area have ran before.  This technology’s been around for 50 years, strip tilling. 

 
AQ: What’s going on? 
 
7:25.9 
GE: I hit a wet spot and I plugged up the machine, so I’ve got to go out and unplug it urgently. 
 
GE: We should be heading back and emptying out the truck. 
 
GE: Yeah, leave it, leave it there, yeah, see what it does. 
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Becky Pollack Interview  
Exec. Director of Ney Nature Center 
Henderson, MN 
June 20, 2017 
(Referred by Mike Schultz of Le Sueur County) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Becky: (Continues her story and history as a student discovering the deformed frogs found near the 

Ney Nature Center)  
 So like even the day of my graduation and I’m in my graduation dress out in the pond picking up 

buckets of water and taking them down to our school classroom, my mom was not happy.  But 
she didn’t quite understand what I was doing either.  And as a project-based school, it was very 
easy for us to be able to take on those projects or take on those roles to help with the research 
that was going on here. 

 
AQ: And so in the end you found that there were very deformed frogs living in the pond, you sent it 

in to the scientists nationally or federally? 
 
38:0 
Becky: We started with the state; we started with local, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

scientists.  We worked very closely with Judy Helgen who is retired now from the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency, and she just actually, we used her book about the whole project 
maybe two years ago. 

 
AQ: And it went down the line to legislation or what happened? 
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Becky: So for the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to work on these projects, they needed funding, 

state funding, and so we spent time up at the capitol lobbying for this project that we wanted to 
see it funded.  We wanted to know what was happening with these frogs and our environment.  
And frogs weren’t just found in our pond.  Once the media picked up on it and it got the press, 
people looked in their own backyards for deformed frogs and frogs were found deformed all 
over the state, all over the United States and then also in other countries.  And locally, some of  

 
1:31:3 

those deformities were attributed to local environmental problems.  Deformed frogs in the 
Russia area was nuclear fallout.  It was pretty easy for them to conclude that.  And there were 
deformed frogs in California that were attributed to a nebotoad or a parasite, but we don’t have 
that parasite here in Minnesota.  So all sorts of theories, but a conclusion here in Minnesota was 
never obtained because the funding was cut off. 

 
AQ: So you were doing water quality work in your high school days and now you are the director 

of the Ney Nature Center and you’re still dealing with water in a lot of ways I would imagine. 
 
Becky: Yeah. 
 
2:17.1 
AQ: But if you could talk about one of the ways is more frequent - more frequent rains and 

precipitations and/or flooding or high flow rates here, and if so, maybe we’ll talk about that not 
as a person, as a wife or a mother, but a person teaching environmental programs here at the 
Nature Center – In your Ney Nature Center role, what do you see when a) what is happening 
with flooding here, and b) how does that impact nature? 

 
Becky: So we are seeing more significant rain events and as far as nature is concerned…so we are 

seeing more significant rain events and more significant flooding on the Minnesota River.  
When we watch the river levels, and we watch it because we live and work on opposite sides 
of the Minnesota River and so to cross the Minnesota River to get from places that I work, the 
schools  

3:47.1 
that my kids go to and things like that, we watch the river levels in the respect that if the river 
closes or the floodgates close to get into town, we could be marooned on either side based on 
that.  it’s also when the flood gates close and the roads close, it impacts the people or the 
school groups that are coming here to the nature center where I teach environmental 
education. So when I have to reroute buses all the way around, it comes at significant cost to 
some of those schools. 

 
AQ: So it’s like just operating, just having general operations as an organization in the Town of 

Henderson is impacted with more flooding these days. 
 
4:30.0 
Becky: Right, yes, exactly.  When we’re hosting weddings out here, same thing.  If the river’s going to 

rise and the road’s going to close, those wedding participants need to know how they can get to 
our venue or from our venue to the one in town maybe where they’re hosting the reception or 
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whatnot.   And so we just want to, we’re always conscious of what the river’s doing and how 
we can make sure that people can get from one place to another here locally. 

 
AQ: What do kids learn about nature when flows increase and levels rise?  How does that impact 

the ecosystem or does it not? 
 
5:03.1 
Becky: Well I think it impacts the ecosystem when water can move a significant amount of soil.  And 

here along the bluffs we’re all glacial till so when you get huge amounts of rainfall and a 
hillside starts to slide down, that changes the landscape as they know it, it changes the plant 
communities that are growing there, it tends to create spaces where maybe plants that are 
undesirable come in because some of the hillside has moved off.  And so we watch for the 
conservation issues of how can we watch and manage our land based on the natural plants and 
animals that are supposed to be here. 

 
AQ: What happens when erosion happens? 
 
Becky: Well when erosion happens, yeah again, the disturbance plants come in, those undesirables, 

they’re not native and they don’t create good habitat.  And here at the nature center, we’re a 
nature preserve, so our mission is to preserve this land for nature and then to educate based 
on that. 

 
6:01.3 
AQ: So not only do you educate the kids and do they learn about Mother Nature itself and ecological 

systems, but they also learn how it interplays with other outside events or when Mother Nature 
changes like the, I know a lot of people won’t call that climate change, but for whatever reason 
that you’re getting more flooding and more precipitation, the kids are learning that too? 

 
Becky: Right, and also maybe what impact their use of our resources has on those changes, whether 

that’s the increase in climate change that’s creating those rainfalls, or whether it’s just the use 
of the land that creates more runoff and when we have more rain coming, it intensifies that 
erosion. 

 
6:55.5 
AQ: Okay, and then you were telling me, just personally, as someone who lives here in Henderson, 

what is like to be a working mom and wife and just day-to-day life when you have more 
increased flooding? 

 
Becky: Yeah, so we are seeing more flooding here in Henderson and on a day-to-day basis, especially 

when the river is rising, it’s a little bit nerve-wracking.   I spend time watching or trying to 
predict out there when the water’s going to raise high enough to close the roads that I use so 
that I’m not in some way separated from my children or have to do some giant drive around in 
a detour to get them from school or to catch them in the bus and what not. 

 
7:40.5 
AQ: Have you guys had to put more money into your infrastructure as a result, like stronger bridges 

or higher roads. 
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Becky: Yeah, so currently the City of Henderson is working with MNDOT on a flood mitigation project 
where they really are trying to find the best route to hopefully lobby for some dollars to raise 
the roadbeds.  There’s three entrances and exits into Henderson that will close during a flood, 
leaving only one way in and out of town and that’s to the west.  And so of those three, which is 
to the north, to the east and to the south, which would be the best route to put money into to 
try and keep open during flood year events. 

 
AQ: What would they have to do?   
 
 NOTE: HERE IS THE FEASIBILITY STUDY RESULTS THAT BECKY IS REFERENCING, A FLOOD 

MITIGATION PROJECT PARTNERED WITH THE CITY OF HENDERSON AND THE DEPT OF 
TRANSPORTATION:  http://www.dot.state.mn.us/d7/projects/hwy19study/ 

 
 
8:24.4 
Becky: Well to the south they’d have to raise the roadbed at least eight feet and by doing that, it 

impacts the water level, so then they also have to find someplace else to scour out the valley a 
little bit to make sure that that river level stays the same during that flooding event.  Does that 
make sense?  Anything that they do that might cause higher water levels, they have to mitigate 
by finding someplace else to keep the water level down.  So for instance, if they were to choose 
that south route and raise the roadbed on Highway 93 eight feet, they would lower the roadbed 
on Highway 19 so it would flood sooner.  So the other option on Highway 19, which personally 
I think is the best option, but it would bridge from the Henderson levee all the way across the 
river channel of course and also most of the flood plain till you get to the railroad bridge, 
which  

 
9:19.5 

naturally would alleviate some of the flooding because it allows the water to go under that 
full length of the bridge where right now the roadbed somewhat acts as dam, damming the 
water up a bit.  But that’s the most costly project of course, so they’re predicting that one to 
cost about $40,000,000. 

 
AQ: Is there anything else that can be done by us humans right now?  Are there things that can slow 

this water? 
 
9:49.3 
Becky: I think as individuals we can make sure that we’re creating buffers and things that hold the 

water out in the landscape as opposed to just rushing it off the land and into the river and 
ravine channels.  So anything you can do to just slow the water down to create less erosion, I 
think would be the best route for all of us as individuals when we look at how we’re 
manipulating our landscape.  If we can slow the water down, create less erosion, hold the 
water up in the upper lands before it rushes through into our valleys and into our ravines. 

 
10:32.2 
AQ: And what’s the best way to reach hardworking farmers who are challenged with many things 

right now on not just knowledge of how to do that, but from a practical standpoint, financially 
do it and tactically do it and logistically do it?  Isn’t there a lot at hand for a farmer, do you think 
it takes a village kind of approach? 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/d7/projects/hwy19study/
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Becky: Yeah, I really do think it takes a village approach and I think the farmers want to be conscious 

of their land use and they want to be able to not create environmental problems, but they’re 
limited too in their resources and their livelihoods.  And so if we can all support them with 
projects, support them on local levels, support local farming, I think that really helps them. 

 
11:30.2 
AQ: And personally, did you say your husband has been impacted by his own workload because of 

the recent rains and floods? 
 
Becky: Yeah so a couple of years ago, my husband worked for the City of Henderson and he was the 

one and only streets and parks person in Henderson.  And so when the levees closed, you call 
in the local fire department, all the volunteers, you have big machinery to close those levees 
and with only one way in and out of the town in the opposite direction from where we live, he 
spends long hours before he takes time to just drive around, so when Henderson closed this 
last time with the mudslides and a lot of cleanup within the city, and the levee itself needs to 
be monitored when the flood is happening, you don’t want anything to breach that levee 
because that’s all that’s protecting the town from that high water, it’s a little bit of a nerve-
wracking work and he took that very seriously and spent a lot of time working on that. 

 
12:29.8 
AQ: Did you say FEMA got involved? 
 
Becky: Yeah, I’m not entirely sure all the extents that FEMA comes in; they come in I think at the end 

with funds.  I know that this last time they did call in the National Guard and that helped to 
monitor the levee, when the river reached its highest point.  That was 2010.  I should go back 
and look at that. 

 
AQ: I wasn’t sure if you were going to say 2012 or not.  Some people are talking about floods in 

2012. 
 
13:30.8 
Becky: One of them was the highest yet.  Did you look at some of what I sent you ‘cause it’s got the 

coolest chart of high floods and how it impacts the two roads.  And it shows the frequency of 
the floods in the last 25 years compared to the whole time span that they’ve been recording 
the river levels.   

 
 http://www.dot.state.mn.us/d7/projects/hwy19study/ 
 
 
Becky: Because they’re really doing this study right now in Henderson and this is a big deal, the mayor 

and some of the city councilmen would have a lot of information about how the town is 
impacted.  If you want to be in touch with all of them I’m happy to make that connection. 

 
14:06.8 
AQ: This particular project is for the Lower Minnesota River Watershed and they have this process, 

MPCA does, it’s called WRAPS and I believe the acronym is Watershed Restoration And 
Protection Strategy and they take a look at everything, including GIS, like where are the greatest 
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needs, where are the greatest problems, what are the attitudes about conservation practices, all 
those things, socio, cultural, financial.  I don’t know that they look at finance, but the farmers 
sure think about it and they have to and so do people like the mayor of Henderson.  And it 
seems like more and more, you can’t say, there is no divide anymore.  You can’t say it’s just an 
urban concern or rural concern ‘cause these ditches are all connected.  We’re all working on the 
same water here and eventually one ripple effect connects to the next one. 

 
Becky: The other resource that you may be very interested in, there’s a local naturalist couple, Art and 

Barb Straub, their fabulous and they have all their journals. 
 
Anne:  Yes, I know Art and Barb Straub and interviewed them for Voices of the River a few years ago. 

They’ve done wonderful work.  
 http://www.queenanproductions.com/voices/2012/07/24/straub/ 
 

http://www.queenanproductions.com/voices/2012/07/24/straub/


Lower Minnesota Watershed Wraps CE South
The purpose of this project is to identify community/landowner opportunities, obstacles, and opinions on land 
management and water quality in the rural portion Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Ultimately, this work 
helped identify land management options for the purposes of surface water quality restoration and protection 
within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. LeSueur County sponsored this project and subcontracted with 
LeSueur SWCD. The findings from this project were used to inform the development of the watershed 
restoration and protection strategies (WRAPS) report within the Lower Minnesota River Watershed. Preliminary 
meetings with local partners determined that basic level public participation (education, outreach, survey input 
and interviews) was appropriate for this project. Public participation  focused on coordinated education and 
outreach events focused on BMPS and water quality issues specific to the watershed, a mail surveys and 
interviews focused on BMP implementation. Contract participants also gathered, compiled and analyzed 
information from the interactions (surveys, interviews  and outreach events).  The project encouraged team 
building of different LGUs so that strategies can be developed for WRAPS watershed wide and unique to the 
LGUs in Rice and LeSueur county areas of the Lower Minnesota River Watershed.  
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1. Grant project summary  

 
 Clean Water Partnership  
 Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)/Watershed Restoration or Protection Strategy (WRAPS) Development  
319 Implementation  
 319 Demonstration, Education, Research  
TMDL/WRAPS Implementation  

1.1 Grant funding  

 

1.2 List of Impairments within Lower Minnesota River Watershed  

 

Reach name  Reach Description  River AUID  Affected 
designated use  Pollutant or stressor  TMDLStart/End Date  

Buffalo Creek  Unnamed cr to High Island Cr  07020012-578  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2014/2018  
Buffalo Creek  Unnamed cr to High Island Cr  07020012-578  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Chaska Creek  Headwaters to Minnesota R  07020012-512  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
County Ditch 10  CD 3 to Raven Str  07020012-628  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
High Island Creek  Bakers Lk to Unnamed cr  07020012-654  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
High Island Creek  JD 15 to Bakers Lk  07020012-653  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
High Island Creek  Unnamed Cr to Minnesota R  07020012-589  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2014/2018  
High Island Creek  Unnamed Cr to Minnesota R  07020012-589  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
High Island Ditch 2  Unnamed cr to High Island Cr  07020012-588  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  

Judicial Ditch 1A  CD 40A to S Br Rush R  07020012-509  Limited Resource 
Value  Escherichia coli  2014/2018  

Judicial Ditch 22  Unnamed cr to Silver Cr  07020012-629  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
Minnesota River  Bevens Cr to Sand Cr  07020012-501  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Minnesota River  Bevens Cr to Sand Cr  07020012-501  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  Bevens Cr to Sand Cr  07020012-501  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  

Minnesota River  Carver Cr to RM 22  07020012-506  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  Carver Cr to RM 22  07020012-506  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Minnesota River  Cherry Cr to Le Sueur Cr  07020012-507  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Minnesota River  Cherry Cr to Le Sueur Cr  07020012-507  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  Cherry Cr to Le Sueur Cr  07020012-507  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Minnesota River  High Island Cr to Bevens Cr  07020012-502  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Project title:   Lower Minnesota Watershed Wraps CE South   
Organization (Grantee):   Le Sueur County Environmental Serv ices   
Project start date:   9/20/2016   Project end date:   8/30/2018   Report submittal date:   9 / 18 /2018   
Grantee contact name:   Joshua Mankowski   Title:   Planning and Zoning Administrator   
Address:   515  South Maple Ave   
City:   Le Center   State:   MN   Zip:   56057   
Phone number:   507 - 357 - 8540   Fax:   507 - 357 - 8541   Email:   jmankowski@co.le - sueur.mn.us   
Basin (Red, Minnesota, St. Croix, etc.)  
/Watershed & 8 digit HUC::   Minnesota    07020012      County:   Le Sueur   

Project type   ( check one ):   

Final grant amount:   $32,000   Final total project costs :   $ 29,801.48   
Matching funds: Final cash:   $0   Final in - kind:   $0   Final Loan:   $0   
MPCA project  manager:   Bryan Spindler   



Minnesota River  High Island Cr to Bevens Cr  07020012-502  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  Le Sueur Cr to Rush R  07020012-504  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Reach name  Reach Description  River AUID  Affected 
designated use  Pollutant or stressor  TMDLStart/End Date  

Minnesota River  RM 22 to Mississippi R  07020012-505  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  RM 22 to Mississippi R  07020012-505  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Minnesota River  Rush R to High Island Cr  07020012-503  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Minnesota River  Rush R to High Island Cr  07020012-503  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Minnesota River  Rush R to High Island Cr  07020012-503  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2008/2014  

Minnesota River  Sand Cr to Carver Cr  07020012-532  Aquatic 
consumption  PCB in fish tissue  1998/2025  

Ninemile Creek  Headwaters to Minnesota R  07020012-518  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2024/2028  
Porter Creek  Headwaters to Sand Cr  07020012-540  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Raven Stream  E Br Raven Str to Sand Cr  07020012-716  Aquatic Life  Chloride  2009/2015  
Raven Stream, East 
Branch  

Headwaters (Lk Pepin 400028-
00) to Raven Str  07020012-543  Aquatic Life  Chloride  2009/2015  

Raven Stream, 
West Branch  

Headwaters (Rennenberg Lk 
40-0088-00) to E Br Raven Str  07020012-715  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Riley Creek  Riley Lk to Minnesota R  07020012-511  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Rush River  M Br Rush R to S Br Rush R  07020012-548  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Rush River  S Br Rush R to Minnesota R  07020012-521  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Rush River, Middle  
Branch (County  
Ditch 23 and 24)  

CD 42 to Rush R  07020012-550  Limited Resource 
Value  Escherichia coli  2014/2018  

Rush River, North  
Branch (County  
Ditch 55)  

Unnamed ditch to T112 R27W  
S17, east line  07020012-558  Limited Resource 

Value  Escherichia coli  2014/2018  

Sand Creek  Porter Cr to Minnesota R  07020012-513  Aquatic life  Chloride  2009/2015  
Sand Creek  Porter Cr to Minnesota R  07020012-513  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2014/2018  
Sand Creek  Porter Cr to Minnesota R  07020012-513  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  
Sand Creek  Raven Str to Porter Cr  07020012-538  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  

Sand Creek  T112 R23W S23, south line to 
Raven Str  07020012-662  Aquatic Life  Chloride  2009/2015  

Sand Creek  T112 R23W S23, south line to 
Raven Str  07020012-662  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  

Unnamed creek  Goose Lk (10-0089-00) to 
Unnamed wetland  07020012-618  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Unnamed creek  Headwaters to Carver Cr  07020012-526  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
Unnamed creek  Headwaters to Minnesota R  07020012-528  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
Unnamed creek  Unnamed cr to Unnamed cr  07020012-579  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2014/2018  
Unnamed creek 
(East Creek)  Unnamed cr to Minnesota R  07020012-581  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Unnamed creek 
(East Creek)  Unnamed cr to Minnesota R  07020012-581  Aquatic life  Fishes Bioassessments  2014/2018  

Unnamed creek 
(East Creek)  Unnamed cr to Minnesota R  07020012-581  Aquatic life  Turbidity  2014/2018  

Unnamed creek  
(Lake Waconia  
Inlet)  

Unnamed wetland to Lk 
Waconia  07020012-619  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  

Unnamed ditch  Burandt Lk to Unnamed Cr  07020012-527  Aquatic recreation  Fecal Coliform  2014/2018  
Unnamed ditch  Burandt Lk to Unnamed Cr  07020012-527  Aquatic Life  Oxygen, Dissolved  2014/2018  

  

  



  

  

  

  
  

2. Executive Summary   

  

2.1 Problem  

The Lower Minnesota River Watershed (LMRW) is the second largest watershed in the Minnesota River Basin at a size of 

1,760 square miles, and encompasses the lowest reach of the Minnesota River. Eventually the Minnesota River joins 

with the Mississippi River in Saint Paul near the Fort Snelling historic landmark.  The major tributaries that fall within the  

LMRW include: Rush River, High Island Creek, Bevens Creek, Carver Creek, Sand Creek, Nine Mile Creek, and the Credit  

River.  There are numerous impairments found within the watershed.  Water impairments for the Lower Minnesota 

River were documented as early as 1998 and still continue today in 2018.  Ecoli, fecal coliform, chloride, turbidity, fishes 

bioassesments, PCB in fish tissue, and dissolved oxygen were listed as pollutants or stressors found within the LMRW.  

As part of the Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS), this report was assembled to highlight the civic 

engagement strategies within the watershed.    

  

2.2 Project Highlights  

Le Sueur County partnered with Le Sueur Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) and Rice County to collect 

information on civic engagement within the watershed.  Meetings, interviews, conversations, and so forth were created 

and as a result summary reports on landowner’s behaviors, beliefs, values, and participation within the watershed were 

produced.  Outreach strategies and ideas were developed for the Lower Minnesota River Watershed as a group effort 

with Rice, Sibley, Nicollet, McLeod, and Le Sueur Counties.  

2.3 Results  

The LMRW Project is dependent on participation from landowners and citizens across the watershed as well as 

collaboration with local government staff in order to improve, protect, and restore the Lower Minnesota River  

Watershed.  Conservation practices and water resource management are supported and accepted when individuals are 

able to discuss, reflect, and work together to solve problems.  Le Sueur County and its partners that worked with the 

civic engagement projects during the WRAPS process will hopefully be able to provide effective guidance on future 

planning efforts for the LMRW.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

2.4 Watershed Map  

  

Figure 1. Lower Minnesota River Major Watershed.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



3. Section 1-Work plan review   

  

3.1 Summary of Changes  

The Lower Minnesota River Watershed WRAPS South Project work plan and budget had undergone changes over the 

lifespan of the project.  Staff turnover delayed required reporting.  As a result, a two month extension was requested 

and approved for the submittal of the final report.  In addition to changes in the work plan, the overall budget was 

adjusted as well.  Additional funds were allocated to Le Sueur SWCD staff to complete the landowner interviews, and for 

the Le Sueur County Zoning Administrator to complete administrative tasks.  In order to compensate for the additional 

funds being set aside for Le Sueur County and SWCD, a reduction in funds was completed for Rice and Le Sueur Counties 

mailings, printing, and postage.  None of the tasks discussed in the work plan were affected due to budget alterations.  

  

3.2 Summary of Activities-Objectives, Tasks, and Goals:  

  

3.2.1 Objective 1: Community Engagement Team Planning.    

Task A: Develop Community Engagement Activities.  (Team Planning)  

A few initial meetings were held with the civic engagement team in order to organize efforts and prepare timelines.  

During the lifespan of the project, additional meetings, phone calls, and emails were organized between Le Sueur SWCD 

and Rice County to discuss how to engage locals’ values, beliefs, and perspectives in restoring and protecting the Lower 

Minnesota River Watershed.  To aid with participation in the Next Chapter Winery event, mailing lists were combined 

with Le Sueur and Rice County.  In order to have a successful interview process with landowners, Le Sueur SWCD spent 

time creating well thought interview questions and identified numerous candidates for interviews.    

Task B: Attend Community Engagement Training  

In the fall of 2016 and winter of 2017, focus group training workshops were held by the University of Minnesota 

Department of Forestry personnel.  The main focus of these workshops was to teach LMRW partners how to collect 

data from focus groups.  Knowledge was gained on how to utilize different survey methods as well as understand data 

collection.  As a result, the LMRW partners were able to develop survey questions and mailing lists to be used for the 

WRAPS process.    

Task C: Community Engagement Survey Input.    

The U of M Department of Forestry staff needed assistance with developing landowner mailing lists for their survey.  

Staff from the LMRW (Sibley, Rice, McLeod, Nicollet, Renville, and Le Sueur) were able to help with the mailing list as 

well as provide input on the mail survey design and review of the survey questions.  

3.2.2 Objective 2: Community Engagement Implementation.    

Task A: Conduct Watershed Citizen Interview.   

Le Sueur County SWCD met with 41 landowners in person to ask questions that were developed during the planning 

process.  The six groups of questions that were discussed includes: farm and community, water resources, farm decision 

making, conservation practices, and background information. Many of the views that landowners shared were quite 

similar among the different groups of questions, but there also were differences.  The results that were developed from 

these interviews provide important insights from the landowners and citizens within the LMRW.  The knowledge, 

information, and understanding that was acquired will help LMRW partners develop and create more effective planning 

of conservation efforts within the watershed.    

Task B: Outreach Events.    



The outreach events were held at the Next Chapter Winery and Le Sueur County Fair.  In order to encourage attendance 

at the Next Chapter Winery WRAPS meeting, postcards were sent out to Le Sueur and Rice County residents that live 

within the watershed.  In order to encourage participation at the Le Sueur County Fair, a WS model was purchased for 

citizens to engage in.  During both of these events, questionnaires related to the LMRW were given to citizens for input.  

3.2.3 Objective 3: Community Engagement Documentation.    

Task A: Summarization of Community Engagement Activities.   

Summaries were developed from the interviews that were conducted by Le Sueur SWCD and also for the questionnaires 

that were filled out from landowners that participated at the Next Chapter Winery and Le Sueur County Fair events.  

Reports were produced for each activity.    

3.2.4 Objective 4: Project Administration.    

Task A: Progress Tracking.  

Public participation was measured and documented.  Expenses and activities were tracked by Le Sueur County and 

SWCD.  

Task B: Project Management.  

Subcontractors filed reimbursement requests with Le Sueur County.  Progress was tracked throughout the lifespan of 

the project.  

4. Section 2-Grant Results  

4.1 Measurements  

Summary reports were developed on landowner participation and/ or adoption of conservation practices within the 

Lower Minnesota River Watershed. During the outreach and education events, questions were also asked about the 

behaviors, norms, beliefs, values, and future participation with water resource management and conservation practices 

within the Lower Minnesota Watershed.  The data and results that were produced will help LMRW partners understand 

the reasoning behind conservation practice adoption or lack of among landowners.  

4.2 Products  

4.2.1 Le Sueur County Fair  

For three days, Le Sueur County had a booth at the Le Sueur County Fair (August 2017). Educational materials were 

displayed at the table.  Additionally, a questionnaire was handed out for individuals.  Over 300 kids participated with the 

watershed model and learned about conservation and basic watershed dynamics.  Approximately 150 adults were 

engaged in conversation about watersheds, but the majority of them chose not to participate in the survey (only 24 had 

filled out a survey).  Important insights and information were gained.  

  
   

Watershed Questioner  
1. Do you live or own property in Le Sueur Co.?  If not, what County/State do you Live?    

 a. Yes  b. No  

 c.  Other ______________________________________________________  

2. What Watershed do you live/own property in?  

a. Lower Minnesota River Watershed  c.  Cannon River Watershed  



b. Middle Minnesota River Watershed  d. Other _______________________  

3. What do you believe are be the biggest factors impacting water quality where you live?  

a. Increased, sever rain/weather events  d. Overdeveloped lots  

b. Agricultural practices/runoff  e. Aquatic Invasive Species  

c. Failing septic systems  f.  Other _________________________  

4. What, if any, conservation practices do you have in place on your property?  Other Comments?  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

_______________________________________________________________________________  

5. Are there any lakes, streams, or wetlands that you know to have problems in your area?  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  

  

6. What water quality topics would you like to see discussed at future workshops and events?   

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

Watershed Questioner (summary)  
1. Do you live or own property in Le Sueur Co.?  If not, what County/State do you Live?    

 a. Yes 14 (73.7%)  b. No 5 (26.3%)  

 c.  Other ______________________________________________________  

2. What Watershed do you live/own property in?  

a. Lower Minnesota River Watershed 19  c.  Cannon River Watershed 7  

b. Middle Minnesota River Watershed 5  d. Other _3_____________________  

3. What do you believe are be the biggest factors impacting water quality where you live?  

a. Increased, sever rain/weather events 4 (21%)  e. Aquatic Invasive Species 3 (15.8%)  

b. Agricultural practices/runoff 9 (47.4%)  f.  Other 4 (21%) Urban development, Lawn fertilizers,  

c. Failing septic systems 3 (15.8%)  Flooding, Golf courses d. Overdeveloped lots 1 (5.3%)  

4. What, if any, conservation practices do you have in  Minnesota River, Mill Pond (Jordan MN), Lake Jefferson place on your 

property?  Other Comments?  and Gorman Lake (Cannon River Watershed), and Slope stabilization, Restored 

wetlands, Conservation  wetlands just in general.   tillage, Organic dairy and farmland, drainage ponds,   gutters to 

pervious surface, Water conservation,  

6. What water quality topics would you like to see  
Grassed waterways, Buffers, none  

discussed at future workshops and events?    

5. Are there any lakes, streams, or wetlands that you  Zebra Mussels and Aquatic Invasive species in general, know to have 

problems in your area?  How to achieve clear water, Decreasing algae blooms,   

Improving Agricultural Practices (Buffers, Conservation 

tillage, Anhydrous and fertilizer application timing, 

Cover crops, Flood prevention, Fertilizer reduction), 

Water pollution in general, Urban lawn care, Drinking 

water quality and protection.  General comment - try 

and incorporate this type of info in schools, especially 

rural schools to help educate youth.    

  

  

I attended the Le Sueur County Fair, August 17-20 and set up a 

table with watershed information and an Enviroscape model.  

The model was very popular with the youth, over 300 kids 

played with the model while learning about conservation and 

basic watershed dynamics.   While most adults did not want to 



participate in the survey, I did speak to approximately 150 

adults during the course of the fair.  In general, people were 

interested to find out which watershed they lived in and where 

their water went.  Most people had a very limited 

understanding of watersheds and found the information 

interesting.    

  

General topics of concern:  

• Flooding-need more water storage  

• Recreational water usage-water quality  

• Implementing/encouraging newer farming practices that have less impact (cover crops)  

• Reducing urban impacts ( lawn fertilizers, water storage)   

• Increase education in schools 

4.2.2 Next Chapter Winery Meeting   

Another outreach event that occurred during the WRAPS process, was an informational meeting held at  

Next Chapter Winery.  3624 postcards were sent out to invite landowners located within Le Sueur and 

Rice Counties.  59 individuals had attended the meeting along with state and local staff.  10 individuals 

participated in the questionnaire. A presentation was created to explain the WRAPS process and why 

landowners were invited to the meeting. Important insights and information were gained.   

  

Civic Engagement Questions Next Chapter Winery  

1. How important are lakes and streams to you and your community?  

2. Who do you think is responsible for protecting and improving water quality and why?    

3. What, if any, Better Management Practices (BMPs) do you have implemented on your property?  

What other areas so you think would benefit from implementing different BMPs?  What hurtles 

do you see in implementing these practices?  

4. Would the following programs or conditions increase the likelihood that you would consider 

implementing a conservation practice?  

a. Payments  

b. Cost-share  

c. Technical assistance  

d. Success stories  

e. Other  

5. If you are interested in attending future workshops, what topic(s) would interest you the most?    

a. Stormwater management at home  

b. Landscaping for clean water  

c. Clean drinking water  

d. Ag BMPs for cleaner water  

e. Other   

  

  



  

  

  
Lower Minnesota River WRAPS Civic Engagement  

Le Sueur and Rice Counties  

11/30/2017   

Next Chapter Winery  

On Thursday, November 30th, an informational meeting was held at Next Chapter 
Winery in New Prague, MN from 3:00-5:00 pm.  Please see agenda listed below.  3624 
invitations were mailed to Le Sueur County (2325) and Rice County (1299) residence 
within the Lower Minnesota Watershed, of these 59 attended (46 from Le Sueur/13 from 
Rice).  Also in attendance were various state and local staff.    

At the conclusion of the presentations, those in attendance were asked the questions 
listed below.  The number of each response is included.  Only ten people replied to the 
questions.    

6. How important are lakes and streams to you and your community? Very 
Important (7). Somewhat important (1).  Important (1).  
  

7. Who do you think is responsible for protecting and improving water quality and 
why?    
Landowners, LGUs (2), Homeowners, Agriculture. Everyone (8).  Citizens.  
  

8. What, if any, Better Management Practices (BMPs) do you have implemented on 
your property?  What other areas so you think would benefit from implementing 
different BMPs?  What hurtles do you see in implementing these practices? Do 
our best with CRP, buffers, household waste, farm chemicals, burning weeds. 
Grassed Waterways (2) (cost is always a hurtle).  Open the drainage systems, 
protect wetlands, buffer strips, bank stabilization projects, cost.  Prevent 
washouts, regulation on cities and residential runoff, money. CREP (Cost and 
loss of productive land).  CRP, SAFE (Cost).  Trench tillage. CREP, Filter strips.    

9. Would the following programs or conditions increase the likelihood that you 
would consider implementing a conservation practice?  

a. Payments (5)  
b. Cost-share (5)  
c. Technical assistance (4)  
d. Success stories (0)  
e. Other (3. All the above)  

  
10. If you are interested in attending future workshops, what topic(s) would interest 

you the most?    
a. Stormwater management at home (2)  
b. Landscaping for clean water (2)  
c. Clean drinking water (2)  
d. Ag BMPs for cleaner water (4)  



e. Other (2. Tips, Guides, and classes9tree planting, planting for habitat, 
weed control)  
  

General Comments:  

• Address erosion issues between Rice and Le Sueur Counties (Kilkenny Township).   
• Need to implement a program to start testing water coming from tile lines.   

     



 

  



4.2.3 Soil and Water Conservation District Watershed Citizen Interviews  

Le Sueur County SWCD met with 41 landowners one on one to discuss questions that related to farm 

and community, water resources, farm decision making, conservation practices, and background 

information.  The majority of participants, 88%, identified water resources as being important to their 

family, community, and themselves.  Conservation practices have been adopted by 100% of the 

participants.  The most common BMP adopted was terraces.  The main driving force behind practice 

adoption was erosion issues.  Most participants stated that the primary reason for lack of practice 

adoption was financially related.  Overwhelmingly, it was mentioned that landowners had positive 

working relationships with agencies such as SWCDs, NRCS, and FSA. The information that was gathered 

will be used for future planning efforts in the watershed.  

Lower Minnesota WRAPS Civic Engagement Le Sueur County  

Landowner Interview  

 Interviewee:            Interviewer:     

     

 Date:        

  
Your farm and your community  

1. Define your community?  

2. What does farming mean to you? How would you describe your farm to a friend?   

3. What concerns do you have about your farm or farming in general? If you could change 

something about farming what would you change?   

4. What do you like most about living here? What would you say are the biggest assets of your 

community?  

5. Do you have any concerns about your community? Explain?   

6. Has your community changed in the last 10 years? How so?   

Broader community capacity  

1. I’d like you to think of a time when your community or a group of community members came 

together to rally around some issues, opportunity, or problem? Please describe the situation to 

me. Who was involved? What was accomplished?  

2. Are there certain individuals, groups, or organizations that are generally trusted by community 

members? What makes them trusted?   

Water Resources  

1. How important are local water resources such as streams and lakes to you and your family? 

Explain.   

2. How important are local water resources such as streams and lake to quality of life in your 

community? Explain.   

3. How would you describe water resources in this area? Do you have any concerns about water 

quality or access to clean water in the area? Explain.   

4. Whose responsibility is it to keep water resources in this area healthy?   

      



Farm decision making  

1. How do you evaluate the success of your operation?   

2. Have you changed the way that you farm in the past 5 years in attempt to make your farm more 

successful?   

3. What are the most important decisions you have to make on your farm?   

4. What are the most important considerations for you when making decisions about conservation 

practices on your farm? To what extent does the Farm Bill impact how you operate your farm?   

5. Who are you trusted sources of information about farm management decisions? What makes 

them trusted?   

6. Who are your trusted sources of information about conservation decisions? What makes them 

trusted?   

Conservation Practices  

1. When you think of agricultural conservation practices, what comes to mind?   

2. Do you use any conservation practices on your land?   

a. Please describe them for me?   

b. What problems are you trying to address with them?   

c. What first motivated you to use this practice?   

d. How well are the practices working for you?   

3. Are there other practices you’ve considered implementing? What has kept you from doing more 

implementation?   

4. What do you see as the primary barriers or constraints to adopting these other practices? (List 

practices and corresponding barriers)  

5. Would you be willing to try out any of these practices if those barriers could be addressed?   

6. Would any of the following programs or conditions increase the likelihood that you would try 

out a new conservation practice?   

a. Payments  

b. Cost –share  

c. Technical assistance  

d. Stories from farmer who have had success with the practice  

7. What has been your experience with the SWCD and/or NRCS?   

8. What has been your experience with other governmental units?   

9. When you want information or resources related to conservation practices, where do you go for 

help?   

Background information  

1. Do you own or rent most of your land?  

2. Describe your farm operation. Acres owned/rented, tillage decisions, fertilizer/pesticide 

decisions, crop rotations, rollers, etc.   

3. Do you treat rented and owned land differently?   

4. How long do you plan to farm and who will farm after you retire?   

5. Can we contact you in the future with more questions or information about upcoming events or 

anyone else you know?   

  

Lower Minnesota WRAPS Civic Engagement - Le Sueur County  



  

Summarized Landowner Interviews  

8/27/2018  
  

Description:  
  

The Lower Minnesota River Watershed (LMRW) covers approximately 1,174,348 acres across 

southeast central Minnesota, spanning the terminal segment of the Minnesota River before it 

joins the Mississippi River, stretching 87 miles from rural Ottawa northeast to the doorstep of 

urban St. Paul. Counties included in the watershed include Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Le Sueur, 

McLeod, Nicollet, Ramsey, Renville, Rice, Scott, and Sibley counties. The LMRW in Le Sueur 

County (LSC) accounts for approximately 152,590 acres or 7.7% of the watershed.  LSC has 

several watercourses in the watershed Le Sueur Creek, Forest Prairie Creek, Sand Creek, and 

many county ditches. The watershed is located in the north half of Le Sueur County and is part 

of Le Sueur, Le Center, Montgomery and New Prague and several lakes.   

  

The Le Sueur County SWCD met with 41 landowners one on one to discuss six groups of 

questions ranging from farm and community, water resources, farm decision making, 

conservation practices and background information.   

  

The information gathered will be used for future planning efforts in the watershed.    

  

Findings:   
  

Your Farm and Your Community  
  

1. Define your community?   

  

Summarized Response:  Landowners, for the most part, related “community” to the city 

in which they are located nearest.  Others defined their community as the group of 

neighbors that surround them.  Either way the majority defined their community as 

small, agricultural and rural.  

  

2. What does farming mean to you? How would you describe your farm to a friend?   

  

Summarized Response:  59% of landowners responded that farming is their livelihood 

and also replied their lifestyle.  Many discussed the history and tradition of their farm.  

  

3. What concerns do you have about your farm or farming in general?  If you could change 

something about farming what would you change?   

Summarized Response:  There was not just one answer that stood out with this 

question and many farmers had more than a few concerns.  Crop prices, government 

control, profit margins, small farmers declining to big businesses and land stewardship 

were concerns of the majority.  

  



4. What do you like most about living here?  What would you say are the biggest assets of 

your community?  About one quarter of those interviewed still remain on the family 

farm and hope to keep the legacy alive.  Others enjoy the peace and quiet of the country 

lifestyle.  

  

5. Do you have any concerns about your community?      

  

Summarized Response:  Surprisingly 42% of landowners answered that they don’t have 

any concerns about their community.    The next most popular answer was the loss of 

businesses in their towns.  

  

6. Has your community changed in the last 10 years?     
  

Summarized Response:  Loss of businesses was brought up but what was also 

interesting was the landowners concerns about having a local high school.  Within the 

last 5 years, 3 communities combined school districts and now the high school is located 

in one of the towns, leaving the farmers to feel their community has nothing to offer 

new people to move there.  Population was brought up by some but also mentioned 

was the feeling of strangers in the community and how the crime rate has grown.  

  

Broader Community Capacity  
  

1. I’d like you to think of a time when your community or a group on community 

members came together to rally around some issues, opportunity, or problem?  Please 

describe the situation to me.  Who was involved?  What was accomplishes?    
  

Summarized Response:  The two issues that most discussed were the combining of the 

schools and rallying to keep a town’s local police department.  A couple farmers brought 

up benefits held to help an injured landowner or trying to keep open the small church 

that their entire community worships in.   

  

2. Are there certain individuals, groups, or organizations that are generally trusted by 

community members?  What makes them trusted?    

  

Summarized Response:  One third of landowners answered that their local police force 

or the county sheriff’s office was their most trusted groups in their communities.  It may 

be noteworthy to learn the second most popular answer was “not applicable” which 

25% of those surveyed answered.  

  

Water Resources  
  

1. How important are local water resources such as streams and lakes to you and you’re 

your family?      
  



Summarized Response:  88% of those surveyed answered very important!  The others 

offered similar answers and only 1 landowner answered “not very”.  

  

2. How important are local water resources such as streams and lakes to quality of life in 

your community?    
  

Summarized Response:  80% of landowners answered very and others had similar 

responses.  There were a few remarks made that water resources were important to 

others and not themselves and not so important but the majority feel the importance.  

  

3. How would you describe water resources in this area?  Do you have any concerns about 

water quality or access to clean water in the area?     

  

Summarized Response:  Over half the farmers had no concerns about their quality of 

water while others felt measures need to be taken to secure the quality of water for the 

future.  These landowners talked about chemicals used in fields and on lawns and septic 

systems.  

  

4. Whose responsibility is it to keep water resources in this area healthy?    

  

Summarized Response:  All questioned either replied everyone or their community.  

  

Farm Decision Making  
  

1. How do you evaluate the success of your operation?    
  

Summarized Response: 71% interviewed feel their operations are successful.  They all 

defined success in different ways.  Some used the word financial success, some quality 

of life and their family working together meant success.  One landowner said he feels 

successful if he makes it another year farming.  

  

2. Have you changed the way that you farm in the past 5 years in attempt to make your 

farm more successful?    

  

Summarized Response:  The majority of landowners, 83%, have somehow changed the 

way they farm in the last 5 years.  44% have established conservation methods, some 

have reduced fertilizer or updated machinery for less tillage.  

  

3. What are the most important decisions you have to make on your farm?    

  

Summarized Response:  Over half of those questioned said financial was the most 

important.  Six mentioned selling grain and livestock as their most important which 

could be lumped in with financial.  A few farmers said, “Everything”!  

  



4. What are the most important considerations for you when making decisions about 

conservation practices on your farm?  To what extent does the Farm Bill impact how 

you operate your farm?    

  

Summarized Response:  69% of farmers said the farm bill impacts the way they farm.  

With financial being the majority’s most important farming decision, they feel they need 

to comply with USDA programs and policies to ensure government payments.    

  

Conservation decisions are based on costs and need.  The farmer is much more likely to 

make a change towards conservation if he can see a financial benefit first.  

  

5. Who are your trusted sources of information about farm management decisions?  

What makes them trusted?    

  

Summarized Response:  Almost all surveyed said either their local Coop, their farm 

management instructor or themselves as their trusted source on farm management.  

Many read farm magazines and listen to the farm channels for further information.  

  

6. Who are your trusted sources of information about conservation decisions?  What 

makes them trusted?    

  

Summarized Response:  81% of landowners said that the Le Sueur County SWCD, NRCS 

and FSA offices are their most knowledgeable source for conservation.  Others 

mentioned themselves, magazines and the University of Minnesota.  

  

  

Conservation Practices  
  

1. When you think of ag conservation practices, what comes to mind?     
  

Summarized Response:  Many farmers gave a long list of different types of practices.  

Terraces, CRP, buffers, waterways and no-till were the most common.  Cover crop 

interest has grown.  Windbreaks, residue management, alfalfa in rotation and organic 

farming were some others.  

  

2. Do you use any conservation practices on your land?    
  

Summarized Response:  100% of those surveyed replied that they use conservation 

practices on their land.  

  

A:  Please describe them to me?   

  

Summarized Response:  Terraces are the most common practice used by landowners in 

Le Sueur County due to the rolling hills in the watershed.  

  

B:  What problems are you trying to address with them?    



  

Summarized Response:  81% replied they are addressing water erosion with their 

conservation practices and others said wind erosion and soil health.  

  

C:  What first motivated you to use this practice?    

  

Summarized Response:  Erosion was what first motivated the farmers to begin installing 

terraces.  Some had poor crops and wanted to become better stewards of the land.  

  

D:  How well are the practices working for you?   

  

Summarized Response: 96% answered that their practices are working good.    

  

3. Are there other practices you’ve considered implementing?  What has kept you from 

doing more implementation?    
  

Summarized Response:  Many of the landowners are curious about cover crops and 

would like to try them.    

  

4. What do you see as the primary barriers or constraints to adopting these other 

practices?  (List practices and corresponding barriers)   
  

Summarized Response:  Cost seemed to be the initial answer for seeding cover crops 

although landowners are hesitant because they would like more information on the 

benefits.  

  

5. Would you be willing to try out any of these practices if those barriers could be 

addressed?    

  

Summarized Response:  Some of the landowners surveyed didn’t respond to this 

question because they need more information on deciding what would benefit their 

land.  

  

6. Would any of the following programs or conditions increase the likelihood that you 

would try out a new conservation practice?    
  

A. Payments:    
  

Summarized Response:  61% responded yes that payments would persuade them to 

try something new.  

  

B. Cost-Share:    

  

Summarized Response:  49% responded that a percentage of cost-share would help 

them with deciding on a new practice.  

  



C. Technical Assistance:    
  

Summarized Response:  One quarter of those surveyed said they would be willing to 

install a new practice with just technical assistance from the SWCD.  

  

D. Stories from farmer who had success with the practice:    
  

Summarized Response:  Interestingly more landowners responded they would try a 

new conservation practice if a farmer friend told them of their success than they 

would with technical assistance.  

  

7. What has been your experience with the SWCD and/or NRCS?    

  

Summarized Response:  96% have had a very good relationship with the SWCD/NRCS 

office and the others describe their experiences as fine.  

  

8. What has been your experience with other government units?    
  

Summarized Response:  Half of those interviewed commented that their experiences 

were ok and the other half interviewed preferred not to answer this question.  

  

9. When you want information or resources related to conservation practices, where do 

you go for help?   

  

Summarized Response:  93% of farmers said they come to the Le Sueur County SWCD 

office for conservation related questions.  Some said they will visit with their Agronomist 

or look in farm magazines.  

  

Background Information  
  

1. Do you own or rent most of your land:    

  

Summarized Response:  Over half of the landowners own their land, some own and rent 

50/50 and a few just rent their land.  

  

2. Describe your farm operation.  Acres owned/rented, tillage decisions, 

fertilizer/pesticide decisions, crop rotations, rollers, etc.    

  

Summarized Response: Over 76% of farmers have a corn/soybean rotation and cash 

crop.  Very few have livestock, dairy is diminishing rapidly.  Quite a few plant small grain 

and hay.  

  

3. Do you treat rented and owned land differently?    

  



Summarized Response: 78% of the farmers said they do not treat rented and owned 

land differently.  The others that do treat the land differently is due to the fact that they 

are in rental contracts so chemical applications are the main reasons.  

  

4. How long do you plan to farm and who will farm after you retire?    

  

Summarized Response:  66% of farmers expect to have family taking over the farm, 

either a son/daughter or nephew.  Farming is a lifestyle and many have no plans to ever 

leave or quit farming until they are physically incapable or pass away.  

  

5. Can we contact you in the future with more questions or information about upcoming 

events or anyone else you know?    
  

Summarized Response: All answered yes that they would be more than willing to visit 

with us.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

4.3 Public outreach and education  

4.3.1 Questionnaires  

Questionnaires were created for the Next Chapter Winery Meeting and Le Sueur County Fair in order to 

have a better understanding of landowner involvement with water resources and conservation practices 

as well as their personal beliefs, values, and behaviors.  Data that was collected will be included as part 

of the WRAPS process, and hopefully will help with future water resource management.      

4.3.2 Next Chapter Winery Meeting  

On November 30th, 2017 a WRAPS informational meeting was held at the Next Chapter Winery in New 

Prague, MN.  Postcards were mailed to 3624 household located within Rice and Le Sueur Counties.  

During this event, 59 landowners attended.  Additionally, NRCS, FSA, SWCD, MDA, MN DNR, and County 

staff attended the meeting.  Topics that were discussed included: information about state and federal 

programs (CRP, CREP, EQIP, MAWQCP), cost share opportunities, basic information about the Lower MN 

Watershed and the WRAPS process, and why the participants were invited to the event.  

4.3.3. Le Sueur County Fair 2017  

From August 17-20th in 2017, Le Sueur County had educational materials (watershed model, AIS, etc.) 

and a questionnaire available for individuals to participate in. Information was gathered on 

landowner knowledge of water resources and participation with conservation practices within the 

LMRW. 4.4 Long-term results  

4.4.1 Capacity Building  



The results from the projects that were completed will help provide knowledge and understanding of 

how to get landowners, citizens, and others involved with practices that improve water quality within 

the Lower MN Watershed.  Efforts were focused in both agriculture and urban settings.  The public was 

able to provide a deeper insight on their views of water and the importance of how it impacts them.  

They were also able to reflect and report their struggles and reasoning behind practice adoption or lack 

of.  The main messages that were taken from this project are listed as the following:   

• Majority of landowners understand that water resources are important

• Need for more education and outreach for landowners on a variety of topics related to

watersheds and conservation practices

• Lack of conservation practice adoption is due to:

o Financial reasons o Need for

Technical Assistance o

Community leadership

• Cost-share and/or technical assistance is preferred when adopting BMPs

• Strong interest is expressed with landowners to implement some type of BMP (ex: cover crops)

• Many landowners have already implemented BMP’s

4.4.2 Partnerships and Alliances 

Le Sueur County and Soil and Water Conservation District enjoyed working with LMRW partners (Rice, 

Sibley, Nicollet, Renville, and McLeod counties), Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, and the University 

of Minnesota.  Interactions at workshops, trainings, community activities, and so forth developed 

stronger professional relationships and provided noteworthy knowledge and information during the 

WRAPS process.  As a result from this project, partners will be able to be more effective in 

communicating with other government entities and implementing conservation practices within the 

Lower MN Watershed.  The activities and results that were included as part of this project will be used in 

the WRAPS document and will be an important resource for the One Watershed One Plan process.  

4.4.3 Lessons Learned 

One of the greatest lessons discovered with this project is just how much diversity occurs throughout 

the watershed.  Differences occur by county and even within each county.  These dissimilarities include 

things such as: farming practices that are used, types of BMPs favored/adopted, and views towards 

conservation and watershed management.  Addressing these unique differences will be extremely 

important when trying to complete conservation activities, ideas, and goals that currently and/or will 

occur throughout the watershed.  There also are similarities shared among the watershed when trying 

to understand the reasoning behind practice adoption or lack of.    

4.4.4 Project Feedback 

The civic engagement project work that was completed is important for the WRAPS process.  Due to 

staff turnover, Le Sueur County had some delays when completing projects tasks.  Using additional 

outreach and education tools and resources may have created better participation during the Le Sueur 

County Fair.  



5. Section 3-Final Expenditures  

Objective  Line Item  Budget  Invoice 3  Spent  Balance  
Objective 1:  Community Engagement Team Planning      

Objective 1A:  Develop Community Engagement 

Activities  
Personnel: LSC P&Z Admin   $ -  $ -  $ -   $  -     

Objective 1A:  Develop Community Engagement 

Activities  
Personnel: LSC Water Resources  
Specialist   $ 396.90    $ -   $ 396.90    $  -     

Objective 1A:  Develop Community Engagement 

Activities  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD 
Program Specialist   $ 550.70    $ -   $ 550.70    $  -     

Objective 1A:  Develop Community Engagement 

Activities  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD Senior 
Tech   $ 447.70    $ -   $ 447.70    $  -     

Objective 1A:  Develop Community Engagement 

Activities  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD District 
Tech   $ 321.90    $321.90    $ 321.90    $  -     

Objective 1B:  Community Engagement Training  Personnel: LSC P&Z Admin  $ -   $ -      $ -   $ -     

Objective 1B:  Community Engagement Training  
Personnel: LSC Water Resources 
Specialist   $ 317.52    $ -   $ 317.52    $ -     

Objective 1B:  Community Engagement Training  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD 
Program Specialist   $ 440.56    $ -   $ 440.56    $ -     

Objective 1B:  Community Engagement Training  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD Senior 
Tech   $ 358.16    $ -   $ 358.16    $ -     

Objective 1B:  Community Engagement Training  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD District 
Tech   $ 257.52    $ -      $ -   $ 257.52   

Objective 1C:  Community Engagement Survey Input  Personnel: LSC P&Z Admin  $ -   $ -      $ -   $ -     

Objective 1C:  Community Engagement Survey Input  
Personnel: LSC Water Resources  
Specialist   $ 396.90    $ -   $ 19.85    $ 377.05   

Objective 1C:  Community Engagement Survey Input  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD 
Program Specialist   $ -   $ -   $ -   $ -     

Objective 1C:  Community Engagement Survey Input  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD Senior 
Tech   $ 447.70   $ -   $ 447.70    $ -     

Objective 1C:  Community Engagement Survey Input  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD District 
Tech  $ 321.90    $ 321.90    $ 321.90    $ -     

Objective 2:  Community Engagement Implementation      

Objective 2A:  Conduct Watershed Citizen Interviews  Personnel: LSC P&Z Admin   $ -      $  -      $ -      $ -     

Objective 2A:  Conduct Watershed Citizen Interviews  
Personnel: LSC Water Resources 
Specialist   $ -      $  -      $ -      $ -     

Objective 2A:  Conduct Watershed Citizen Interviews  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD 
Program Specialist   $11,895.12    $8,040.22    $11,895.12    $ -     

Objective 2A:  Conduct Watershed Citizen Interviews  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD Senior 
Tech   $2,059.42    $2,059.42    $2,059.42    $ -     

Objective 2A:  Conduct Watershed Citizen Interviews  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD District 
Tech   $ -      $ -      $ -      $ -     

Objective 2B:  Outreach Events  Personnel: LSC P&Z Admin   $ -      $ -      $ -      $ -     

Objective 2B:  Outreach Events  
Personnel: LSC Water Resources 
Specialist   $ 1,309.77       $ 1,309.77    $ -     

Objective 2B:  Outreach Events  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD 
Program Specialist   $ 550.70    $ 330.42    $ 550.70    $ -     

Objective 2B:  Outreach Events  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD Senior 
Tech   $ 447.70       $ 447.70    $ -     

Objective 2B:  Outreach Events  
Subcontracting: LSC SWCD District 
Tech   $ 321.90    $  321.90    $ 321.90    $  -     

Objective 2B:  Rice Co Postage  
750 mailings at up to $0.50 per 
mailing   $ 368.26       $ 368.26    $  -     

Objective 2B:  Le Sueur Co Postage  
1320 mailings at up to $0.50 per 
mailing   $ 660.39       $ 660.39    $  -     

Objective 2B:  Rice Co Printing  750 printings at up to $0.61   $  159.23   
    $ 159.23    $  -     



Objective 2B:  Le Sueur Co Printing 1320 printings at up to $0.61  $  265.71   $ 265.71   $  -  

Objective 2B:  Supplies 
Meeting Refreshments/Supplies, 
WS Model  $ 930.31   $ 930.31   $  -  

Objective 2:     Mileage Commissioner's Rate  $ 1,026.77   $ 367.33   $ 566.04   $ 460.73  
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